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Cruel steel birds come shrieking through the sky. An explosion 

comes to breakfast and rocks the Empire state.  

The sky comes crashing down. 

Humankind thrown into the war and losing fast, wet shorts and 

shaky legs, gentle weeping. Earth grumbling, wind screeching, 

howling, whipping up a real twirler, no gliding today. In a zip 

everything is going everywhere and nowhere all at once. 

Screams, Oaths, Promises, Threats, Bone-Dead-Fear. 

Day becomes Night, a bone-chilling turnaround. The populace 

has been transported onto a Hollywood set. Blood-throttled 

screams fill the air. Glass explodes and scatters from the 

heights. Smoke fills the shallow breathing lungs and burns the 

horrified eyes. A shirt floats down and through the smoldering 

sky, a ghost weaving and dancing; panic overtakes all. 

Running, running, running for life. All move as in a dream, as 

if drugged.  

People push, shove and trample each other in attempted escape, 

but there is none possible, not from this enemy within. A grey 

man dives headfirst from the north tower, crashes to the ground 

in a smoldering heap. Frantic for air many fall down long 

flights of stairs to remain where they land. People scuttling 

scared, primal terror in the eyes, handkerchiefs held tight to 

faces. The air is thick soot. A man sits on the curb coughing 

blood. 

Bodies fall from a thousand feet up, drop like iron balloons. 

A vendor pushing his cart crashdance crumples to the ground, 

heart attack. Dogs scurry underfoot, tripping some, jumping 

into the arms of others. A woman drops to her knees to help the 

vendor but it is too late. Cars crash into the nearest obstacles. A 

bus overturns crushing two rumpled people as they take shelter 

beside trashcans.  

The world is not Kansas anymore. 



Air an asphyxiation of smoke and ash and the salt iron taste of 

blood. Ragged folks appear everywhere. Some the always 

homeless, some the newly homeless, most the lost and 

confused.  

BOOOM!!! BOOOM!!! AAAAGGGHHH!!! 

In the wasteland a child’s doll lay twisted and burnt. Hot grief 

is palpable. Stern questions shouted to the ghosts of darkness; 

Why? How? Why? 

Shutters click savagely. Always the story, the story, the infinite 

bowing and worshipping, sacrificing all to the preeminent 

divine rights of the story. The preeminent power in this modern 

day hellhole of a universe. Cameramen stand steps away from 

human suffering. But always the sacred story comes first: 

"…and I watched her die right before my eyes, her skin turning 

an unspeakable shade of green…" 

Schmedlap races for cover under a collapsed wall. Under the 

odd angled lean-to shelter he takes a moment of breath. From 

where he sits it seems everything has been obliterated, wiped 

out, and again unwarranted and unwarned. They had said this 

type of thing could not happen to sons, daughters, mothers, 

fathers, the old and young alike. And now these mistakes are 

being calculated in lost lives and severed limbs. Negotiation is 

not possible with an enemy that does not fear death. The 

impotent, ivory tower donkeys believe intrusion and diplomacy 

satisfy all. An illusion they peddle relentlessly while 

mismanaging our blood wages. 

The stakes in this game are too high for such ludicrous 

assumptions. The death toll rises as desperate reports are 

broadcast. Dread of the next abomination keeps a poisonous 

chill in the air. 

Lieutenant Dume Schmedlap moves out, away from his 

impromptu shelter, looking for others who may also be about, 

other survivors. It seems to him that anyone not on the plane is 



potentially alive…somewhere. On the streets he sees others, 

like himself, who were just at the wrong place at zero hour, 

scattering now with the offal and detritus generated from this 

hellfire holocaust. All that was before is now present anew. 

That of course except sanity, which from this day forward will 

be forever changed. If a true understanding is to come of this 

day it will come only in retrospect. The pain is at present too 

overpowering to produce more than violent rage. Fear is the 

present export. Rage, properly channeled, will follow. 

As he moves through the rubble and smoke, he stumbles on a 

large root protruding through the cement. He reflects that a 

dead tree gives no shelter, the cricket no relief. What will come 

of this stony rubble? A field of disconnected broken images 

greets his hopeful glances, fractured light slicing though a grim 

mosaic promising salvation. With his mind confused and 

spinning he finds it difficult to concentrate on what his next 

move shall be. Instinctual panic gives way to quick moving 

lethargy, depression. Better to just lie down and join the dead, 

maybe they are the lucky ones after all. 

But he knows that this will not happen, is not his way. At the 

same time a large part of him feels to have been forcibly ripped 

from his person while he was reduced to shocked inaction. This 

then is the true process of terrorism. 

He wanders now as in a dream, his feet take him on auto pilot 

of the damned. He vaguely senses that he is on a mission of 

sorts but he is not sure what that could be. What is the 

anointing? What does it mean to be anointed? As it stands, he 

was not here in any official capacity. Just happened to be in the 

neighborhood when the sky came crashing down and hell came 

to breakfast. Through blurry and burning eyes he can see that 

he is heading toward the building, can see the large main doors 

hanging at awkward angles, like malfunctioning arms, wide 

open, offering no obstruction to whatever may wish to pass. 

Numb legs move him closer. Eyes scan the interior. Smokey, 

soot black, sounds of stone and steel creaking and moaning, 



someone coughing. Come on, boy. Wake up! There are 

SURVIVORS in there.  

Now the search must begin. He feels a renewed sense of 

hopeful energy coarse though him. Not knowing what hour it 

is—a hangover does not a clear head make—he knows that 

time will move at hyper speed as the crisis deepens and soon 

darkness will descend with its inherent terrors. To the clear 

headed time is standing still, choking the oxygen from 

atmosphere 

Action. Dig, dig, dig. 

Piling stone upon stone upon plank upon tinkered wall 

fragment. This is the way. Piece by piece. He thinks he can see 

a stairwell. Or is this an elevator shaft? 

Hard to tell in the gloomy mausoleum atmosphere. Maybe he 

should strike a match? 

He does and it immediately explodes in his hand, a 

circumference of electric blue flame circling around his fist. He 

drops the match and falls backward, landing on his side against 

something sharp.  

"Fuck!!" 

As he reaches around to examine his hand comes upon the 

sticky warmth that could only be blood. His movements 

produce the distinct sound of glass crunching away under him. 

"Shit," he screams." Smart move. There’s gas leaking in here 

or something else seriously combustible, and you’ve fallen in a 

shitload of glass!!" 

Sniffing ineptly at the surrounding air does not produce the 

telltale scent of natural gas. But then he can’t be 100 percent 

sure of anything at this point.  

He calls out. "Hello? Hello? Anybody hear me?" 



Lots of shuffling and faint moaning he can hear thinly through 

a fog, but no one answers. Creaking, cracking, crashing, 

projectiles zipping by. Flight instinct whispers but he ignores 

it. 

Louder. Speak louder. 

"HELLO??!! HELLO??!!" he screams, feeling his throat tear, 

choking on ash. He can hear a weak mountain echo of a sound 

coming from somewhere above him. 

"…yes…yes…" 

The frail angelic tone conjures for him images not altogether 

framed in altruistic motive. Sure, he wanted to be a savior. But 

he was after all a man. What if this was a voluptuous beauty of 

a female? Odds are in his favor, sooty white knight to the 

rescue through exploding black tower. Hell, he could…(Lips) 

yes…(Hips) yes…(OMG) YES! YES! YES! 

"You are true swine shit, Schmedlap. A real beauty!!" 

With the dawning of this tragedy his life has opened into a new 

and "other" desperate universe. All must as a matter of course 

be reorganized, re-categorized, be come to terms with. For 

starters, no tomcatting around these troubled ruins in quest of 

punani. Repress the irresistible synchronicity of sex and death. 

That was for a different time and place.  

Now was a time for heroes and whether he liked it or not he 

was cast in the starring role that comes from looking death in 

the face and finding in it nothing but cruelty, sorrow, emptiness 

and shock. 

Gone is the old. Here to stay is the new. This used to be his 

world, safe haven, urban dystopia. Now it is a fractured 

montage; toxic ash, madness, primal screams, mangled bodies. 

 

***** 



 

"Reality is a thin line between denial and paranoia." 

When the cock crows waking sunshine, the dim glow filtering 

in rumbles from war slammed streets in heavy tones, mumbles 

unimaginable horrors. Smells bitter acidic. Ash falling still, 

though drifting lazily. Steady trudging human stains slumping 

along in packs. Wakeup will come with a huge excise tax.  

One day only...PROMISE. 

Schmedlap refuses to uncoil and move, apathetic but abysmally 

scared, decides to lie where he is. Falls into a fugue. Brain 

traffic onrush. Fly by images gnat around, buzz his ears, slap 

his face. Migraine aura. Disconnected realities, cruelly distinct, 

but something tying them together, something horrific, 

something unbelievable. Memories...or is that illusions, harass 

him demanding attention. He drifts in a wasteland between 

wakefulness and sleep, the borderland state, the half-dream 

state, the pre-dream condition, pure hypnagogic altered state of 

consciousness, sees through his lens darkly a giant grasping 

hand reaching into a fiery smoke filled door blood boiling, 

temp rising, duty focus his sole concern, gasping for air, 

hoisting, pushing, busting through to the other side, busting 

through to freedom. Steps into an alien world of people 

running, people screaming, visions, voices, weird insights, 

splashes of color, flares, sparks and cloud-like forms, people 

milling numbly by. And from these poisoned entrails comes a 

camera, a flash, mumbling mumbling mumbling, and 

Schmedlap, fire charred avenger, goes right past on a mission, 

bringing his rescue to salvation.  

The sinister circus of pain wails on in the background. 

He is drifting, floating, sees mountains and hills which come 

rolling against him, boiling waters, lines and angles, 

landscapes, wide expansive vistas, geometric forms, jewels, 

diamonds, threatening demons, intricate patterns dancing 



before his mind's eye. If he is experiencing a hallucinogenic 

episode or LSD flashback he is oblivious at this juncture to 

such high-flown concepts. He trudges along, barely cognizant, 

yet deliberate in action, legs going rubbery, failing, total 

breakdown imminent. He stumbles upon a church, stops at the 

church steps and sets her down, his rescue, she of the unknown, 

snatched from the fiery belly of the beast. Easier to breathe at 

ground level. He glances at her angelic face, soot smudged, 

silent perfection in marble. Her lips mumble something 

incomprehensible to his deafened ears. Yet he is not here, has 

departed long ago. Mission accomplished, rescuer and rescuee 

bonded in tragedy, delivered to salvation. They collapse 

together…apart... 

Time slips…time slides…time abides. 

His eyes slam open to his unfastened trousers, splayed like 

Tulip petals, his proud boner standing at attention. A rather 

sexpot young nurse is leaning over him, a straight razor in one 

hand, Barbasol can in the other. For a moment he stares as 

though amazed, he being splayed flat on the pavement no 

longer away with the fairies. He recalls that during his 

swoon—which lasted the same hours it took for the sun to 

begin its descent and the dubious ministrations of Nurse Betty 

to commence—he had visions of fairies and elves and Elena 

and Laura and nymphs and satyrs and trolls and leprechauns 

and sprites and duendes and pixies and goblins. It was not often 

his head was cluttered with such twaddle, and when he awoke 

he was mightily immobilized and under sexual assault. Isn’t 

this the type of treatment received by female journalists 

reporting from war zones? 

He feels a cool breeze kiss his balls and catches the gleam off 

his rod. It twangs from side to side in the whispering breeze; 

ding dong ding dong the pendulum swings, she has fashioned 

out of his privates a grandfather clock. Reaching for it is 

useless, arms and legs pinioned secure. Yep, I’m the female 

journalist all right.  



"I remember watching Jan Klammer ski down the side of a 

mountain," the breezy nurse says, continuing a conversation he 

wasn't invited to…"so closely flirting with disaster that the 

commentators could do nothing but gasp." 

He has no idea what she's talking about, stares forlornly at his 

package.  

"Oh right. Yes...you were a bit on the…umm…Neanderthal 

winter fur package plan, so I took the liberty of smoothing you 

out, upgraded you to the bonus plan. Love a shiny package, 

don’t you?" 

He is so deer in headlights stunned his mouth hangs open as if 

his brains have leaked out. 

"So much prettier. So much cuddlier. So much TASTIER!!" 

eye flutters, finger taping his pendulum rhythmically to keep it 

swinging. "Watch the nurse's jiggling breasts. Mmm…stay 

hard." 

Kiss it gently into that good night. 

 

***** 

 

Schmedlap's anonymity came to an end when he became the 

subject of one of the most memorable photographs taken Sept. 

11. The picture, taken by World News photographer Carla 

Reynolds, captured Schmedlap as he walked through a cloud of 

debris, his clothes covered in dust, a paper towel held over his 

mouth and nose, a collapsed woman over his shoulder. 

Something about his photograph clicked with the public. The 

photograph was reprinted in newspapers and magazines 

around the world. 



At first, Schmedlap didn't even know his picture had been 

taken. Then events began to unfold which clued him in to his 

accidental celebrity… 

Anciently, semen was revered as the magical "Elixir Vitae," 

offering healing and rejuvenation to the adoring female 

devotees who drank regularly from the male "fountain." Angry 

women just need a little sperm shake, twice a day to brighten 

their dispositions. Sex research has proved that healthy semen 

actually possesses "as-yet unknown properties" that provide 

females with truly "wonderful health benefits." 

To improve the taste of semen, SASH (Sister Assisted Semen 

Harvesting) recommends eating pineapple or drinking 

pineapple juice to make cum sweeter. Citrus fruits and 

cranberry juice are also recommended. Any fruit or fruit juice 

high in sugar content, like apple, melon, mango, or grape, may 

increase the amount of sugars put out in semen. Parsley, 

wheatgrass, and celery have been recommended for sweeter 

semen as well, perhaps because of their chlorophyll content. 

Sister Amelia whips out a big bowie knife and cuts all his 

clothes off, then puts a restraining silver cock-ring at the base 

of his cock, and a smaller restraining cock ring on the tip of the 

cock, right below the head. She then injects his cock with a 

solution that will keep his cock diamond hard for 2 weeks. 

"We have done extensive research ourselves and concur with 

the present findings; angry women need a sperm shake twice a 

day to brighten their dispositions. We market shakes of course. 

But we also offer our clients the choice of (1) drinking their 

dose direct from the spigot and (2) the sublime rewards of Nad 

Fry Appetizers. Snip snip, sizzle sizzle…YUM…" 

He looks at his package and has to admit, despite it being his 

own parts under discussion, with its smooth shiny quality, its 

rigid pole-straight stance, it does look rather tasty. Sausage and 

Dumplings anyone? 



"Not as many aficionados as you might imagine, "she says, 

eyes drooping sadly, "Our crops need steady replenishment as 

crops wither and go to seed, reach the point of diminishing 

returns. Such is the cyclical nature of life. Despair not. Your 

contribution is duly noted." 

Whether mumbling or humming it is difficult to discern, but a 

barely audible tuneful monologue starts that obtains when such 

iconic characters are forced together. He looks down at his 

legs, shakes his head a bit, then shrugs.  

She stands with folded arms listening through the screen of 

twisted torments to his predictable soliloquy. Every new 

captive began this way upon their swift induction into "the 

crop." 

"Live forever, don't think so." 

Father time. He was rehashing things with a god he no longer 

believed in (as if he ever had), bargaining to save that which 

has surely been actionably abused, blazing right through the 

grief cycle, sailing through first stage denial, bypassing second 

stage anger, triple-stepping to third stage bargaining, the place 

she believed he would pitch tent and remain.  

She shakes her head sympathetically and debates interrupting 

him. She wanted to shut him up. Really she did. But something 

soothing about watching her captive men beg and plea to a 

silent deity touched her in places she could only marginally 

better service through direct intervention.  

Planet Earth. Soon nothing more than dried riverbeds and 

exposed ocean floors–all that is left after rapid global warming; 

what a planet eventually looks like when it is overpopulated 

with tenants more concerned with exploiting its natural 

resources and bombing the snot out of each other than care-

taking the environment. 

He grins like a schoolboy at a frog pond. The sparkling bay 

windows wink at him. 



The Big Dipper was high in the sky above them. He imagines it 

full to the rim, balancing it in his hand and not spilling a drop. 

Make mine whiskey, please. Uncle Jack of course. 

He had for years nursed a steady reliance on Jack Daniels, his 

preferred "poison," had attributed the wax and wane of all 

things honorable and horrific to this uncle's tainted counsel. 

The answers to all life's mysteries were contained at the bottom 

of that particular bottle. Il y a une femme dans toutes les 

affaires (There is a woman in every case). Anyone who told 

you otherwise was just trying to sell you something. At any 

rate, any argument could be twisted to his side, a stormy 

slantsman from way back. 

A flicker of his bound stripped self flashes before him and is 

quickly doused by a whiskey splash. This one splash he was 

allowed so long as he drank his daily allotment of fruit juices, 

fresh squeezed by his own hands in the sumptuous kitchen. 

Sister Amelia, his captor, and Sister Janice-clan leader, had 

immediately upon his arrival put him on a program of exercise 

(You are a bit of a chub), strict diet, and daily semen 

harvesting. "You will now join the others and become part of 

"the crop." 

Thinking he had landed quite providentially at the place all not-

necessarily-good-but-not-so-bad boys go to claim their share of 

pussy they had in their brief and pathetic lives failed to plunder 

(Reward!), he at first embraced his fate with a goofy smile. 

Always the resolute tie dyed optimist, which as he well knew 

marked him as a blathering baboon. 

Another misstep.  

A wasp's nest of apathetic uncommunicative females was sent 

into his quarters to harvest his semen and depart. No kissing, 

no coochie, just cold conducted business. The injection he had 

been administered guaranteed his ability to produce copiously 

at harvesting, a silent death row inmate stuck between 

resignation and acceptance, a sort of limbo for the oblivious. 



So, just jerk-off Jennies; no kissy no coochie. A manageable 

existence. Always naked and ready, his private parts a steady 

topic and concern, nuzzled and pinched and squeezed till he 

required immediate harvesting. Then he was whisked away like 

a prize pig. Not unpleasant until they brought in the machine; 

the relentless unquenchable machine. 

He has lost all cognizance of time. 

 

***** 

 

Any life is made up of a single moment — the moment in which 

a man finds out, once and for all, who he is. - Jorge Luis 

Borges 

The place is raucously noisy; a rattling, clattering, rumble and 

crash like a collision of comets and asteroids. A strong rush of 

hot and fetid air races through the corridor. Schmedlap is 

huddled over himself as he walks, gulping breath through a 

handkerchief, looking for a place of brief refuge.  

Whoever is keeping their underthings hostage from the 

washing machine better give up and toss them into the acid 

bath! 

"We perform a service." 

So they bagged him, milked him, bound him, let him run a bit 

too free he supposes, leaving him alone too long with one of 

their low level minion, way down on the food chain, she taking 

him on a tour of sorts, a proud munchkin, ending finally in the 

laundry room, chatted away like no tomorrow, turned her back 

on her prey, then he grabbed her, taped her mouth shut, bound 

her hands and legs and stuffed her into the industrial dryer. 

Panic set in and he felt at a great loss. He was still entirely 

unclothed so what would he… 



You’re in the laundry room Einstein. Grab some duds throw 

them on and split out the window. A great plan. Too bad the 

window ejects him into a connected netherworld that may very 

well be antechamber to the den of debauchery he just left.  

He figures that instead of running berserker style into the 

daylight, he would find better cover by penetrating to its core, 

devour the beast from within as it were, become the human 

equivalent of the ichneumon wasp. The intense noise and heat 

of this place suggest there are lower rooms, many of them, 

some even underground. Why underground? He doesn’t know. 

Just seems to go with the motif. 

The inside of this building is a masterstroke in evasive tactics. 

Every step he takes clouds his path, leaves him to wonder if he 

can even find himself in here. Deep man. Really deep. So 

metaphysical. On a quest to find ourselves, are we? Can’t go 

on this type of spiritual quest without your handy dandy 

personalized copy of Ramman Sphincter’s new book, Going 

Philosophical Without Going Postal! 

He stumbles along, beginning now to see more clearly. A 

greenish haze of light has settled over the area. Must have a 

gap in the wall somewhere. He now has a new mission. Find 

the gap! 

To Schmedlap, finding the "gap" is the underlying metaphor to 

his entire life. But what good has it done him, just a lone rider 

jumping horses mid-stream. Right now though, before 

searching for this particular non-human gap element, he needs 

to find a resting spot. His feet are getting dog tired. 

He sits right down where he stands, not caring suddenly if he is 

in the open or not. Not like the inside of maintenance 

unfriendly zones are high traffic areas. Any place in here is as 

good as another. He sits and stares across the open space. From 

this new vantage point he feels as if he has stumbled onto a 

movie set, a setting of post-apocalyptic doom. How 

appropriate. As he looks across the gloom filled expanse his 



eye catches writing of some kind, a name or a title or a code, 

jogging his memory to something that has been covered by 

neglect: the big picture. He struggles over to a dim dusty 

crevice, mysteriously silent but screaming mute, suspicious 

droppings, desiccated husks of insects gone, secrets tucked 

deep within this gutter stew, cryptic Cyrillic etchings, 

cuneiform, hidden so skillfully it is anything but accidental.  

Cryptology is an art in itself and he suspects he has happened 

upon the work of a major cryptographer: 

∑ ɸ β α Π 

He has forgotten just what this curious code might mean, 

seems to him he knew at one time, after intense training and 

abusive punishment cycles, but now, years past, it is all a 

jumble of scribbles to him now. Pretty sure at any rate that the 

two central characters have a certain crucial meaning based 

solely on their their side by side placement to each other he is 

certain of only one thing; this will drive him bonkers until he 

gets to a place of relative safety and cryptology training 

manuals left over from his academic days; a matter for a future 

time. Prudent to conceal himself from the world at large, 

knowing he has at least a few angry young women out to 

excoriate him, those deadly hungry girls, he is careful as he 

makes for the daylight, shuttling out from cover of his 

impromptu underground lair, dirty, sweaty, no doubt putrid, 

still he takes a chance. He stuffs his hands into cavernous 

pockets, the baggy-way-too-big-for-him-bunched-around-the-

waist-like-Charlie-Chaplain trousers, looking every bit the 

runaway clown, a comic sight good for a gas. His mind aswim 

with esoterica, tripe from a tossed away paper, how old he 

cannot know as he has lost all track of time, but at any rate 

obviously a slow news day, Tuesday of course, the worst, 

journalist Mark Lesion plugging a story about old world 

mysteries, connections to the present, ineffable, blasphemous, 

anointing and its roots, lice and other insects burrowing into 

sheep's ears, killing them, shepherd's pouring oil on the sheep's 



head, making wool slippery, caused parasites to slip off, assault 

aborted, going for the broad brush strokes, waxes wistful, 

lyrical as he drones that from this, anointing became symbolic 

of blessing, protection, and empowerment, a long circuitous 

route to get to the anticlimactic ending, Ash Wednesday.  

Schmedlap was sure he was going for personal lubricant tie-

ins.  

 

***** 

 

Astor (Attila) Larchmont comes home from work to find that 

he has become for all intents and purposes, invisible. While it 

is true he was not literally invisible, it would be hard to 

convince him otherwise. Attila had a long running argument 

with his spouse, wife, life-mate. He claimed that she expended 

great effort ignoring him.  

"Why do you persist in ignoring me, Arina," he would ask, the 

anger rising in his throat as he tried in vain to grasp the benefits 

of Dr.Tygo’s anger management seminars. "Every time I talk 

to you you find something else to draw your attention away. 

Yesterday it was an ingrown toenail. Today the cat needed 

more food. And furthermore into the whirlpool, you just 

suddenly notice how the dust above the ceiling fan has become 

so thick that perhaps a cleaning is overdo. And while it’s not 

the notion of these things in and of themselves that piss me off 

see, it’s the way that you must absolutely and unequivocally 

twist your head, utter some nondescript words in the general 

direction of the intrusion; something, something, something, 

ANYTHING BUT LISTEN TO YOUR HUSBAND.!! I 

presume you still remember who I am Arina?"  

"Hmm, whatever. That dust is rather…wouldn’t you say?" 



Clearly, She had become weary of his complaints. After all, 

what was the problem anyway? Didn’t she have the right, the 

absolute god given right to spread her attentions as she saw fit? 

Free will and all, a sticky business. 

Yes, Arina. But rudeness is another matter altogether. 

So, on this particular day Attila Larchmont felt he had most 

certainly crossed the unreachable threshold of invisibility. Now 

what would he do? Well, there were always the Invisible Man 

comic books he’s kept comfortably safe all these years. Should 

be able to pick up a few pointers from that work of pop culture 

art. In fact, he might even find he enjoyed this new condition. 

Just think, never having to come home again, never having to 

"have to" again, never having to do most of everything he had 

spent up to this point in his life defining. Could a man make a 

life whilst invisible? He was game to find out.  

He walks upstairs and happens to glance out the window across 

the wide backyard. In the house across the way, the upstairs 

light come on and shadows slice across the space like a 

Colombian Wolf Spider crawling across the face of an empty 

canvas.  

Suddenly, he sees it. The unmistakable shape of voluptuous 

femininity that grabs him like a two-ton magnet hook grabs a 

big ol stupid iron fish. 

"Wow! Mariana!" mumbles under heated breath, "some 

trimoungulus casabas you’ve got going. I’ll bet you got the 

pinkest puppies. Damn you’ve grown girl!"  

He didn’t think she would mind him looking. She was after all 

getting undressed at night in front of an open lighted window 

and he was after all newly invisible. Hell, she probably would 

be pleased to know he was watching. And further more, she 

probably WANTED IT!  

This last thought pushes him over the edge. He pulls out his 

cock and begins whacking it fiercely into the wall.  



" Ohh, Mariana, Ohh, Mariana, you look sooo good, honey, 

sooo good, honey, oh yeah, oh yeah, oh Yes, yes, yes! Give it 

to me, give it to me, give it to me…" 

Are you hiding from your mama 

Are you hiding from your dad 

Do they know what you’ve been doing 

With your boyfriends in the shack 

Bet they wouldn’t believe 

How their little girl screams 

When she’s puttin’ it to the grind 

And don’t your eyes roll back 

When he lays a smack of his hand 

Across your behind 

There’s someone sneaking ‘round your back door 

Someone looking real hard for you 

He’s tired and wired and loaded to fire 

His double action gun for you 

There’s someone sneaking ‘round your back door 

He’s lookin’ mighty mean 

And I’m willing to bet, you’re teacher’s favorite pet 

You’re a rootin’ tootin’ lovin’ machine 

The unexpected tap upon his shoulder scares the living crap 

outta him.  

"Attila," a vaguely sweet but flinty female voice says. 

"Whatcha doin??!!" 



"Ahh…Ahh…Just looking at the window sweetness. Noticed 

this frame is kinda cracked, you know. Think we 

should…umm" 

"Atilla! Seriously? I can see what you’re doing!" 

He looks down at his hand still gripping the evidence, in 

flagrante delicto. 

"Oh. This? Yeah, well, no need to be a Clackwangler about it. 

These new pants were a bit tight you know and I 

thought…Hey! Did you see that hole in the ceiling? I bet 

there’s mice in the attic." 

"Mice?" 

"Oh yes indeed. Been hearing them night after night. Maybe 

should go take a look." 

Arina seems like she might be going for this turnaround, but 

she isn’t buying so easily. Humoring him is what she is doing. 

Humoring him. Did he really think she was blind? 

"Okay, Attilla. Mice in the ceiling," you stupid, putz becoming 

the letch you were meant to be, "Go look if...I’m going to 

bed…naked!" 

She peels off her oversized sweatshirt, drops her panties, 

pauses for effect, winks, turns and dives under covers. 

"Good, good," this provocative low-magnetism hook hitting 

with a dull thud. "Get your rest honey. You do seem a bit tired 

lately. 

Atilla quick zips and turns around pretending all is copasetic. 

Then makes for the bedroom door and heads downstairs. 

They’re talking on the streets love 

Say you’re giving it away 

But I set them straight 

Tell ‘em no you ain't 



Only giving it to them who pay 

Now it really is disgraceful 

Really is such a bore 

Who would have made a guess 

Daddy’s little princess 

Would be the queen of the Dixie whores 

"I’ll get back to you later, Marianna. You’ll wait for me, 

wontcha? 

 

***** 

 

Schmedlap found himself coming home to Target Hill after 

meetings late at night, unable to sleep. He would lie down on 

his trusty Ottoman Rug, not thinking about anything in 

particular, everything in general, trying to clear his mind of his 

dirty thoughts like a good little boy. Then it would happen, a 

deafening roar as he slipped into semi-consciousness, jolting 

forward or backward in time as he descended or ascended to a 

higher or lower plane, traveling, he could only guess, astral 

traveling? maybe, but he was always unsure, to some distant 

land with distant people…People? No way to know if these 

could be called people at all, leonine at least, strange music 

piping through his brain, a suitable accompaniment for a trip so 

bizarre.  

What was happening to him?  

Next meeting night, home on his back on the accustomed 

Ottoman, New York Times with nothing in it he didn't already 

know, Schmedlap rose up out of his body, about a foot, face-

up, realized where he was and gaahh! Whoosh…back in again. 

AAAACCCCHHHH!!!! 



A baritone is dying on the stage, a bomb blast is rocking the 

Kasbah, a desiccation of iguanas are jumping through the 

window, defenestrate us all. Nights are the language when 

silence comes. If it doesn’t come everything goes 

yellowgreenish. Cool yellowgreen.  

The color preceding death. What is there to remember? Seems 

hardly anything now. Bombs and screams and death and dying 

and bugs bugs bugs creeping jumping fleeing crawling 

crawling everywhere over the floors under your skin as they 

leave little fibers in your skin like cactus needles and you try to 

pull them out and pull and pull and hunks of skin pull loose but 

the needles stay and you say you can’t take it any longer, death 

is a welcome companion you say you’ll kill yourself and if you 

do the greenishyellow brings you home. Like Odysseus 

without hope of Penelope.  

His feet are like grand pianos but produce not so much as a 

note, a melody, or a dissonant harmony. Everything is ashen 

and smoldering at odd angles, cockeyed, crisscrossed, as if a 

fantasy dragon had swept the battlefield with its colossal tail 

before spraying it with demon-fire. He shuts his eyes and 

chews his bottom lip. He can only hope to die trying to make 

her (an anonymous she) in the backseat of a Taxidermist 

wagon.  

A vibrant, informed democracy does not need trucklers but 

demands media that serves the public interest. 

He doesn’t trust anybody, some days not even himself. It’s 

becoming a battle of major proportions, turning him into Public 

Enemy #1 of sorts. Just last evening he was out at the Rococo 

Bar & Grill, stopping in for one of their famous Drip and Dunk 

burgers. He was just biting into his awaited prize when he felt 

eyes burning into his skull. Two holes being bored center spine 

setting him to tingle all over. In a flash his mind qualified: it’s 

the burger, no the coke, no the beer, no the ever present 



background lurking hobgoblin of his fears—someone is staring 

at him!! 

Turning around he saw a Middle Eastern-ish looking man—can 

you say kebob?—slumped forward at his table, eyes squinted 

half shut, staring so it seemed directly at him. So unnerved was 

Schmedlap by this—Good God! They’re everywhere. A man 

can’t eat in peace anymore!!—then immediately rose, burger in 

hand, and sprinted out the door, leaving tab unpaid. The cashier 

gave chase but relented after Schmedlap darted in front of a 

passing bus of tourists, and just escaping death, dashed into an 

alleyway across the street. 

All things change, nothing remains the same. Schmedlap 

knows that among these changes he could never go back to 

Rococo’s again. Of course, settling up the issue of the unpaid 

tab was the least of his concerns, more troubling was the large 

picture issue: THEY know he frequented there! Only one 

solution: stay away, stay away, and stay away. Did I say stay 

away? 

Exactly. Life was for him becoming a series of rapidly 

diminishing possibilities. 

No sooner does Schmedlap leave Rococo's than a bomb takes 

out the place and half the block around it. Good thing he hit the 

ground running! He dives for cover behind the line of cars, 

curbside. He immediately grasps that if he hadn't skanked his 

favorite Bar and Grill and absconded like a rat, he would be 

like…well…anyone unlucky enough to pay their tab and hang 

around. He does not exactly jump to adopting skipping out as a 

new philosophy but the idea does not exactly slap him upside 

the head as morally repugnant as he once believed it to be.  

"Anyway, he rationalizes, the easy elixir of the true coward, 

"skipping out is less offensive than dying for social etiquette." 

 

***** 



 

"Things have not quite turned out the way I’d like, you know. I 

originally came into this assignment with the mind of a bit of 

excitement. But all we do here is pretend to know something 

secret so we can hide it from someone else in another 

department who’s itching to get close to some of us in the 

hopes of discovering secrets. Kind of depressing really, Not the 

sort of James Bond life I had in mind. Have they ever issued 

you a gun?" 

"No. Nothing of the sort. Most I ever got was a slightly used 

fountain pen." 

"Really? The shame. You’d think with this supposed tight 

lipped secret society aspect of our assignment we’d be privy to 

a bit more…appreciation." 

"Well, Schmedlap. Maybe for you it’s that way, I mean, so 

utterly serious and all, because of your bachelor status." 

"What’s that?" he says excitedly, not as a question of ‘what 

does bachelor status mean?’ but in an attitude of "Really?" 

"What I mean to say," begins Trollope, "for instance, using 

myself as example, I find that marriage provides me a steady 

ground, a stable footing, the security of having secured a place 

of sanity when the world spins out of control. Some of my 

darkest days have been turned around because of this." 

"Really?" Schmedlap says, scratching his chin as he is wont to 

do when deep in thought. "Perhaps that is the answer. But then, 

James Bond never had need to marry, did he? Never was lonely 

either. The women he caught were each and every one to die 

for!" 

"True, true. But then again, this is life, not a movie, and you’re 

hardly James Bond." 

"Thanks, dear friend, for the vote of confidence. Just when I 

was beginning to feel better." 



"Oh come now. Phi-3 is not such a bad place to land. Would 

you rather go back to Phi-2? I seem to recall you were just 

‘enamored’ of that assignment." 

"Please, please. Never again!! What this assignment grants in 

boredom Phi-2 delivered in outright abuse. The Nazi 

Commandant I reported to took as his role model Uncle 

Adolph, if you catch my meaning. Quite the character. I used to 

catch him staring wide eyed across his legion and I swear I 

could almost hear him thinking ‘It’s good to be king’" 

Trollope gives a sturdy chuckle while reaching for his 

handkerchief to wipe away the burgeoning tears of laughter. 

"Oh you are quite the analogy artist! I’m going to miss you." 

Schmedlap takes ghost white in the face. "Going to miss me? 

Whatever do you mean?" 

We are a team, right? 

"Oh, nothing bad. Just meant to say that I inquired about that 

transfer you expressed interest in. You’ve been approved. You 

leave for Yerevan next week." 

Blind sided me big time. True, Yerevan is the capital and 

largest city of Armenia and loaded sardine can full of regular 

people, and gorgeous female people. And very, very, very, 

loving friendly female people. But still, as much as I love the 

Hrazdan River I feel a bit odd about this sudden turnaround. 

We are a team, right?  

 

***** 

 

After the fateful Ground Zero detonation there was much time 

left for necessary reflection. Mario Lugosi took reflection 

seriously, wanted to etch his name into the logbook of history. 

"I got out just in time. 10 more minutes…Fugghedaboutit!" 



Now the site has become the Jerusalem of America. A 

desolation of mourning colors the sky. The taste of pain is 

palpable. Even the birds feel the sense of loss, refusing to sow 

their droppings down into that already desecrated quarter. 

Business has struggled along, crawling at times, operating with 

staffs of two where before as many as forty were needed. The 

foot traffic is slim and thinning. Mario has become a whisper 

of a man, less than half the man he was. After fifteen-hour 

workdays what can be left of a man. Cadaverous dreams haunt 

his fitful sleep. If one day all returns to bustling normalcy 

perhaps the lost parts of himself would return. But sometimes 

the lost parts forget their way back, find that upon return the 

location looks familiar but the places they used to inhabit have 

shrunken, like going back to childhood stomping grounds to 

find that all seems askew and diminished. The rose colored 

eyes of nostalgia often find themselves at direct odds with the 

clear vision of the present.  

A man atop the Runtger Chemical Building is twisting an 

antenna in circles, trying to tune into the hotwire pipeline. If he 

succeeds he might be able to ascertain where the next strike 

will hit. A hero of sorts. But then the world has a refined 

cruelty when dealing with its heroes. Love them, hate them, 

indict them on conspiracy charges. The dice can tumble any 

way. A spy can be developed from the most unassuming 

citizen. With this knowledge the covert forces of the axis 

governments have known great success. No wonder all are held 

in suspicion. 

The Cold War days held a much more certain comfort as 

regards the enemy. We knew who was the good, who was the 

bad, and were reasonably certain we could know of their doing 

long before they got out of hand. But such is not the case with 

this newest breed. Terrorism strikes fast and hard when it is 

least expected, from a source unseen. The enemy within holds 

sway over all.  



The born in stone military uses a traditional battle ethic on an 

entirely non-traditional rogue force. There are hundreds of 

people strolling in the street…it is evening, night sky croaking, 

Betelgeuse along, the clouds rumbling and tumbling in fat neo-

scene waves of green thunder across the bubonic legumes of 

humankind. Large signs declare their messages of doom, scorn, 

sex for sale, largely mellifluous and immoral. America the 

Bountiful savoring the trash cans. Remember me Argentina, 

bring on the boys. 

Gus and Frank are tuned up, tweaked, primed at Al’s Pump and 

Puke for a devastating time of rude debauchery. Not so much a 

question of if but of when. The lucky tart may be passing at 

this very moment. 

In times of evanescence, life takes on urgency, a red glowing 

bare bones urgency. None can claim immunity. If life should 

end on the next bomb blast what will the passing memory be? 

The prosaic, the pedestrian, the obscure, the insignificant; all 

possibilities. Gus and Frank have it figured different. If they 

are going to die they will go while firmly strapped to the loins 

of a chosen deathbed partner.  

"No other way to go boys, our little piece of heaven." 

The swarming dust is choking the thoughts of rabid insects 

deep at work. Father Gorkel is patting his young parishioner on 

the head. Sleep tidy, dear boy, for tomorrow we dance unshod. 

If I should die before I wake… 

The winter winds are breathing frosty arctic images against 

starlight twinkled windowpanes. Johnny etches his name across 

the ice palette, posing some very racy picture of he and his love 

lust object on the newly blown canvas, for the world, the 

world, art is to be shared with the world. Angelia would think 

different one supposes, seeing that her ruby tipped ta tas are the 

primary expedient of Johnny’s homage. Or maybe she’d say 

thank you, thank you, taking a bow for posterity. Watch the 



back door, sweetie, with such a bold performance stowaways 

are a constant threat. 

 

***** 

 

Tara lay back on the hot sheets, watching as the smoke rings 

from her panatela lingered lazily in front of her bare chest, 

tauntingly circling around her erect nipples before floating 

away into the blackened doorway.  

This morning she was in slow recovery, shell shocked form the 

previous night's bout of Manhattans, DeathRattleSkullPuppy 

recordings—masters of debauchery—and various lewd 

activities too involved to regale at such a tender hour of the 

day. 

She wondered often about moments like these, times that in 

retrospect always appeared as things existing outside herself, as 

if she were reviewing historical film reels, dusty and splotchy, 

of someone else's life.  

"Did I really do THAT??!!" She blushes as the hairs on her 

legs bolted to rigidity.  

Bringing her hand to her vagina, she feels around, exploring as 

if some artifact could be extracted in disputation of her 

memory. No luck.  

Had she really inserted, lit, then puffed that $20 Cuban cigar, 

with her well developed vaginal muscles in a perfected Kegel 

grip? 

A picture of the sparkle in Schmedlap's eyes as he watched her 

triumphant exhalations told her this was no dream.  

Yes, Tara. You did this thing and who knows WHAT else! 

The TV played in the background, sound muted, while the 

garish, white, what-the-hell-creature-is-THAT! face of Michael 



Jackson, snarled and sneered into the foggy-lensed close-up 

camera. Pull back, wide shot now, as Silo jumps and dances 

into the flaring streetlight, judo stepping, jitterbug hopping, 

leaving Arthur Murray in the dust, as his nimble Astairian toes 

swish and glide across the checkered sidewalk, mimicking 

floatation on a cushion of air. The music thumps and grinds, 

inspiring him to crescendo and the trademark pelvic thrusts the 

female contingency has come to expect, rely upon, live to die 

for. 

Tara knew this music, she was embarrassed to admit, yet she 

found the jocular voodoo child of media molestation 

attractively repulsive in a reptilian sort of way. But how could 

she avoid his aberrant image? Ubiquitous as it was, the feat 

was near impossible. Yet even within the pitiless stare of this 

brutality, a theme park, Jacko World, was in the negotiating 

stages with a large, multinational concern. 

Who would go there? She mused, unconsciously letting her 

hand drift to her swollen nipple. I mean, children? Not any of 

mine!  

She clamps down hard at this thought, a wincing ripple of pain 

surging through her center, lighting her spinal column from the 

fifth vertebra down to the coccyx like a row of pinball 

bumpers. 

But of course, she didn't have children. No relationship had 

ever sustained long enough to consider such fatalistic options. 

Although, there was one she had sensed, hoped, believed, 

maybe one day would materialize into a picture of domesticity 

where offspring were not only possible but inevitable, an 

epitome of conjugal bliss that none save Cinderella had 

witnessed.  

Yet that vision, like all others in this transitory world she called 

home, had fallen into the rubble of hurried footsteps, fading 

shouts, angry protests, leaving her here, on a hot and humid 

summer morning, alone with her naked redemption, smoke 



circles rising and falling about her mammalian chest, strange 

extraterrestrial creatures ogling her buzzing vulva from the 

enclosed security of a soundless TV, while her youthful eyes of 

jaded wonder, stare into the vault of her own eternity, 

questioning the wisdom of remaining among a population that 

had ceased to hold her. 

Schmedlap had the curious habit of slinking away to the rattle 

and hum places frequented by live to die types, skinheads, goth 

girls, meth addicts, societal rejects all. Why this perplexing 

predilection was anybody's guess. Yet tonight, once again, he 

sought to feed the monkey, with extreme prejudice, by drifting 

off to the desolate Southside of town, the red light cum 

mausoleum district. The latest anti-cultural fave, 

DeathRattleSkullPuppy, rocked away against a blazing 

background of creosote fires, bomb blasts, nasal discharge, and 

nose-diving aircraft, while on the fringes nude sheep, clipped 

and callipered, danced in the pulsing light, exposing their 

genitals in lewd incendiary provocation of lust.  

The cameraman, new on the job, his most recent gig being at 

the local Mash N' Dash, was more accustomed to slinging side 

orders of dripping beef meal, but now, with his luck at having 

been plucked fresh from film school, was here on site, 

delivering pan and scan confusion into each gyrating scene by 

abrupt focal length changes, shifting ceilings, ground shaking 

planar twists, zooming-in, zooming-out, etcetera, etcetera, 

etcetera… 

Meanwhile the lead singer, Barge Lunchbuckets, was twirling a 

mesmerizing array of tonal annihilation, frothing sewage from 

his thick, green, troglodyte lips, whirling the dervish, spinning 

the Irish jig, roiling thunder of rocket launch power thrusting 

behind his garbled vocal mix, his skinny tight pants leaving 

nothing to the imagination. Girls squeal in delight with every 

grinding gyration. 



The audio technician rode the faders like a Brahma Bull 

Champion, but still was unable to squelch the powerhouse 

crescendos, brilliant and erratic, that drowned and threatened to 

strangle the lead mascot Barge, potentially depriving the 

glistening throng of rabid nubile females an opportunity to wet 

their tight pants in eye-popping public venues. 

Barge was the man, the king, the six-figure wonder blast that 

kept J.J. Smokesalmon smiling yellow behind his greasy, pasty 

faced mask of corporate profit taking, backroom budget cuts, 

and boardroom fanny pinching. 

And what of their manager? 

In a rare moment of inactivity, Carmine Bandicoot, gular 

fluttering notwithstanding, who upon surging toward a crap 

this morning ripped his neon pink striped trousers in a 

hellacious vertical split that challenged previously held records 

for public embarrassment, sat very still, hoping to retain what 

little bit of dignity he could under the circumstances.  

But this was a moot point. His boys, after all, were tearing up 

the charts. What else could he ask for? 

Plenty. Negotiations were just beginning, and old 

Smokesalmon had another thing coming if he thought for one 

minute he would get away with the uncontrolled thievery he 

was accustomed to with his other acts. These were HIS boys. 

Hottest female crotch inflamers to braze the surface of rock 

culture in decades.  

A pre-congratulatory smile rose on Carmine's rodent meshed 

face.  

Yes, this was quite a foray into adventure from the dull 

thuddery of contempo-new age-bore you to tears-pabulum-

paste that he had been accustomed to representing in his 

narrow existence as chief disc-nozzle-jockey for 

UltraUnderHip, where all day long he endured melodic pad 

synthesis compositions combining fluctuating waves of sound 



& harpsichord voice for the melodic structure-very beautiful-

and wonderful plays with glockenspiels, bells, & reverb/delay 

for a perky yet somber instrument feel in a creeping & majestic 

soundscape spun from synthesized choir voices, rolling drones, 

strings, & waves of melody, and, as it built to orgasm, 

switching to combined choir voices with organ & shakers for 

percussion, giving a backdrop of ancient primal voices, then 

dominating the foreground with paradisiacal pan flute melody.  

High brow, very, not at ALL the avenue of glittering 

debauchery he now tootsie-toed upon, and thank Buddha for 

THAT, if you please. 

When the striated sunlight of morning found Schmedlap, he 

was unsure of where he was, where the laughing rictus of the 

passing night had spit him, unsure even if he was who he 

thought he was, no absurdity too far fetched at this tepid 

juncture of cognition. 

Jogging his strained cerebellum for answers, he seemed to 

remember something, an unsettling image of him and his fat 

cousin Armajean, who until last night—was it a dream?—he 

had not seen since a family picnic 5 years prior, where he had 

first learned the news of her joyful conversion to the Discipline 

of Lesbianism, a proud Sister of Sappho, and his mixture of 

surprise and awe as she conveyed this to him, her hand casually 

brushing across his thigh for emphasis, or, as he thought at the 

time, a taunting "too bad you missed your chance when I was 

available." 

Yes…unfortunate. For her maybe. He had never found her 

attractive. 

But this remembrance was of minuscule import compared to 

the image that now haunted him, an image so vivid it could not 

possibly have been invented, an image replete with sounds, 

smells, that even now, fully awake, he could not seem to chase 

from his sickened nostrils. Sounds of cooing, water gurgling, 

Armajean snuggling next to him, her heavy arm around his 



trembling shoulders, her stale salami breath intruding on his 

sanity as they sat in a shallow pool of water, his face gone 

chartreuse from the scent of her  

Eau de Curdled Milk, her sticky tongue on his neck, her fingers 

tugging at his zipper, succeeding, releasing him into the cool 

night air, as he surrendered to this giantess who had so 

overpowered him; this giantess with the deft, skillful hands of a 

sculptural masseuse. 

"Oh cousin, "she taunted, tickling his jewels, "you walk 

gravely along as if you were going to execution, while 

everything else out here in the world is merry." 

Now he wished he hadn't thought of these things. His stomach 

was churning like a vat of buttermilk.  

Running to the bathroom, he tripped on his pink bunny 

slippers, flew across the gold inlaid tiles, and landed with a 

cracking thud on his knees, bowing at latrine central. 

Not an unfamiliar place or position. Just one he wished he 

would not be repeating now, over a lingering, eroto-repulsive 

episode, that as yet remained unclear whether it had occurred at 

all. 

Gastric confusion passed, he edged back into the warm safety 

of his bedroom, spotted his trousers slung over the high-backed 

chair, and grabbed at them like a man lunging for a life 

preserver. 

"WHAT!!?? DAMP!! THESE PANTS ARE DAMP!!!" 

He sailed backwards into the waiting arms of the circulating 

breeze, and drifting toward unconsciousness, a curious passage 

echoed through his brainwave fever… 

Cousin Dume, yearns to screw me 

How does your penis grow? 

With shallow wells, revolting smells 



And Almajean tugging it slow… 

 

***** 

 

Anna Kazzam was born Marianna Louise Lipton in Seattle, 

Washington in 1911, although her mother later shaved three 

years off both of her daughters' ages. She was initially known 

by her middle name, Louise. Her mother, Emily Lipton (née 

Emily Rose Menscher ), was a teenaged bride fresh from a 

convent school when she married Norwegian-American Sieg 

Olaf Bjurman, who was a newspaper advertising salesman and 

a reporter at The Seattle Times. Louise's sister, Ellen Louise 

Bjurman (better known as actress Ellie Burns), was born in 

1913. 

After their parents divorced, the girls supported the family by 

appearing in vaudeville where Ellen's talent shone, while 

Marianna remained in the background. At the age of 15 in 

December 1928, Ellen eloped with Johnny Schmidt, a dancer 

in the act, much to her mother's displeasure, going on to a brief 

career in marathon dancing, which was more profitable than 

tap dancing at the time. 

Marianna 's singing and dancing talents were insufficient to 

sustain the act without Ellen. Eventually, it became apparent 

that Marianna could make money in burlesque, which earned 

her legendary status as a classy and witty strip tease artist. 

Initially, her act was propelled forward when a shoulder strap 

on one of her gowns gave way, causing her dress to fall to her 

feet despite her efforts to cover herself; encouraged by the 

audience response, she went on to make the trick the focus of 

her performance. Her innovations were an almost casual strip 

style, compared to the herky-jerky styles of most burlesque 

strippers (she emphasized the "tease" in "striptease") and she 

brought a sharp sense of humor into her act as well. She 



became as famous for her onstage wit as for her strip style, 

and-changing her stage name to Anna Kazzam-she became one 

of the biggest stars of Klimsky's Burlesque, where she 

performed for four years. She was frequently arrested in raids 

on the Klimsky brothers' shows. 

She eventually traveled to Hollywood, where she was billed as 

Louise Lipton. Her acting was generally panned, so she 

returned to New York City and invested in film producer 

Gerald Barton. She eventually appeared as an actress in many 

of his films. 

Preceded by this illustrious star studded cast entitled in her 

view "My Family, My Misery," Marianna found it a long uphill 

climb into the modern world where celebrity trumps all. 

Having no interest in performance per se, she endeavored to 

construct a life free and unencumbered by awe and titillation, 

good lord willing. Otherwise, she could shroud herself in 

shame and head to convent life, a path already blazed by her 

unassuming unpretentious mother. No word of her familial past 

ever did part her lips, not a peep, not one font pointed curlicue, 

choosing instead to tuck those wayward words down deep in 

the dungeons of despair, to be there rumbled over and erased 

by the obscuring sands of time. She found instead that 

notoriety dies hard if ever. Given the ease with which copious 

information could be gathered about the most esoteric of topics 

(thank you intrusive internet) information copious to the nth 

degree could be obtained about one Marianna Louise Lipton et 

al, a direct line from the tips of her succulent breasts back to 

the briny seas of Leif Ericson, as dreary and vodka sated a 

world as any self respecting seaman would expect.  

A person can lose all capacity for higher mental functioning 

while lower-brain functions, such as spontaneous respiration, 

continue. For this reason, it is now argued that death should be 

considered the loss of the capacity for consciousness or social 

interaction. The sign of death, according to this view, is the 

absence of activity in the higher centers of the brain, 



principally the neocortex. Schmedlap feels he has been dead 

according to this view, for some time. 

Whether they are dead or alive doesn’t make much difference, 

even death has its own fetishistic attractions. Women are 

desperately trying to fit into categories that do not perform for 

women. 

He knows she's dead but still he loves with abject desperation, 

Anna Kazzam. One picture of her he keeps by his bedside to 

warm him as needed. Her face is covered by a confusing mass 

of snarled hair, turned away from one's gaze as she drowns in 

the bathtub. So soft, so voluptuous, sex personified. A black 

and white in the classic style, mood mood mood. Then he 

knows he loves her, must have her, can have no one except her 

for all eternity. 

Abstract art is a product of the untalented, sold by the 

unprincipled to the utterly bewildered. - Al Capp 

He has reached out to touch someone. More than once. And 

Tara wasn't such a bad sort, was she? A true giver she is. 

Probably among the best. Thus he reels and waxes poetic as he 

sinks and swims inside new grown skin, drifting to places well 

beyond the present. My lover-united is art of the most 

enchanting kind. At times she ensures that her body is found 

curled up in the suffocating tight space of a crate, cleverly 

displaying how the rigid formality of the place suffocates her. 

At others she creates an exemplary tableau of cancellation and 

sacrificial violence.  

Blood is sexually potent. 

Esther Kreps was the official photographer and confidante for 

all things Anna Kazzam. Her work defies prosaic description. 

Erotic? Without question, the paintings are charged with a 

Pre-Raphaelite sensuality and passion. Beautiful? Absolutely 

luscious! She creates an overall impression of light and 

transparency with layers of paint as thin as the skin of her 



models with their trailing veils, folds of fabric and fluid fallen 

hair. But simultaneously, there is an uneasy marriage of the 

beautiful and the ghastly. Twisted and manipulated into 

unnatural poses, naked female figures are alternately 

scrunched, pressed, flung or enveloped by hard spaces. They 

are the discarded corpses of a murderer or anatomist.  

Excitement tingles and overwhelms. 

In her new work, antique hand tools and medical instruments 

surround them on the grounds where they lie; they can be 

painful to look at. But increasingly, with a prolonged gaze, one 

is able to transcend more obvious implications in the works to 

find a sense of inner harmony. The figures, still vulnerable and 

exposed to penetrating inspection, begin to appear more 

relaxed, to evidence glimmers of determination and will. They 

move from nudes in jeopardy to metaphors more human and 

familiar. 

She starts lactating in force, runs a nipple over his lips, 

hanging his tea bag in her hot moist mouth the pinnacle of his 

dreams, his dreams, his little sister and throat noises. They’ll 

do anything at first, full of its efficiency, so much more of a 

glacier, execute nerve pills and choke the bus, physical 

destruction, delirium and hurting, a fat green bottle fly starts 

throbbing a relevant irrelevancy, mother tells him stop 

whinging, get back to the pussy, looks for more feeling, left 

only playing, and flops around to visions away. There is a 

rhizome coming and the raw primordia gives birth to a seat of 

soft labia, cunt gushing vagina juice into his girl cum hungry 

mouth, swallowing every last drop her cumshot has to give 

him. It is a contraction of malformed fractures and crying 

phalluses as they sail to tempestual axiom ridden seas, closing 

membranes of exclusion, barraging mucosal walls of 

fornicatory delights. Mama told me not to come… 

 

***** 



 

Bonanza woke to the blissful screeching of birds shattered 

against the coal-blue meringue sky. Relief was slow in 

arriving, still insecure as he was about his surroundings. He 

clutched the blankets around his sweat-drenched neck. His 

throat ached raw as from screaming. His bladder was full to 

bursting; yet he would not yet raise ambulatory out of naked 

fear. 

Somehow, in a nightmare of vicious apparition, he had 

conjured up the scarred remains of a primal beast, nocturnus 

ravenous, ripping and tearing at his quivering flesh while he 

lay wrapped in the marginal safety of his blankets, a cocooned 

caterpillar, gruel for Goliath, the battle quickly being lost this 

time around. He did not possess the warrior skills of the 

archetypal ancients. Rolling and wobbling seemed his only 

defense. A fat sausage awaiting only steamy bun, hot mustard, 

blood dripping fangs of maniacally consumptive force. 

Destruction was imminent. Mastication all too real.  

He closed his eyes and cried for momma… 

Giving up was his standard reply, yet in all his withered 

capitulation he had somehow released himself from the 

monster’s grip, returning upward into the challenges of breath 

and flesh, the new and redemptive day. He opened his fractured 

shutters aware only of the mad thumping of his heart, a 

pending cardioid rupture, his limbs seared and knotted, 

solidified on the road to rigor mortis. Unsure of the beast’s 

hideous origin, unaware yet of its meaning, of one thing he was 

certain: this was a grade-A qualified lunatic vision, one to 

sufficiently land him again into the clutches of that voodoo 

underworld of institutionalized pain. Celebrated torture. 

Legitimized cruelty. The peanut house for recumbent legumes.  

Rather than submit to the brain-dead convolutions and the 

grim, beckoning, façade of Dr. Otto, sweet benefactor of pain, 

he reached across the dusty space and poured a cup of thick 



sludge from the decanter of chilled tar bubbling on the burner. 

The mechanized butler called Mr. Coffee hummed. A 

marvelous invention. Just remember to SHUT IT OFF!! this 

time old boy. Wouldn’t want what’s left of these tattered ruins 

called YOUR HOME to disappear entirely now, would we? 

He took a startled sip. Choked back the ooze. 

Danger to self and others was the "clinical" diagnosis, was it 

not? The impetus that allowed that anal shit-pod easy entry into 

his life the LAST time they locked him cavernous? The 

scurrilous BASTARDS!! Demons of unrest laying posthumous 

claim to his internal organs they would be. Or not. He could 

not even trust they would wait for death before laying THEIR 

dubious claim.  

But a pause in the contortions of detail must here be embarked, 

a tangential journey requisite when observing the life of one so 

convoluted as messier Bonanza . For even here, perhaps 

ESPECIALLY, the wall of what others refer to as "reality" 

must not be breached. Never. No. Death as well as all others, 

the numerous minor offenders to the euphemistic realm, must 

be subsumed; controlled; directed. No, death does not exist in 

the world of Bonanza , only Spiron, mistress of the void. Hard, 

soft, dangerous, yet loving, silo-wrapped in a tartan shroud but 

unquestionably feminine, the final arbiter that would subtract 

all men back to the womb which had spurned them kicking and 

screaming, the loins of universal marvel, the hollow of horrors, 

the expeller of men to the pit of despair. Yet the reclamation 

was miserably simple, convenient, restricted to one word, one 

single embodiment: Spiron. Mother superior. Naked Wonder 

Woman. The mystery rider that would return all to a golden 

prairie beyond the world of earthly indignities… 

Bonanza’s memory was a launching pad, a vaginal vacuum 

upon the hairless wonderment of viral toadstools, testament to 

yesterdays hammered and balanced upon the ledger books of 

tomorrow, while the gray whales of his long-ago, pummeled 



creatures as they were, licked the boots of death borne out of 

pelagic fear. He imagined his past as a desecrated place, a once 

vital heartland where ears of mildewed corn, long left 

unattended, unloved, festered in the middle-earth fields of 

broken dreams, shrapnel demolished possibilities. To overcome 

the naïveté of his derelict history a mere rocket blast was not 

enough. Too prosaic. His level of psychic destruction required 

a means more profound, angelic, triumphantly dramatic, 

artistically regenerative in a Renaissance way.  

Descendant from his father, a berserker, one of a band of 

ancient Norse warriors legendary for their savagery and 

reckless frenzy in battle, he is given to wild fluctuations of 

character when entering the field of battle whether that field is 

literal or figurative. In truth, his life was a wonderful satire of 

the perils of modern life.  

Most recently his role had been that of a factory worker who 

goes berserk, tries his hand at a variety of jobs, and befriends a 

homeless young woman who steals his heart then sells it on the 

black market. From what he’d been told, it was quite a money-

fetching commodity. But didn’t he realize that the precepts of 

organ donorship obligated one to donate said organs whenever 

the need arises, whether the donor is dead or living?  

That was his story to Dr. Otto anyway, a story like all the 

others he had presented at the time of his involuntary 

incarceration that was treated with relative aplomb, but 

disbelief nonetheless.  

"You must get past zese…'allucinazhuns," the good Dr. 

proclaimed "ozervise za rezhults coult be…det-rI-MENTILE! 

Such a way with soothing words he had never before 

encountered, a man who could take a simple melancholy and 

turn it into a full-scale schizophrenia with no assistance. 

"Perhaps a spirijual pass vould zoot ju, ya?" 



No sanks, doktor. He had been down that road before, danced 

the dervish with the devils of institutional zealots, banged on 

tambourines from L.A. to Tangiers. And nothing. Not a spark 

of universal wisdom. Then he had resolved to become a 

learned man, a scholarly abdicator of the worldly fleshpot 

existence called life on earth, a new rebel to the holy cause. 

Library after library he visited, his yearning for learning worn 

like a burning hole upon the heart of his sleeve. Page after 

flaming page he traversed, skating across the ozone of all 

conjunctions: Buddhism, Christianity, Judaism, Islam, 

Metaphysics, Existentialism, etc, etc, etc. Still nothing. Not a 

spark of universal insight. 

The bloody sacrifices of the popular religions, and indeed the 

whole cultus, seemed to him to express as false and unworthy a 

representation of the deity as the commonly understood 

mythology. Based on these findings, he resolved to ascribe to 

what he referred to as "neo-atheism"; belief in the possibility of 

a supreme creator, acceptance of faith, but not religion.  

What systems theorists such as Davorid Esthete must first learn 

is to crawl through Flaming hoops—they could only postulate 

in the 1960s, these gnats of a rotting orchard. As is usually the 

case THEY must practice in the late 1990s.  

In Esthete’s case one can expect to be chosen, encoded, 

broken, elemented along a chain of disastrous intent. This is 

free society thinking, loops of general systems theory, merged 

and persistent in their entirety, even consuming bio-genetics to 

create a post-human visually inhabited by a faceless and 

Amorphous globule of sinuous flesh, uninhabitable by formally 

titled "spirit" yet all the same present in the temporal 

domesticity of life under the planet sun baked misery. 

Here, there are no human beings, only those who have decided 

against all odds and the best digital dirt, only interconnected 

neuron slime; accidents, only autonomic systems, dross, exiled 

the way heavy equipment clashes. The mining beyond human 



vision, only Grottipavala can hear the desultory and high 

wailings, the periodic beeping as vehicles roll at discordant 

angle. Gooey in my sadness again, thinking. The world is 

analytically abstract, horizontal lines about flesh, the inner 

essence of good digital information, inflamed post-human 

mucus. Migrate, migrate. Operational models of a young 

woman have more than enough legs crossed in a future bud. 

We’re not asking for all that much. 

I once loved a woman, a child I'm told, I gave her my heart, but 

she wanted my soul. 

Apparently not about products in reality. A certain form of 

cybernetiven has become problematic. When generalized, the 

downloadable, ready to install, virtually human world of 

conflicts and desires, plugged into the flesh circuits of human 

architecture of the future. 

The digital fraks and anks rise and fall on fast circulantidote 

streams. And I am not going to loop out flows of agents 

storming genital tools grafted with human flesh. The will, 

when ceded to the CED, say once fully committed to the DI, is 

out of lock and bounds. But we don't quickly install every form 

of organ we like to fancy ourselves as having.  

The transparent sequencing of human experience, grafting into 

the world of "I-ness," would be transparent, ugliness [and 

beauty] in cybernetic systems running flat-out along one 

subject line of matter. It may be said this describes a system 

where managing the forctic involves, as a procedure, patterns 

of digital information installed to one's exacting standards, for 

systems of all the key institutions of likenesses must be 

discounted. (key = n+3 or shift by 3' rule). 

Deep in the bowels of the Fungarium: Labial lab rats, vial 

voyeurs, hallway halitosites, inveterate invertebrates, lecherous 

legumes, mephitic mycetes, gibbous gametes, zombified 

zygotes, minuends and subtrahends. Some buried at 

workstations, deep space cowboys, going hyper-drive into 



pseudo data critical mass, tweaking the bit stream fantastic, 

dancing the logical gyre, enlisting squealing desk-rodents in 

warp speed accumulation tasks. All objectives weighed and 

assessed, manipulated and placed, analyzed and codified.  

Appearing stage right, high above the herd; Dr. Pleurotus with 

the proud karakul cap, bushy moustache, a sucker for asphodel, 

his desk littered with the vases and browning afterlife of past 

incarnations, curled and withered. Time to call in DeCom. 

"Asphodel…Asphodel…," he bubbles, the Keats of the PriPro 

Unit, aspirating luxurious at the passing of these syllables from 

his bulbous, chapped lips. "…is there any more beautiful, than 

ye, dearest Asphodel?" 

Areopagus is unimpressed. "Blow me, arsenic breath!!" 

The technical vocabulary of this creature multiplies daily, 

growing in multiples of twenty-five that are either decoupled 

multiples—meaning the figure twenty-five is increased tenfold, 

hundredfold, etc. as in 250, 2,500 or 2,500,000 or greater, by 

some incalculable mechanism unknown to Dr. Pleurotus, 

befuddled, bewildered, otherwise at a loss where concerns the 

verbal output of his feathered progeny. But then again, he does 

mean well, bless his little avian heart. 

"Now now, Arey," cooing his pet name for his pugnacious pet, 

"no need to be soooo…stringent in the application. Words are 

valuable tools," sigh, "but alas…" 

And so it goes, on into the tightening twilight, man and foul 

united in cerebral harmony, bridging the gap between the 

species, the good doctor maintaining his dignity in the presence 

of his Arey’s genius, an approximate congruent of Emerson's 

metaleptic style. 

A bit of the old reading to soothe the frazzled nerves… 

"Since virtually all Turkish names have identifiable meanings 

and most of them are also used as functional words, it may well 

be that Pamuk's characters have nothing to do with 



connotations of their names. But, given his passion for 

wordplay and symbolic value, it is safe to assume that he uses 

the cognomens and eponyms as ciphers…"  

This Dr. Pleurotus has recently come across in his quest for 

broadening his base of knowledge, a discovery of Higher 

Meaning, a point along the axis whereby Science Sees the 

Light. A purely unique vision this venerable elder statesman of 

the imperial cloth. Precise with zero-tolerance for error where 

regards his maddening experiments; docile as a red-faced child 

where regards congress with his foul-mouthed feathered friend. 

He rests now, tranquility bequeathing him a softness of edge, 

but during the daylight hours, as he transcends the boundaries 

of flesh and cognizance, quite a striking figure of scholarly 

fashion does he carve from positive space; lab coat stained and 

rumpled, side pockets bulging with scalpels, implements, 

tubes, wires, breast pocket with multicolored pens, pencils, 

slide rulers, compass. Completing the ensemble, puke-green 

pinstriped pants pulled up soprano high, rounding the 

protruding shelf of cultivated belly, miniature red bow tie 

plastered with yellow polka dots, miniature rectangular glasses 

completing the maniacal composure, a man of science neatly 

packed and folded. Really, he’s not such a bad sort. Only a 

senile fool according to some. But then, don’t let the unkempt 

einsteinian hair deceive you. Inside that elevated cranium lies a 

mind of spectacular genius, a man who is to fungus research 

what Copernicus was to astronomy, minus the charges of 

heresy…at least YET anyway. 

 

***** 

 

A bomb blast triggers pandemonium as people become 

stampeding deer, racing for cover, racing for salvation, 

dropping their sweet coffee concoctions and vowing to eschew 



coffee in future, the Café District decimated to instant ghost 

town. Another horror, another missed clue, another day in the 

city under the darkened skies. 

 

***** 

 

Motility, motion, determinative factor in the transportation of 

vital genetic information, the place where gametes meet, 

hoping to eventually one day produce their own little zygote. 

Fascinating stuff. A mind fuck of a different order. And orders 

are something everyone intimate with the field of mycology is 

accustomed to. Orders for all manner, all classification. A 

hierarchical structure similar in many ways to the military, the 

government, the higher up the chain one goes, the higher the 

power, control over the ones at the bottommost levels. 

Filaderra has been studying for near a hundred years by her 

own account. Seemingly since the time she could mouth the 

words fungus. Dad had a ribald sense of the humorous to spur 

her interest along, often serving meals with various 

fungi…bacterial accelerant agents, mutating and melding the 

worlds of culinary art and mycological breakdown. Of course, 

she understands NOW that a mushroom is a fungus. But did 

dear old Dad really have to make that relationship apparent 

when the primary intent was to get the children to eat their 

food? Not a tactful guy that guy, but, oh well. He was after all 

a comedic sort who meant no harm.  

So here she is, a member of the renowned Fungarium Crew, 

finally after two (2) years making her way up to SeCom, 

thankfully past the horrid DeCom level…FINALLY! Lagalot 

was beginning to really grate on her, always following her 

around, eyeing her with fertilizational intent, her becoming 

nauseated at the thought. Old bulging eyes, wart-faced 

Lagalot? Are you kidding??!! Not even after I DECOMPOSED 

would I want him!! 



He was quite a hit when he played the Easter Bunny for the 

kids at the annual Science Is Fun fair. Too bad he put the suit 

on backwards. When he appeared before the crowd the 

reaction, at first, the silent pause of delayed shock as they 

viewed what was supposed to be a fluffy bunny tail, 

conspicuously on the front now, metamorphosed into a bulging 

equipment pouch, a Mongolian breadbasket.  

Pandemonium broke loose: Children howled, screamed, others 

laughing, stomping feet hysterical. The parents taking a 

different tack; pointing, shouting, accusing, threatening, fathers 

waving fists, mothers trembling wide mouthed, others making 

the disgusted EEEEWWW!! face, some covering children's 

eyes, others clutching babies to the protective breasts of 

motherhood. 

"GET THE BUNNY!!!" 

A fat man jumped from the crowd, waving a bat over his head, 

making a dead run for Lagalot. Others, catching his wind, 

began moving with him, the entire crowd now joining in for the 

kill. Lagalot turned and ran, heading for the wide parking lot. 

"You’re dead meat, you perverted shithead!!" The chanting 

growing in swells behind him, "DEAD MEAT, DEAD MEAT, 

DEAD MEAT!!"  

Lagalot burst into the busy parking lot. A red sports car 

squealed to a stop, almost hitting him, stopping right in his 

path. Like superman before him, Lagalot leaped high over the 

hood, landing safely on the other side. Now all that stood 

between him and freedom was that field, that narrow field and 

that…that… FENCE??!! Terror gripped him by the throat, but 

the pure adrenaline of instinctual salvation was greater. He hit 

the fence full stride, scaling it like a Bavarian Mountaineer, 

sailed over the top, then swung back, the fence slamming into 

his face. What happened? He could see the people racing 

across the parking lot, closing in, but…Something Strange. 

How were they running on the sky?? Holy Shit!! He looked 



along the length of his body. The big bunny feet, so useful in 

his run, had stopped him cold, hanging him from the fence like 

a holiday turkey. The angry faces were almost on him, 

bloodlust seething from every eye. Hopeful thoughts of safety 

melted away.  

Then it hit him. Of course! The zipper!! JUST PULL THE 

ZIPPER!! He pulled the zipper down toward the sky, falling to 

earth like a high velocity spitball. He hit with a THUD!!! Then 

his feet found dirt as he blazed out across the meadow. Behind 

him, the dead bunny hide hung from the fence, the bunny head 

bouncing on his shoulders as he ran full throttle.  

When he finally looked back, only the silent stillness of the 

twilight crickets greeted him, the lynching crowd blended into 

the peaceful landscape. Never had the emptiness of land, sky, 

and redemptive solitude appeared such a welcome sight. 

Nutmeg is extremely poisonous if injected intravenously. 

Cat's urine glows under a blacklight. 

Dr. Pleurotus says the boys at Stanford have been hot onto 

something for some time now, really think they're onto 

something, but then don't they always think they're onto 

something those backstreet closet homo boys? Yes they're onto 

something, I say cut down on the virgin freshness of Nuevo 

science you're after and get to work.  

"But it doesn't matter what I say now does it; I'm a nobody in 

their world, not a card carrying member of the literati or is it 

literatzi, just Mr. Lagalot prime whipping boy for the 

beleagured minds of über wissenschaft.  

Onto something they may be but it will be a cold sunrise in 

Hell before it ever gets beyond the back boardrooms of too fat 

too soft bureaucrats, the jolly chop faced lot of the red tape 

stringing legion. Woe to he who waits. Boy do we need this 

daytime explosion! 



"They say it has something to do with bugs, bugs, seems like 

they've gone buggy about bugs. Oh sure, bugs is why people 

are losing their hair, losing their fingernails, losing their 

toenails, losing their skin, losing their lives. Some cases have 

even advanced to a state of exhibiting typical animal symptoms 

of toxic reactions like selenosis and blind staggers. Bugs! 

Geez, sure glad grant money is paying for you boys to stay on 

top of things. Bugs! Shit biscuits, without you master brains on 

the job we'd be trapped by Dr. Bug Zapper. Whoa! Damn good 

thing you boys are hot on it. Bugs! Unbelievable!" 

Dr. Pleurotus' wife—goes the mythology—is a real first rate 

character of epic proportions, a true nonconformist. A 

nonconformist ignores society's standards or deliberately 

violates them, and laughs at the whole idea of conformity. 

Ignoring all pressure to conform, she would stride with her 

goats through the fields at sunset, her hair wild and her long 

skirts billowing, and just thinking of the stiff as steel Dr. with 

his wild non conformist wife points to evidence at, least 

anecdotal, that love conquers all. Mrs. P is definitely not one to 

cotton to formalities: In Germany, for instance, you may know 

people for years before using their first names. Yet Dr. P is 

quite the mental magician. Once when visiting London he 

returned with some long tales to tell. His thoughts meander in 

many directions: How many people on a London bus have 

never been on the river Thames? What would the financial 

accounts of the Battersea Park authorities look like? Standing 

on Chelsea Bridge, he calculates the speed at which a suicide 

would hit the water.  

Is this litany of seemingly trivial arithmetical puzzles a 

response to the trauma of scientific and bureaucratic pressure 

to excel, or is it a heightened version of the mind games we all 

privately play?  

Dr. P is extremely observant and insightful. He is good on old 

age and especially good on death: But the thought that you 

would be aware of what was going on as you died implied that 



somewhere in his future was a moment of the purest terror, 

terror at 200 proof, so that you could have a small taste of the 

fear every time you let your mind touch on the subject, even 

for a second or two.  

All thoughts are now on the Stanford advancements, Dr. P 

says, "I hope to have the outstanding issues resolved by 

Thursday; the unremarkable soon after; all remaining others—

laggards in style—as distant from the present tense as decorum 

will allow. So it can be seen that until the final tick goes off the 

clock our lives will revolve around Stanford, we will, eat, 

breath, sleep, and vomit, Stanford, we will be so plucking sick 

of Stanford we will be jack hammered with Pavlovian attacks 

of tremor trills every time the name is mentioned.  

Selenium overdose can trigger a toxic reaction, selenosis, 

marked by hair loss and fingernail and toenail damage. It is 

important to identify persistent and/or toxic chemical agent 

breakdown products to assist in cleanup processes and to 

ensure worker and public safety. The term "environmental 

persistence" refers to the presence of compounds in soil; 

environmental persistence is moderate for compounds that may 

be stable for weeks to months and high for compounds that are 

stable for months to years. "Persistent compounds" are 

characterized by low vapor pressure, low water solubility, and 

low rates of natural abiotic and biologic degradation. Examples 

include polychlorinated biphenyls and dioxins; these 

compounds are not related to CW agents. However, 

compounds with moderate-to-high water solubility that are not 

readily degradable or subject to hydrolysis may persist in dry 

soil and/or leach into groundwater, where they persist for long 

periods. 

The good and oftentimes INSANE doctor is a grand ol’ fan of 

abstruse, esoteric, perfectly imperfect useless information 

nothing more than mental blather, synaptic diarrhea, a retreat 

from the more prosaic and land mine filled halls of academic 



logimania. If insanity is frequent visitor he would be first to 

dispute the claim. 

Love was his and that love was Science. 

His cock grew enormous, looking about to burst, the head 

resembling the purple dendrobium orchid…the fibonacci 

series, conservative white middle-America bopping their heads 

to Rick James’ Super Freak... 

 

***** 

 

A row of houses, all circus tented, the colorful tents arranged 

so that every other house is covered. After the exterminations 

are complete, the tents will be removed, the houses breathing a 

collective sigh of clear-aired relief. Dachau. This takes care of 

the infestation problems that previously existed in the tented 

houses. Within four weeks, the now untented houses will 

develop the infestation problems. Thus repeats the cycle.  

Roaches everywhere, running free, Born Free echoing through 

their little insect brains. Somewhere, somehow, someone has 

loosed a universal spigot, sending the little critters scurrying 

for open space. Wild they run, into the streets, gutters, parking 

lots, highways, fields and parks. A seeming randomness to 

their direction and purpose, a torrential avalanche of chitinous 

creatures, scourge of humanity, survivors of thermonuclear 

destruction, rummaging the towns and cities in search 

of…WHAT?  

Schmedlap.  

Schmedlap is sprawled into his comfortable ottoman couch, 

sipping on the tenth beer of the morning, when he is interrupted 

mid-sip by a knock at the door. Not a big knock. Not even one 

registering on the famous KnockPower Scale. A rather 

diminutive knock. But a knock nonetheless.  



Must be some kids. Selling candy or something. He jingles the 

coins in his pockets, realizing his cash reserves are a bit 

lacking. Oh well…answer anyway. Let the child feel like he 

tried. 

When he opens the door, feeling benevolent as Solomon, an 

army of roaches races through, streaming across his naked toes 

as they make their charge.  

"YIIIKES!!!" 

When did ROACHES learn door to door sales? He would love 

to ponder the question, but his house is filling fast. He leans 

into the door, trying to hold them off. No use. These vermin 

had taken the heed of Mr. Atlas and their seven-day period of 

muscle gain is definitely behind them.  

Panicked now, he runs for the fridge, determined to hold them 

away from his food supply. The kitchen piles up fast as the 

blitzkrieg raid hits full stride. Terror grips him by the throat as 

the alcohol courses through his brain struggling for domination 

of his reason. He reacts with aplomb.  

"You MOTHERFUCKERS!!!" 

The fire extinguisher peels back from its place on the wall, 

right into Schmedlap’s hand as if summoned. When the nozzle 

blast of the first spray bites into the horde of ransacking 

Mongolians, Schmedlap screams maniacal, his voice sailing 

high over the roar of foam and CO2. Power surges through his 

veins, rocking him like a hurricane, reminiscing to him the wild 

party of last evening. But then, that was Amateurish compared 

to this. This is thrill, baby! The REAL DEAL! Nobody tell ME 

how to throw a shindig!! 

When the massacre is over, the bodies lay heaped and layered 

all across the linoleum. From the front door forward, the trail 

of death weaves through his house, a great snake of tears. He is 

certain if there were a god of the insect kingdom, retribution 

would rain swift and hard upon him. But no use worrying about 



that NOW. He has serious cleaning up to do. Right after he 

finishes those last two beers. Gotta keep those priorities 

straight, you know.  

Schmedlap has been collecting pubic hair courtesy of his 

frequent companions, pasting it onto pseudo-pictures of 

assorted lovelies, assembling women piece by piece, a harem 

of the women he most wants to fuck, a catalog of fuckees if 

you will, or if you won’t, simply the ridiculous fantasies of a 

desperate fool.  

Marya, his most complete work, is so real he can smell her cunt 

juices running down her creamy, powderpuff thighs. He pushes 

his finger into the floccus gathered at her Venutian Valley, then 

pulls it away. Mmmm. Wet…he can almost feel the wet. Is this 

fantasy somehow tethered to the real? mind over matter? 

psychokinesis or something similarly psycho-induced? 

I'll go anywhere with you...repeated time and again. But before 

becoming too fatheaded, bear in mind that the "anywhere" 

referred to is the target goal; the person of passage, namely 

YOU, merely the disposable vehicle of transfer. Sorry boy. 

Only one thing left to do. Get a hard-on, cop a quick ride and 

take a long, juicy look at that cunt 'cause she'll be flying away 

come destination time... 

He pops out of his door like Hamlet’s ghost, ambles down the 

road, bedraggled, confused, degraded and despondent, his 

entire manner conveying dire defeat. Suddenly, as if in a 

dream, his disconnected senses grab hold of a rattling, choo-

chooing noise chuffing from the rear and gaining volume. A 

rickety green-brown hand built looking panel truck slows next 

to him. A greasy haired fellow sticks his head out the window: 

"You look like you been chewed up and shit out. Wanna beer, 

pal?" 

He really wants a double bourbon, a bath, a brand new Pink 

Cadillac and twelve hours in a five-star hotel with a lithe black-



haired Latina dancer, but he would settle for a beer. He thanks 

him and seizes it like an escapee. 

"So, where you off to pal?" 

Pal. The euphemistic refrain. We are all "pal" until we become 

"feck you pal!" A quick and unpredictable transition that. 

"I don’t know. I’m absolutely scuttered." 

"Sheeit! Well, hop in. I’ll drop you when you say so." 

"Yeah. Thanksss," he imperceptibly shudders and almost 

insults as he stresses the final 's' in thanks." Maybe this guy 

is…you know… 

He jumps in and hunkers down for the ride unclear of anything 

but that he must go, get away, run from everything that is or 

"was" his life, a pathetic rabble of rumbleshitpukemess that 

must be stopped. 

You won’t leave me, will you Theo?" Schmedlap rustles the 

hairs at the neck of the goat, a movement Theo rather likes. To 

one unaccustomed to this scenario, the assumption could be 

that Theo, in keeping his silence, is in agreement with his 

master’s conclusion. But then again who can know the 

quizzical mind of a goat? 

It should have been a period of perfect peace, this weekend, 

this solitary time between man and beast, a time when none but 

the divine pleasure he had always received from this alliance 

would have prevailed. But instead, in the background, a 

constant anxiety, paranoia over what lurks in the shadows. In a 

sense it seems his life has turned into a horrible Television 

drama. To his way of thinking there was no other kind. Still 

something was amiss and this unreachable element set his 

world awry. Even the inherent joy he received from a properly 

tumbled whiskey and soda failed to reconcile his worries. So 

what now Theo? Leave the country? Leave the planet? Leave 

this life? 



That would be grand. A man and his goat pursued by paranoia 

take the final and irreversible plunge into early demise. 

Certainly the bottom feeding rags would have a field day with 

that: 

MAN AND CAPRINE LOVER SUCIDE PACT!! 

A great day for capitalistic fervor. Even the T-shirt trade would 

rejoice. Could Schmedlap possibly achieve in death the 

celebrity that had in life so steadfastly eluded him? Oh come 

now dear boy, you are becoming a tad morose. Maybe a good 

rock in an easy chair would soothe the spirits, seeing that he 

finds it difficult to wax dramatic when ensconced safely in his 

easy chair. 

Darkness is plummeting like a coal box, the mist and drizzle of 

October dropping around his feet, as he skips out of his house. 

Maybe Ana is available for a chat. He is sure of little but of one 

thing he is certain: the woman loves him and was always ready 

to soothe his fears. 

"No preocupe, mi amor, no preocupe," she would coo in her 

angelic voice. 

He loved her more than seemed possible brought on only by 

his intense need of her. Because of his intense need of her he 

loved her more than seemed possible, in his mind sizzling low 

budget cinema, two rabbits in promenade, hormonally united, 

quivering mons, Dog Schmedlap’s tongue drooling pure 

Pavlovian. To what this mechanistic, pluralistic structure can 

be attributed can be found in nature’s rulebook.  

Rule 1: Male sees female and goes crazy with need 

Rule 2: The male’s need threatens explosion, becoming by 

turns red, purple, and resembling in appearance the purple 

dendrobium orchid. 

Rule 3: Male hunts and captures female, buries his throbbing 

orchid. 



Rule 4: The cycle is complete.  

An appearance in the male’s need resembling the purple 

dendrobium orchid threatening to explode signals a complete 

cycle. Some howl, scream stomp their feet. Some stomp their 

feet, scream and howl. Others wave fists, tremble wide 

mouthed, and make noises of disgust. Trembling wide 

mouthed, making noises of disgust, and waving fists is done by 

others. 

Intruding on positive space has never been his forte, not being 

a sartorial statesmen of the imperial cloth. To the wheel, to the 

wheel, forever to the wheel. Before the wheel came the feet, 

before the feet came the earth. When earth comes before the 

feet and the feet come after earth locomotion follows. Never 

has a thing been easier. Yet he finds his days imbued by a fog 

bank several meters thick, its density approaching high summit 

on the quantum scale. If the fog bank dissipates he could 

perhaps see he has been standing barefoot en-fecales for some 

time. If he finds himself standing en-fecales the fog bank has 

dissipated.  

It was then he realized the worst had occurred. His feet were 

not only blistered they were unshod.  

"What do ye have there?" 

A putrid aura of jaundice colored his visage. 

"Sickness?" 

"Nae. Not around the Bartlett region. Best to settle 380 matters 

in alternate routes." 

"Yerra, so true. But what then of a man’s pension?" 

"If a man have such a thing he should thank his lucky stars." 

"The meaning is lost on me, Mitchell. Tell me….do you still 

want?" 

Silence….incorrigible silence. 



"Ah," snuffled Mitchell, "a man thinks that way will fall to the 

two backed beast!" 

"Yerra…yerr…or three!!" 

"Oh ho! Good Lord. Give the man four then!" 

"Over me dead body, please." 

"Sure. It’s a wonder the skin of you puts up with your bony 

self." 

"A few well chosen words. Care for a fag?" 

"Fag you say? Don’t mind if I do." 

"Well then. Be so kind as to fetch one for me, dear friend." 

"Beastly fellow! I’ve often thought of you swinging from a 

noose." 

"I as well." 

"For fuck sake! Yer a full-on bollix then?" 

"Flatulence precedes me, begob, follows me as well." 

"Nor a proud man I see. Not like old face-on-a-stick." 

"Oh, ho, ho! That chap is the bells. Quite the popinjay. I’d say 

he’s the featheriest of the toodle-doodles. A real dandy."  

"Could use a pinta the old Easy. Maybe we go off to see Ana?" 

"Ahh…now you’re sayin’ somethin’ dear friend. Just the 

twnklin’ thought of the succulently large goodies and Brucies 

of that Portugali peach get me insides to waterin." 

"Milkin’ you mean. Your insides get to milkin." 

"Yerra. I’m a wounded fecker. La leche maternal seguirá 

siendo el mejor alimento para el bebé." 

"Off on the Spanish again." 



"Right! Let’s be off then. To the ball to the ball to get me a 

fairy godmother and pinch her for some coin. A man needs a 

grand sip every now and then." 

"Or more often. To hot links and flange!" 

"I’ll drink to that. Vulgarism of the gods." 

"And then some." 

When they arrived at Armand’s House of Rumba, there she 

was, the jewel of the Spanish Armada, elbows on the bar, eyes 

ravishing the not yet drunk but parched horde, her succulent 

peaches perched and near to jumping from her décolletage.  

"Ahh, what loveliness a man must endure without groping. All 

the world is a stage, bedroomed and quaking."  

"Hola Ana," says Dume, first man out with the greetings. "Got 

the winda you waitin’ for the matin’ of lip and cup so I thought 

to meself, drop by for the old tallyho!"  

"Oh, Señor Dume. You are Diablo himself. What can I to bring 

you then cabrone." 

"You know what," says Mitchell. "You his eye has spied and 

once spied only left to be tried." 

"But Señor Dume. I am near to married. Soon I will be the 

bride of Manuel Orzo. You know this thing." 

"Ay. But where the gap is open Dume comes a-gropin’. Not 

too late till it’s too late." 

"Beer then, Señores. Or something… más caliente!" 

"Ahh! You’re killin’ me with you’re tongue woman," says 

Dume. "C’mon now. Let’s swing from the stars and share the 

galaxy." 

"Better to share a drink and lean on the bar. Una distancia fría 

es un amigo agradable en el calor del verano."  



He swathes his wide hand across his face, long and sullen now, 

a man dejected and detected as tripe at the golden gate of 

possibilities and given the custard pie. 

"Ohh…allrighty then. A bourbon with a bit of milk. A man can 

dream, can he not?" 

"Y suéñelo debe hacer si yo que él busca."  

"Cruel, so cruel Ana. But maybe one day you’ll come around." 

"Lo siento, Señor Dume. Keep dreaming. This will keep your 

chile spicy." 

"Death where is thy sting!! Ok then. Eighty-six the milk. A 

double bourbon thank you… neat." 

"Ahora usted digame más sensible."  

"I thought I was being sensible. Now I doubt my southward 

travels. Chasing the furry monkey I was and then—" 

"Monkey? Mono? Where do you see these animales?"  

"Oh. They’re everywhere don’t you know. Just need to know 

where to look." 

"Oh, Señor Dume. These animales I find so, how do you say, 

cute? Can you please to show me?" 

"Si, Señorita. Montaré a mujer y montaré como el viento."  

"Oh, Señor Dume. You are more devilish than I thought. Y 

muy repugnante." 

"Did I do something wrong?" 

"Yes I think so. You tell me such, how do you say, "nasty" 

things." 

"Nasty things? When?" 

"You know. You said you would mount the woman and ride 

like the wind." 



"What?! No, no. I meant only that I would take mount and ride 

like the wind, to show you the—" 

"That is not what you said," she blushes and demurs, batting 

her eyelashes like maracas.  

"But that is what I meant." 

"Then maybe it is your study needs to more attention." 

"Yerra. Truly so. Are we still on then." 

"On? What are we on?" 

"Sorry. Joking. Do you still want to go see the monkey?" 

"Oh. Si. When can we go." 

"Whenever you’re ready." 

"Okay then. Tomorrow evening, 6:00?" 

By 6:25 of the appointed evening they are strolling through 

Meganspark Zoo taking in the animal sights. Ana is amazed at 

the assortment of creatures. It is apparent to Schmedlap she has 

never before visited a menagerie. He cannot help slavering 

over the sight of her but remains reserved. Still, he has his 

dreams that will not relent. Twice this evening he has excused 

himself to see a brown friend to the coast. Ana being none the 

wiser, thought him a great humanitarian. He meanwhile, was 

shaking loose his coconuts for relief. 

"You like los animales then, Señor Dume?" 

"Oh yerra. A bit of the old badger scratcher I am. Love to get 

my hands all around them. Feeding the pony being my favorite, 

second being puppy rubbing. Nae the swamp donkeys though." 

"So you posses animales at your casa?" 

"Nae. Sadly not. Been a right lonely time shaking white 

coconuts from the tree," his face drooping in his best Bassett 

hound impression. 

"Ow. Sounds very sad this coconut shaking, Señor Dume." 



The cloak of night is soon falling, a chill blanketing the 

dusking sky, bringing a brisk and penetrating cold to the 

autumn air. Ana has her thoughts now turning away from the 

animals of the day. 

"I am maybe a little hungry," she says.  

"Ah, yerra. I’ve had a mind to a bit of spit roast meself. Nice 

and tender wi the gravy at both ends. Ye think maybe this 

could be yer cup o tea?" 

"Oh Señor Dume. I think you are joking to me again."  

"Maybe so. A man’s got to try now don’t he? Well then, 

what’ll it be fer ye?" 

"A casa, Señor. A casa. Damelo todo!!" 

"I take it that if I try analyzing your humor, it is like analyzing 

a frog: I can do it, but the frog tends to die in the process."  

"Si, si, Señor. Take me to your home and take me!!" 

"Are ye tellin’ me you wish to make the two backed beast?" 

"Que tonto! Si Señor! You making to me muy caliente. Please 

take me now or lose me forever!!" 

He is a devil but does not attempt to hoodwink her with 

Signposting. This is a cause of much cursing in Dublin. Road 

signs, simply useful tools. In Dublin, it's not so simple. 

Signposting there is heavily influenced by Einstein's theories 

(either that or the other way round) of space/time, and works 

on the basis that there is no fixed reference point in the 

universe, or not west of O'Connell Street anyway. Instead, 

location and distance may be different for every observer and, 

frequently, for neighboring road-signs. Dublin is officially 

bilingual, a fact reflected in the road-signs. This allows you to 

get lost in both Irish and English. 

Dreamy strains of Saint-Saëns’ The Carnival of the Animals 

sigh and moan in the background. Schmedlap, king of quim 



castle, sits back and loads himself a pipe full, basking in the 

afterglow of a night he had dreamed of for millennia. Ana is 

splayed across the blue sofa, naked from the waist up, honey 

tangerines in bloom, tiny hand twisted skirt hiked northward, 

eyes twittering as she drifts in sex fueled dreamland. The taste 

of her is fresh with him still, a delicious peach, honey dipped 

and generously displayed. She did love the old fanny on the 

face bit. For Schmedlap this was the point culminant. In all his 

fantasies he had cast her as randy. But never did he imagine her 

so unstoppable, so multi-orgasmic, and dizzily declares that she 

loves the dance, the hen cock tango, swims in copulation like a 

fish in water, sexual acrobatics for her a natural activity, a 

banana tree producing bananas. Such flaming lips on this 

woman, the twin tongues of explosion! For the first time in his 

dog-seeking-his-bone-erection-driven life he is giddy as a 

nubile girl, quite the turnaround... 

COCKS AND HENS  

The rooster is a roistering hoodlum,  

His battle cry is cock- a- doodleum.  

Hands in pockets, cap over eye,  

He whistles at pullets, passing by.  

Life before her seems as dull as diced dung, a topic he had 

become well versed in, noting that the Manure Management 

industry is one that will support its own trade magazine. He is 

in a downward spiral swoon, vowing to beg off the punani 

chase, willing to let his Anna Kazzam obsession go, believing 

in his heart of cocks he has found her living embodiment in the 

spicy Ana Naranja, laying so lovingly splayed across his 

couch, love nest supreme, maybe time to get serious with her, 

steal her clean away from Manuel Orzo, send him packing. But 

this other voice he has lived with so long refuses to be silenced. 

Time to get on down the road Dume. Better suns are rising. 



He is no longer sure, no longer sure of anything, has after years 

of lovesick liaisons unrelenting found what he has been 

yearning after, a place to rest his weary shell shocked bones, a 

soft landing a soft woman above women, what more could he 

want, what more indeed. Questions run deep and hit bottom in 

this shallow shell. The clanging going kinetic, lead pellet in a 

tin can, the energy of its motion rattling his nerves, collisions 

in lead. This shell is pushed beyond its capacity, depth 

exceeded, maximum density overload. A trip to the mental 

hospital ensures a nurse will shove pills down your throat. 

Remember Dume Schmedlap; wherever you go, there you are... 

 

***** 

 

His name is Selenij, Dr. Milanov (Bug) Selenij. He knows the 

dark side of life very well. During the present year Dr. Selenij 

personally supervises the work of more than 180 different 

pupils in Elementally Infused Organisms. This enables him not 

only to assure himself that the experiments of the book are 

practical, but that the directions for performing them are ample. 

In the laboratory each pupil has a locker under his table, 

furnished with apparatus, as specified in Appendix E. Each has 

also the Dr. Selenij's "Laboratory Manual," which contains on 

every left-hand page full directions for an experiment, with 

observations to be made, etc. The right-hand page is blank, and 

on that the pupil makes a record of his work. These notes are 

examined at the time, or subsequently, by the teacher, and the 

pupil is not allowed to take the book from the laboratory; nor 

can he use any other book on Elemental Infusion while 

experimenting. By this means he learns to make his own 

observations and inferences. "Our goal is not to simply 

introduce, dear student, for not in this way can success be 

achieved. We can most completely know from the vantage 

point of success having been achieved. Therefore, we mean to 



animate, breathe into, imbue, impart, implant, impregnate, 

inculcate, indoctrinate, ingrain, inoculate, inspire, instill, 

intersperse, invest, leaven, permeate, pervade, plant, saturate, 

soak, steep, suffuse, in every way saturate our intended target 

for our purposes." Failure is not an option. 

Riddle me, riddle me, rot-tot-tote! 

A little wee man, in a red red coat! 

A staff in his hand, and a stone in his throat; 

If you'll tell me this riddle, I'll give you a groat. 

The squirrels filled their little sacks with nuts and sailed away 

home in the evening.  

Ikellorel's beautiful diffusion has thoroughly claimed the 

Agency of Telescopic Inquisition (ATI) whose assaults rank up 

there with Kurgadako's antagonistic cadaver. Long nights 

would pass eclipsing even the mockup irregular kiss (kiss of 

the storm knife) before the spell of confidential conveyance 

once again took hold with the emasculating monkey hand of 

death. For a term, impasse had been reached.  

Across the Middle East and throughout the Muslim world, 

people loathe America for its Israel policy and for its decades 

of American manipulation and arrogance. No glossy magazine 

and no advertising campaign is going to change that. Those 

who seek to bestow legitimacy must themselves embody it, and 

those who invoke international law must themselves submit to 

it. When we say serious consequences, for the sake of peace 

there must be serious consequences. There is indeed a 

connection between the ‘liberal occupation’ and a war which 

equals peace. They dance to the percussive rhythms of bombs 

raining down around them. "Each of us alone can only do so 

much," rang the emblazoned tones from the political pulpit, 

"Together we can accomplish so much more."  

And so begins the deadly new role for peace on the worldwide 

stage, Extermination of the Two-Legged Beasts, as Operation 



Infinite Justice swings into motion. An army officer, when 

asked why bulldozers were knocking down houses in which 

women and children were living, responded by saying: "they 

are all terrorists." There is little criticism here of destruction of 

the ‘nests of terrorists.’ The arsenal of weapons, unleashed in a 

way that has not been seen since the Vietnam War, clearly 

horrified those who saw the results firsthand and through film 

and news reports at a distance. The use of cluster bombs and 

white phosphorus shells, a vicious weapon, was widespread, all 

of West Beirut, finally, was living in wreckage and garbage 

and loss. 

Freedom is Slavery. Ignorance is Strength. The King is dead, 

long live the King. The war will be characterized by acts of 

terrorism on the enemy's territory, which the attacking party 

will mask as acts of independent terrorists. Let doublespeak 

rule. 

The garbage dumps opened and closed opened and closed 

calling all within who should be called shunning all those who 

should be shunned—Shun, Shun—sometimes missing a prime 

disparagement opportunity along the way. Kyurotismark, 

splayed along the boulevard, raised his hand in authoritarian 

salute to a god he did not know drooling apothegms as he 

leered at the short skirt girls strolling by. West Beirut is 

paradise regained. In his mind he was the indigo king of all he 

beheld and wished to hold. There were no pigeons around, not 

for a change, no bird dung basking in a pocket of shade on the 

sidewalk opposite the Taylor-Monody building. Rotating loops 

of bodies moved about, some wandering some with purpose 

most lingering at some level hanging in the haze of overcast 

sky. A woman stood at a tenth-floor railing leaning out over the 

tumbling ocean peaks. He imagined her mounted to the bow of 

a pirate ship, her swollen breasts ample protection against the 

angry gods of any sea.  

But he knows, he knows, at least he thinks he knows as much 

as one can ever really know anything, he knows the world 



presented by the TV media is nothing but a theater of shadows 

that exhausts our sense of the real in its emptiness, and teaches 

us nothing, nothing but a mythology custom-made for a new 

breed of savages. The quickest move on the remote control 

cannot relieve us of the vertiginous bombardment of 

information to which the world subjects us. But finally he 

knows it is all bullshit.  

Of this he is certain.  

Then there is Chaussette Shabelnikov; enormous chou. gigantic 

chou, what a chou. She makes funny noises. She looks like 

she's going to do something and she does nothing. Sometimes 

she almost moves as if meetings would occur, sometimes soon, 

sometimes not soon enough, sometimes not at all. And when a 

meeting did eventually occur she would loaf about or mill 

around in groups in and out of the mainstream, forming circles 

to gossip or tell jokes or listen to the stories which were 

circulating up and down up and down, she would loaf up and 

down up and down in a room where there was a bed and a 

wooden table, a wooden table overrun with pamplemouse. No 

more would she, the alchemist's daughter, be content with the 

title Love Slave or Mariah’s wedding gift. No more desperate 

beans. No more disbanded and discarded as a tomb on the 

periphery. Henceforth would the world be unwilling witness to 

her postcards from Kittle where the 15 deaths of Jeffrey Allen 

survive anew thanks to muscle memory while Leopold and 

Loeb pump-handle Calera Story in loving daylight.  

An arctic fox pads invisibly through the street tongue like a 

ship’s flag. At each corner a statue clutches a cup of ice. Into 

the sloshing wind and rain comes Edwin (Shuggy) Manken-

Lightsberry; he feels misunderstood, thinks people would not 

like him if they really knew him. Usually he has been 

invariably right. He would rather live in his head than the real 

world, wants success to just happen to him, focuses on 

fantasies more than reality. Perhaps if he adapted his attire to 

something else besides the immutable black trench coat and 



safari hat he might get a rise of recognition that went past 

disparagement. His foci are unfocused. Walking into the 

Cromwell- Doorknocker Hotel and down the twisting staircase 

he found Anna in the lobby below. It was an incredible lobby, 

like those hotels often were; an intricate complex of chairs and 

plants and raised and lowered steps.  

He wishes now on reflection—clarity of thought being what it 

is in hindsight—they had stayed there and found some five 

o’clock intimacy behind a shrub or something bushy at the 

least. Maybe this time luck would be his. Upon their initial 

meeting he had called on her at her abode, a stylish downtown 

apartment. He had considered reclining on her Queen Anne 

settee and trying to feign confidence, as though he were about 

to conduct a casual meeting or social event. But he knew that 

the fabric had once been several shades lighter: the same floral 

design adorned every chair in his grandmother’s annex, which 

in itself was alarming. And here it made the distinction 

between normality and fantasy even more confusing. 

Eventually settling for a hard-backed wooden stool placed, 

unusually, in the  corner of the room, he wondered —if I 

cannot bring myself to sit on this woman’ s couch, how would 

I ever slip between her sheets and make love to her. And now, 

as they ambled around the lobby, each appearing insouciant 

and open to suggestion, they appeared to be ineluctably veering 

toward the elevators. Why? Did she have a room here? Leading 

him through one darkened corridor after another they 

eventually arrived at the rooftop where Anna dropped her skirt 

and raised his spirits.  

Tetley McDermott, one time belly dancer extraordinaire and 

law student, stood leaning against the doorframe in a 

surprisingly scanty negligee. Smoking kills your babies. 

Smoking gives you cancer. Smoking makes you less of a 

person. She'll read this on cigarette packages and feel bad that 

she’s buying into her cravings as she sucks back the sweet 

nectar of nicotine and feel the undeniable sensation of it 



coursing through her veins like white-hot heroin. She loves to 

smoke, finds it sexy, nocturnal, resplendent of the voluminous 

glow she finds nowhere else. Somewhere in the back of her 

subconscious she’ll feel bad, but she won't be happy until she 

sparks up another dart. Only spontaneous and frequent sex can 

change her track.  

Buttrock. Hidetsugu Aneha, a prominent Japanese architect, is 

said to have designed more than 20 buildings over the last 

decade that would not withstand a moderate earthquake, doing 

so to cut costs and win more commissions. 

He and Tetly McDermott exist on sympathetic ground. 

Conspicuous, copasetic and contemporaneous. Together they 

will commingle intertwine and die in a blazing vat of molten 

iron. Total schmelt down.  

Ignore my presence 

Leave everything behind 

Forget I ever was 

And 

Believe I will never be 

Shall we dance? 

 

***** 

 

The roach patrol is out scouring the countryside looking for 

easy prey. NO rubbish heap will be overlooked. All is subject 

to thorough ravaging by force.  

Tonight is such a lovely full-moon... 

If Schmedlap knew his top end from his bottom hind he’d get 

moving and quick. The Roach Patrol takes no prisoners; all are 

ingested into the machine on its grisly quest for flesh. A shit 



brown horde streams across healthy green vegetation like a 

tumerous cloud of insect death.  

Thunder in the latrines. Adolphus Rex is on his cell phone 

again. Never puts it down, even in the crapper. Mr. John 

Crapper, for those pedants among us; upload, download, 

whack, whack, whack, yeah yeah baby. What a day what a day 

what a glorious day.  

A whale washed up on the beach in Cape Cod. The Dory 

Laughton crew missed the beast with the harpoon tosser. Oh 

well, Quequeg hits the unemployment lines. Meanwhile, the 

crew of the Dory Laughton is bursting thunderous with 

merrymaking in the flubbering buckets of sperm, whale sperm 

that is, not your garden variety seed. Forego the mulch for 

these babies. We’re gonna be sprouting oaks, sycamores, 

redwoods, a monstrous legion of forestation.  

If the Pomegranate Princess could only see us now. She’s 

sitting in the urban squalor, dodging dive bombing vermin, 

strumming her cat string guitar in the morning light. Perfected 

her technique, she has. Modern practitioners are too wild for 

her taste, expend too much energy, spew too many notes. The 

entire rainbow of music she has distilled down to three notes, 

one string, one finger. Detractors give one finger of their own 

as thanks for her contributions. No matter. The Princess has 

undergone a turn in psychology, a rebound from the sewer 

mentality she had before sustained. Listeners may be cheering 

or jeering but the Princess is forever sneering. It that drunken 

SOB hadn’t crashed through her walls she would be back on 

her burnished throne. Can’t find good scullery slaves like you 

used to.  

The days she hates most are those like today, so hot you can 

smell the tar rising up from the black asphalt in thick 

asphyxiating curls. Congenital herpes might have stopped her 

rise to power. But in the end it was an empty bottle of Scotch.  

She’ll get that SOB; she swears she will. 



The fellow cohabitants strewn all about the streets are now 

under siege. All sit huddled en masse, shielding their ears 

against the loud, intrusive wail of an emergency alarm. They 

hope to never hear that sound for one of their own, too much 

reality of pending death. Down on the dirty boulevard they take 

it hard.  

Steineschlaus and Liebenfrausch are reeling to the lavender 

whirl. Look at the form of shapeless vagrants slumping in the 

narrow corners and struggle to catch your eyesight; it’s all 

downhill from here.  

Stories are told of this day, the moment of this momentous 

event. But none have ever come close to the cruel reality if that 

word reality can be used with any probity. Raul does not quite 

know if he has anyone’s attention. Rebecca’s crouched in a 

corner trying to commandeer her self-induced orgasm. There is 

no known rhyme for "male supremacy" in her books. Thighs 

are thighs are thighs for the quaking. 

The hallway is blue, narrow, faintly stagnant and fetid with the 

redolence of twice passed cabbage. Bring in the medics. Bring 

on the oxygen masks. Somebody has chowed down and 

unloaded the H-Bomb of gaseous miasma.  

Rebecca comes forward on her bare knees to examine Raul. 

"Hey, bitch! Get your hands off my pee pee!" 

"Aww, c’mon Raul. Just a little tweak for the road…" 

"Oh shit! Leave me alone. Can’t you see I’ve got a monster 

painful whopper here? Back off woman." 

Rebecca is tenacious in her desires. A few quick strokes and 

Raul’s rod is painful no more. This is no amateur pump 

operator, carries her tools with her, she does, carefully 

scooping his seed into Gloucester vials. Safer for transport. 

Male gender being taken one blast at a time. All must be 

carefully collected and controlled. Emergency Repopulation a 

distinct probability. The Roach Patrol is on the move, wolfing 



their Bar-Z-Nok hooligan chants into the quixotic night. 

Barnstorming zygotes don’t stand a chance. Not without 

arming the disarmed can foot traffic pass. 

Raul turns away, embarrassed, not quite sure why. 

Masturbating is something best left to solitary pursuit. 

Something strange about having a new and unfamiliar female 

hand jerkin the gherkin and milking him dry. This is because of 

those fucking Protestants. Catholic bitches don’t ever put their 

hands on a man’s pee pee. 

"Just fuck me, woman. There’s nothing to hide now. Have 

faith. Drive me all the way home!" Viagra coursing through his 

veins, keeping his love rocket alive and throbbing. 

Better offer anyway than she’d receive from that old man with 

wrinkled female breasts. Green and gray as decomposition, 

drying and corroding in combination while avoiding the sun’s 

rays. Stockings, slippers, camisoles, and stays. All are piled 

high on his night bed. 

Rebecca is flushed and undecided. Suddenly assured, she 

makes a jump for her sailor. Her mind jumps rails and boards 

the future train. Tomorrow at home, teatime, breakfast, clear 

the food tins from the stove, get his dirty fingers out of my 

coomb and foretell the rest. Having sat by Thebes among the 

dead a patronizing kiss will not do.  

She turns and passes a moment staring into the knifepoint 

chunk of mirror glass she has deftly snagged. He is tugging her 

panties down and her stomach somersaults. Shame and 

homicide dance a macabre dance, blood roiling, legs twitching, 

teeth chattering, tipping her left right and backwards, swaying 

her hand, pushing her forward. She lunges animal like, 

plunging and slicing, slicing and plunging, cries of powerless 

submission as her prey falls, his once strong hands and arms 

limp appendages, he crumples whimpering and gagging, throat 

an abattoir door, the gurgling bubbles of bloody last breaths 

riding into the sunset. 



She pauses, admires her hands, crouches down to plant a 

soulful kiss on his shrinking cock, a useful spigot in its time. 

Slices it clean from its moorings, claims her trophy. 

"Well, that’s done. I’m glad it’s over." 

She smoothes her hair with automatic hand and taps out a 4/4 

rhythm on her pubis, her mind drunk with future adventures. 

Your goodies will be mine today 

Let our your verse 

Let out your rhyme 

Tomorrow is another time 

She realizes she is blind, throbbing gently between two lives, 

delivering profitable packages to her sisters of the SASH, the 

irony not wasted on her. But what does it matter. The bombs 

come in, the bombs go out. When will it end? As we approach 

death we race for the fringes. 

A public bar on Lower Grendel Street is humming and 

whining. Placid and pitiful, a camaraderie of sunken spirits. 

The fishermen lounge, fresh from the swells, the river dogs 

drool and sweat from their heels. If Elizabeth were here her 

glamorous carryings on could not be heard above the clanging 

of the bells.  

Mother Superior took a demotion. Caught frolicking with the 

sloop captain. The naughty things a corseted woman will do. 

The white towers and peal of bells undid her. By Hyannis port 

she went legs over shoulders on the splintered floorboards of a 

whaling skiff. Oh, Ahab reeled her home that fine eve. 

"It’s all a matter of faith," she had said. "Faith that God will 

deliver me." 

"Aye. Delivered the flesh of your bones into my barnacle 

encrusted hands. Look wicked and windward, woman. The 

fleet is sailing into port!" 



When her eyes bulged explosive, rapturous, the cloaked 

centurion arrived to claim her. God had delivered her after all. 

As the skiff reared up and pulled out to sea, a fleet of fierce 

hunger overcame the captain. Fishing was lean, but his catch of 

female flesh was all of a sumptuous sort. He feathered her with 

sweet whispers and fragrant kisses as he passed through the 

deep sea swells. The next evening, he picked his teeth and 

picked her bones, eating first the tenderest parts. This way he 

passed the stages of his age and youth as he entered the 

whirlpool.  

Gentile, Jew, Muslim; all come to the same. The end is the end 

is the end. Oh mother mistress the sea, be kind to your salty 

son. 

The frosty silence descended on the garden, the agony and 

shouting in stony places. A man here does not work but is 

worked by the surrounding land. Such is the ever-unchanging 

life of this place. Woe to he who engenders the winds of 

change; he will find frozen shelter here. 

 

***** 
 

Harden (Spider) Solomon is on the down low lay stow sure that 

something is going on and Phi-section has snuffed him out of 

the loop like a zit from a bull's ass, can feel it in the air, always 

always always the jealous twats like ol' Queeterman who didn't 

know jack shit about jack shit, so Spider's got a gift, helped 

many a fine fellow and sweet petunia, a regular philanthropist 

he is, feeling your pain as he lays hands on your shoulders and 

links to and adopts your personal nightmares, not necessarily as 

a service mind you, Spider is misanthrope personified, mother 

says he's dyspeptic, still this gift—jury's still out on that—or 

curse and he knows he did not ask for this, though recently, 

since he was five, this has been afflicting him causing him no 

end of minute by minute terror, popping up apropos of Zenon-



he supposes, and skip to my lou he goes, dainty in my darling, 

into his next tense minutes, starting with seconds of course, 

can't say he has much use for them, tick tick tocking away into 

the starry starry night but he kinda likes his parts, he contends, 

won't be pulling a Van Gogh. Eerily it is all too familiar with 

what his not-necessarily-all-there cousin told him on his 

Honorable Discharge from service in Vietnam, told him that 

when they were dropped into the 'nam were told, "Welcome to 

the last ten seconds of the rest of your life!", and he can't help 

but wonder—he swears—if he is going double nightmares 

dreaming a 'nam drop in the background and a zeta mossolidia 

attack in the foreground, distinguishing between them difficult 

as he obsesses an affliction for which he has no diagnoses, 

possesses no data, tests, chit chats, whispers, trembles, hand 

shakes, elbow jabs, some guy told me-s, not a gnat shit speck 

of evidence, ignoring the distinct possibility that his not-

necessarily-all-there cousin lost a few lug nuts in the jungles, 

told him a wee ma whilly knee slapper, and right about now 

something making him feel spruce as a loose caboose would be 

a fine cup o' joe.  

Should not have, could not have, could not avoid, reading that 

no doubt bull puckey story (the news, can't trust em!) about 

this savior child, the second coming, a second coming via 

wombside view vagina coastline, snappy digs, all the perks and 

whatfores, sweet deal. This savior child's embryo was 

genetically selected to ensure he did not carry the gene for zeta 

mossolidia from which his siblings suffer, but was also a close 

enough match to provide treatment cells from umbilical cord 

blood, its rich source of stem cells a primary feature. 

There was another one of these freak show kids, world's first 

"savior sibling" was Crevor Splattson, born in Krakitania in 

1999, a third world cesspool and not a soul goes sleepless 

wondering why or how. 



Still, the issue has been hedged with moral concerns about so-

called designer babies and the morality of conceiving life to 

help a child with a genetic disorder. 

But Spider doesn't give a Flying Farquhar about this crap, 

really he doesn't he tells himself. It is impossible to enjoy 

idling thoroughly unless one has plenty of work to do. But his 

obsessive, fretting, pants pissing behavior says he bought it 

hook, line, and a barrel of fabulous egg and bank sinkers, and 

he's gotta say he has certainly felt better but will neither 

confirm nor deny when exactly, not to be confused with 90 

years old Brazilian rosewood B&S, 240 years old Sinker 

redwood, used in crafting unique and mellifluous instruments 

with AMAZING sound and FABULOUS looks. No. Not that, 

no way! The best kind of sinker, a combo pyramid, pancake, 

bank and breakaway sinker, brand name POOBS, all the sinker 

it can be. When Spider falls he falls straight down the abyss. 

Only kind of sinker he recognizes. 

Though Spider's hatch buddy, Beldore Whizmont, a self 

proclaimed connoisseur, loves his Sinker redwood violin, 

knows that the most requested characteristics in a concert 

guitar are a big well balanced sound made of punchy basses 

and clear trebles, looks to die for and make you fall in love 

with the classical guitar all over again. Well, his latest lovely 

baby has all of the above and he gushes like a proud pop or 

horny boyfriend. The Incredibly well matched B&S have been 

air drying since the end of WWI, and the Sinker redwood has 

been encapsulated in a natural aging machine for over 240 

years. The combination of these two woods has merged into a 

one in a million guitar. She's got a tremendous personality both 

in sound and looks. The natural shades of brown from both the 

Aged Brazilian and the shades of brown/gray from the sinker 

harmonize like a Monet picture, each part selected to make her 

look as fabulous as she sounds. A splendid Russian rosette 

made in Tula, Russia in sub zero temperatures by some of the 

most skilled rosette makers on the planet matched with the best 



looking French marquetry, yellow tones, contrasting and 

bringing out the lines of the darker woods. 

Her sound shines majestically. He gets a chubby just gazing at 

her longingly across a twenty foot room, waltzes over to her, 

treats her with the gentlest care.  

His girl has a triple neck reinforcement made of Walnut and 

maple that act as a truss rod. Playability is simply phenomenal. 

He supposes he will never get tired of saying that Sinker 

redwood is the way to go. "Add radius," he contends, "and you 

are working with nature and not against it." 

Never does he pay any mind to those—no doubt jealous—souls 

who disparage and denounce him with the term man milliner, 

for he is NOT one of the most despicable members of society, 

but the most injurious. Let all nay sayers and hog layers be 

forewarned.  

This tepid overworked topic may have held faint interest for 

Spider, might have, maybe, but he is suddenly whisked away 

into a parallel universe where all is flip-flopped and mangled. 

Spider now slides down a steep hillside, full scale into 

someone’s nightmare, swimming profusely in the way-too-big 

shoes anchored to his knobby-ankled feet, toes squishing in 

sweat, socks straining for every last drop of grip power in their 

Herculean cotton and polyester blend possession, he reminds 

himself that should he perform the miraculous and live through 

this ordeal, an event unlikely as the steep drop he was now 

embarked upon culminated in a meeting—rather abrupt—with 

a perfectly perpendicular wall, he would never again put aside 

the precepts of Proper Footwear Sizing. If only he lived. 

Well, perhaps this was more a past tense ode to brevity, 

foolery, sloth, or in any case professional indolence, a sad 

reminiscence of a life whose wheels no longer turned without 

rupture. A life devoured of pleasure. Perhaps. Yet the truth 

could also be contained within his self realized tendency 

toward Pity-Party theatrics that had so often alighted just at the 



inception of prevailing doom. Perhaps this would be one of 

those times.  

SPLAAATTT!!!  

Or not one of those times, but a time at least that would be no 

more. Her memory was today sharp as crystal, cutting through 

his indentured brain as he now lingered within the pain of her 

remembrance; she was disquietingly beautiful, he 

ceremoniously stiff and formal. Together they formed 

beginnings, tentative beginnings, the beginnings of a wizened 

pea pod fit for cold storage.  

Perhaps if he had only…?  

No. A pointless excursion of mind and limb. Meanwhile, there 

was the pressing matter of this fast approaching and 

immovable -implacable?—wall. Dear, dear, an altogether 

frightful predicament. And where oh where is dear mummy 

when most needed? Cast your infant from the suck and away 

you flee I suppose, hmm? 

"Who in…hell is this…FREAK," duck head, bat away branch, 

"whose…nightmare, " cough, cough, aach, spit "I am 

now…SUFFERING?!!”  

Yes…well. Bigger fish to fry and all that old boy. Seems your 

crumpet is in a bit of a pickle. Not unlike the…um…pickle you 

had gotten yourself into…or gotten your pickle into, as it were; 

Miss Periwinkle, that is. Naughty, naughty. Had better stay 

clear of that Periwinkle, Mr. Pickle. Stay clear indeed! When 

caught between the hammer and the shooter, which way to 

run?  

Spider looks before him at the sloping hillside, the advancing 

wall, the surrounding area. Everything appears as in flashes but 

yet unusually clear. And for the most briefest of moments, he 

captures the distinct impression that all around him is 

conspiratorially involved against him. Surrounded as it were, 

bollocksed, hoodwinked, bamboozled. Nowhere to turn for 



lack of avenue. And always skating, swirling, spinning, on that 

dim and murky perimeter just beyond the wall…a Griffin? 

A tear wells in his eye. "Blast!! Now look what you've gone 

and done, old friend. Just a slobbering MESS you are. There, 

there. No need to ball like a…HEY!!!" Whooosh!! 

C~r~a~a~c~k!!! "YIKES!!!"  

A narrow branch tumbles down, crumbling in the gilded gust 

of his passing wind. He looks back, up, over, relieved only 

slightly until his conscious stream comes back to the nod of 

urgency commandeering his track.  

"And where is that wall? Ahh…still approaching. But 

strange…does it seem further away now?" He squints and 

strains but cannot for certain gauge the distance, crouches into 

knee tuck Jan Klammer mode, speeds up wildly and aborts, 

struggles to get upright again. "THAT was a stupid move! 

Perhaps delirium has begun its onset? Anyway it's true, so 

true…the saints reside at the bottom."  

That very morning, that cold and lonely morning, his coffee 

exiled from the company of warmth, lukewarm and acrid, he 

shuffled toward his place of sanctuary, silence, peace and rest 

for the just. But behold to his amazed and horror stricken eyes 

what did he see? The hovering shadows; deep, dark, and 

ominous, creeping and clawing at the cracks and crevices of his 

favorite bathroom stall could only mean one thing: it was 

occupied. Damn! Another blow to his crumbling quest for 

privacy. Yet even at such a moment of immersive annoyance 

the causation was clear. He had always taken great pride in his 

penis, its four-inch hang length, providing a view to his 

trousers in profile the aspect of a giant proboscis. Women 

giggled and blushed, ashamed at having discovery find the 

focal point of their wandering eyes. Men chiggered and 

sneered, accusing him of untimely erections. But these little 

boys were simply jealous. Had his erection REALLY been full 

sail to China, their own sad little members would run for the 



cover of bushy quarters, never to show their inadequate little 

mushroom faces again.  

Sad. Truly sad.  

And now one of those misbegotten knaves had invaded his 

Master's Commode Of Cognizance. Brilliant! If they could not 

claim the dragon then challenge the throne, displace the royal 

seat, blast the bowels into a distant kingdom. Well, he thought, 

you may have won this small victory, and when I say small I 

mean that in the most inclusive terms, but this war is far from 

over!! Indeed, indeed, war. And was he not at this very 

moment himself engaged in tactical maneuvers? Racing down 

this monstrous hillside in a fall that was likely to end 

rather…suddenly?  

He covers his eyes, afraid to keep watch, but then, 

reconsidering, pulls his hands away, opening his eyes wide and 

full. And what was that he now espied, sailing by—is that 

sailing?—or floating, hovering even, that massive shape, that 

thing overhead. Its immutable black exterior invoking terror 

like a Flying Dutchman of the sky, stealing light from all 

beneath its encompassing penumbra. Like it was now. Silently 

drifting, thundering in the silence as a rising anxiety that creeps 

upward through the throat, tying the bowels around the 

esophagus in an acute gag reflex.  

Spider gulps. The clouds tremble in fear, birds of prey screech 

and dive for the ground, leaves bristle and spin into the vortex 

of manic wind, the two enormous windows of the great 

airborne beast-mirrors of the soul-reflecting all around it back 

at the sender, a sharp rebuke, a bitter refusal to be included 

within anything but it's own demonic frame of context. A 

premonitory shiver races up Spider's narrow spine. 

"One under the rule of Priapus may soon find his impetus 

shrinking fast," mother had cautioned. Case in point: Spider's 

rapid descent down the monstrous hillside. And where oh 

where has his little dog gone? Shriveled in silence at the terrors 



before its cyclopean eye, no doubt. Poor pooch. If only you 

knew…or do you?! While the excessive use of obscene or 

scatological language has been known to follow a flatulent 

episode ranging from a barely detectable rumble to a 

propulsive burst sufficient to attain low Earth orbit, it may 

conversely be observed that an episode of abject terror may be 

followed by the uncontrolled or involuntary discharge of urine. 

Necessity never made a good bargain. And so it was that the 

warm river of urine raced down his leg, unavoidably recalling 

him to a startling vision. "Don't you find her rather 

Junoesque?" someone had asked him once—Doris he thinks—

remembering now through the haze of terrified endings 

flashing forward at a rate incomprehensible. "She tends to 

express her affection in strange ways," he had answered, 

attempting swagger or false masculine pride, or HUMOR, 

perhaps, "…diminutive, alluring, engrossing, embarrassing at 

times, as a dog wagging its tail, whining, or cringing." Yet all 

too clear he knew: When he placed his you-know-what into her 

ooh-baby it was hallelujah time in the heaven of his dreams. 

A cool wind scrapes across his brow, momentarily pasting his 

sweat in place. Sweet relief. Then his eyes drift toward the 

wall. Now there was something he hadn't noticed? The 

brickwork. Fascinating! It was more than pedestrian, more 

thoughtful, articulated, artistic even, its arrangement of brown, 

tan, and gray bricks suggesting a complex interplay of light and 

shadow. Somewhat like…Doris. The time he met her was a 

page from a Dali autobiography. She was racing around on her 

red Suzuki Sidekick, "chasing something," she had at first 

offered at his inquiry, yet upon lingering he had found that the 

"something" was a pig, a piglet if his knowledge did not escape 

him. She trapped the petrified porcine with her front wheel, 

caging it at the base of a low, spiky, hedge. Then, swift as a 

viper, smooth as Courvoisier, snatched up the squealing 

creature. She waved at him with an arc of feminine grace, 

tucked the animal in the back of her Suzuki, and drove the 

piglet to her home where she butchered, trussed, dressed, and 



roasted it in a smoke pit. The entire time the animal just stared 

at her with passive eyes. Those eyes had haunted her ever 

since. 

These events were beyond distressing to poor Doris. So much 

so that she had taken to carrying on her person at all times (yes 

ALL times, even those where modesty would prevail against 

such activity), a miniature manifesto of sorts, a sepia-toned and 

sacred scroll, a depiction and description of…well…let Doris’ 

chosen excerpt from Butcher and the Beast speak for Itself: 

In the cold heat we slaughtered, solemn as priests, our nimble 

fingers luxuriating in the rolling fat, pink as a newborn's. Then 

lovingly into the waiting oven we bundled our prize babe; 

pinioned, trussed, dressed, oozing and slathered, open-

mouthed mute, fat little legs curled under, stuffed like a 

Christmas goose, our succulent Christ. The faithful convened 

at the anointed table, awaiting the glorious sacrifice that soon 

would emerge from the gaslight shadows, its red and bronzed 

flesh scented and rich with sweet spice. And when finally the 

savior did arrive, its majesty was a glory to behold; its 

blackened eyes staring blankly outward, passionless now, 

anticipating the first knife that would pierce its thick hide, the 

covetous teeth of the assembled glinting in the firelight... 

The reading never failed to raise a shiver of chill from her 

goosefleshed little body. And after the reading of this sacred 

treasure, she would gingerly place it back into her blouse, 

neatly snuggled against her left breast. Yes. From the day he 

met her he was certain that the intellectual day of Europe was 

on the point of demise.  

"We still have Larry," she had begun on another occasion, as if 

continuing an ongoing conversation ignorant that he possessed 

no familiarity with the necessary prologue details, "but he's got 

to go. I can't afford to take him to a groomer anymore, and with 

his long hair it's a necessity." A groomer? "Things are a little 

tense at our house since we don't all have the same ideas about 



ex-lovers. And Larry's been really frisky lately; he's driving me 

absolutely nuts!" Spider had listened with politesse, expressing 

the suitable nods and grins at the appropriate moments. Yet he 

found the girl incredibly boorish, boring, trite and tenacious as 

typhoid. So while his body supplied the mechanics, his mind 

was elsewhere.  

"Larry's very affectionate, if you know what I mean, but he 

doesn't get enough 'affection' at our house. That is the fault of 

my current lover. 'I need my share too!' he reminds me with 

that deplorable sardonic sneer of his."  

Spider had been staring across the street at a bus stop bench 

where three rotund women, either sisters or of similar genetic 

linkage, sat waiting for the bus. Their conversation was of a 

wild, exuberant nature, animated, boisterous, loud in the 

inimitable way of the wide. The sisters bellowed and guffawed, 

elbowing and back-slapping, rolling thunderous in their 

elevated baritones, three tubas in eructating trinity.  

"Of course, I would service them simultaneously, but my lover 

is a bit self-conscious where concerns his equipment."  

The bus squealed to a stop and whisked the sisters away. The 

street now seemed distressingly empty. "Most likely, this 

tortured twosome will end badly," she informed him. 

"Meanwhile, I have to bare it and grin."  

He supposed that he at least should praise his good fortune in 

having been privileged to meet the reigning queen of the 

booboisie, not merely one of its pale subjects. But then of what 

matter are these ridiculous recollections now; what possible 

service can they provide him with his life about to be squashed 

against the fire and brimstone of brick and mortar. . "And 

where IS that horrible wall? Ahh…still approaching." He 

shakes his head expelling a glory of cobwebs. "Approaching? 

But shouldn't I be getting closer, not farther away??!!" Sure 

enough, the wall appears to be receding into the distance, 



smaller now, foreshortened, so short that a small boost would 

be enough to jettison him over its height.  

A wave of panic overtakes him.  

What manner of game is this? He peers up at the sky, casting 

his view toward the ominous shape hovering overhead. 

Curiously, the more he looked at it the more it began to 

resemble a…a…FACE?! He cringed and shook. No, you fool. 

Pull yourself together! A face? Have you gone entirely mad? 

He looks up again, hesitantly tremulous, and sees that the 

massive shape had itself receded, pulling mysteriously beyond 

the border of scrutiny. A shout rings from his quivering lips. 

"Please…PLEASE! End this façade and be gone grotesque 

tragedy! The suspense is killing me!!" 

Oh, the shame. And all because of an impudence bordering on 

psychotic where concerns the employ of proper footwear sizing 

practices. You see NOW what mother had warned against all 

those years ago, dear boy? "Dishonor your feet and they may 

one day dishonor you." Yes, aphoristic mother. A crack wit of 

the apropos. Still to this day the bitter refrain echoes in his 

rebellious little brain. But evidently not enough to have spared 

him.  

He had gone into Tremell's as he had many times before, 

simply looking to replace his old wingtips. What had gone 

wrong? Come, come, dear fellow. Why inquire at all? Indeed! 

You know quite well what happened. An argument. Difference 

of opinion. A titanic battle of the highest order. And for what? 

Who knows? Who cares? The matter has been settled and here 

you now are. The proud owner of—what would to a man of 

size twenty-five pods indeed be marvelous new wingtips—

shoes the size of Icelandic Skis!! 

Although in truth, it is firsthand observer opinion that what 

occurred on that fateful day in footwear history was an event 

hinging more on—moron?—idiotic PRIDE than anything else. 

"Anyone can size a foot, my dear," he had bellowed to the 



busty young nubile who attempted his service. Did she perhaps 

remind him of someone whose kindness he could no longer 

tolerate, accept, ALLOW? And while reflecting on this acute 

afterthought, perhaps he should watch out for that—

WHAAACK!!!—TREE!!  

Ouch. That looked like it hurt. Poor fellow. Life is a cruel 

master.  

Spider shakes his head in disbelief, wiping at the red swath the 

renegade branch had cut across the soft, sweating, flesh of his 

brow. Where were these stray branches coming from?! And 

why was that big black…THING hovering directly over 

him??!! 

His overriding preoccupation was the human body, its actions, 

and conditions. Primarily those encircling the dainty silhouette 

and form of the divine Miss Periwinkle. Ahh. How just a 

thought could cleanse his caliginous soul! What had mother 

said? "There's no sense racing about like an incensed onager, 

dear boy." Ho ho, ha ha! The brutal irony, eh? Racing? Indeed 

he had, straight into her arms as a lemming heading cliffward. 

And what had happened then? After he had so cautioned 

himself against haste, indeed advocating restraint? "All in good 

time," he had said, lifting the generous snifter of amber 

liquid—Cognac, his favorite—savoring its scent the way he 

would one day savor her. "She'll come around to the idea of 

fornicating when she's good and ready." 

But his time-scale operated at accelerated condition with 

respect to hers, testosterone driven as it was. And before he 

knew what had occurred, there she was three-sheets high all the 

way to his downy mattress, a woman as pristine and firmly 

developed as any Greek pantheon could produce. Oh he was so 

clever, that sly hound, that magistrate of misfortune, that 

administrator of annihilation.  

"I'm so vulnerable, Miss Periwinkle. Yes…so lonely since my 

love has abandoned. Please…indulge me a few precious 



moments of your time." Yet when the smoke cleared, who was 

holding the libatious elixir and who was holding her skirts 

down in belated modesty? Or protection?  

WHAAAACK!!! "Was that a branch? Again??!! 

And…and…What…??!!" Spider’s eyes freeze on the massive 

shape in the sky. Was that THING winking at him??!! 

"No! No!! That cannot be!! And where is the end of this damn 

HILL??!! " 

We return you now to a time less dangerous. 

 

***** 

 

These are the times that try men's souls, said Thomas Paine. 

Some feel its sting viscerally. Sometimes Schmedlap at his 

most mercenary finds himself overwhelmed by his sorrows, his 

thoughts, and there is a time when he must share them with 

someone. Who? This was not clear in his shadowy living room; 

the dilemma should be easy for the individual who can only see 

her. He can almost imagine talking with her while staring into 

her eyes, smooth skin soft and peach, getting into her arms, and 

for once in his lifetime he feels no need to be shelter for his 

lover but also enjoys letting his emotions run free. He had 

become seduced by content, unable to lay his face in the thick 

space of her relaxed legs, the scent and silk of her skin between 

his hips, to pray, to dream, what he chooses to tell her—stories, 

then presses her against his lips. More which ignites again her 

sweet flow and is liable to cruel humiliation. He is only a book 

of poems. She steps out then back into his world. This place 

her absence leaves barren. 

One particular song had been playing over and over. He felt a 

severe pain in his left arm and shoulder. He must have slept 

uneasily and awkwardly. As he drank the last drops of booze 



he remembered that he had fallen asleep without brushing his 

teeth. Ablutions untended. He unfolded and stood up, was once 

again struck by bewilderment and went to the bathroom. 

A sudden icy shiver charged across his spine. Shameful drops 

of sweat appeared on his forehead. Too Late. Too Late. The 

voice echoed in his mind constantly. The effect was completely 

demoralizing. He thought, asked himself why? Someone else's 

hope, all her hope, had been linked tightly to his prompt action, 

and he was aware of that, had been aware. Yet he somehow 

inadvertently managed to ruin that hope. The consequences of 

his overdue deed paralyzed him for a moment, realizing he 

could not face her. Thinking of all the happiness he could have 

brought her made him even more desperate. 

He got home, tired. Despite his tiredness he felt good. Head a 

feeling of self satisfaction, made him proud. Looked around. 

Everywhere his eyes scanned, they could see a sign of her. He 

continued looking and looking. He wanted to have all the 

images revitalized in his mind. The smile on his face 

impossible to fade away. 

It’s been almost a year since the first time he looked into her 

eyes and realized he would not be able to forget those dark 

gloriously haunting eyes. He saw her yesterday in the bus 

station, as usual eye contact was vivid and at the same time 

mysterious. It was arctic freeze staying his hand of solace and 

warm emotion. Melting. Melting… 

 

***** 

 

Lt. Barko is in a rare reflective mood, a somber tone that steers 

him toward sharing the wealth, an unusual predicament that 

brings upon him vibrant and dusky hued thoughts of his 

history. As he slumps into his chair, pipe neatly in hand, he 

gazes out the window and thoughts of his beginnings come to 



mind, the days of yore when investigative work was just a 

phrase he learned to enjoy rolling around his tongue. Now, 

twenty years on, these memories hold the sweetness of a life 

well spent. Today the worthy recipient of his wisdom is 

Sergeant Milanaro, recently arrived from C2.  

The lieutenant starts out slowly, winding his way into his 

monologue: 

"In this business, Milanaro, there is no such thing as 

coincidence." 

"Meaning?" 

"Meaning that this fellow…Schmedlap is it?…this fellow is 

not coincidentally at the points of attack. He is receiving 

advanced notice by some as yet undisclosed means. Our 

mission is to expose those means and bring their plans crashing 

down around them before they get to accomplish the same 

result on innocents. 

"Okay," says Milanaro, "I understand the idea of ‘as yet 

undisclosed means’ but how do we know irrefutably that this 

Schmedlap is involved in some sort of plan?" 

Lieutenant Barko grunts and chuckles a not self effacing 

variety of laughter. 

"Listen and learn, son. Remember that episode back in ’93 

concerning the bilateral connection between Billingsgate and 

Oberon? Consensus opinion had it that Billingsgate was merely 

an unfortunate innocent, a man walking across the bridge of 

fate at a most inconvenient hour. In the end, it was discovered 

that this ‘innocent’ was in fact the lynchpin. The resolution in 

that case is much as I expect this case with Schmedlap will turn 

out. Not only is he aware of the details, he is the catalytic 

agent!" 

 

***** 



 

THE THOUGHTS AND OPINIONS EXPRESSED IN WHAT 

FOLLOWS ARE NEITHER ENDORSED NOR APPROVED BY 

THIS ORGANIZATION AS THEY ARE BRUTAL INDEED 

AND NOT FOR THE FAINT OF HEART OR STOMACH. 

Titties, titties, titties, the media darlings of the sex obsessed 

masses. Everywhere titties. In this category she had achieved a 

thankful overstock. Yet if her family were represented as the 

fingers of a hand, she would be the thumb: short, thick, 

opposing. The entire clan was long and lean except for her. 

Where did she come from? Clearly a Neanderthal link of some 

kind had wiggled its way in among the gene pool, surviving 

intact despite the evident tendency of the family line away 

from such regressive traits. She did not need to hunt and 

forage, dig through roots for nourishment, snatch at berries, 

stalk tadpoles and hedgehogs for a quick snack. So why then 

this humiliation?  

Searching through hordes upon piles upon volumes of current 

literature, popular magazines, television, billboards, 

department store catalogs, whatever she could find, did not 

produce one solitary sign that anyone ANYWHERE was even 

remotely celebrating the characteristic body type she 

possessed. Even the classicists, Raphael, Ruebens, Renois, 

evidenced no sign of the "Burgeoning Young Troll" prototype 

among their panoply of voluptuous beauties. At least if they 

would have, her self-loathing could have possibly been 

assuaged by claims of "I’m simply a classic!" Unfortunately, 

her self-contempt would not be so easily dismissed.  

Being short and thick and more muscled than anything else, 

still, the prevailing description one would come away with 

after meeting her was that the girl was merely fat, overweight, 

a young girl with an out of control appetite that would one day 

be the death of her. Even at this incipient stage her mirror 

image had become the Nemesis to her crumbling self-esteem. 



And going shopping for clothing had only degraded into 

another exercise in humiliation. Just standing there watching 

all those skinny-assed little classmates of hers, shimmying their 

tiny butts in and out of the all too revealing dressing rooms, 

emerging with more and more clothing that revealed more and 

more taut flesh, was enough to destroy any lingering notions 

she entertained about playing mannequin for mommy. 

Yet early in his days of snatch hunting, Schmedlap had met the 

as yet lean and not so mean Jessica. She was a bit rounder than 

most girls he chased but he liked her ability to take a pounding. 

She tried to be discreet, tried real hard to be a lady, but when 

she got that cock itch her pussy wouldn’t be satisfied until she 

felt a hard cock pumping inside of her banging the hell out of 

her vagina. She was an absolute slut. They hit it off like 

lightning and dry brush. So fierce a blaze the fire crew was 

kept on steady alert. For a time it seemed they were the cat's 

meow, the bees knees. Then just as suddenly as it began, it 

crashed and burned without so much as advance whisper. He 

skunked off to parts unknown, she stepped back to the shadows 

of despair. What happened next is evidently apparent. 

So she decided to capitulate her search for validation, 

vindication, self-respect from her preaching-teaching-too-hard-

to-please self, pc programmed notwithstanding. Rather than cry 

any longer "Why ME?" she would become the lone attending 

celebrant of her …condition. She would eat. But not just eat in 

the pedestrian, utilitarian fashion most accorded to eating. No. 

She would henceforth endeavor to eat in a manner that would 

inspire legendary acclaim, become Maxi-Diva: Goddess of 

Chow, threaten to consume the entire city if necessary to 

satiate the hole in her being that could no longer be assuaged 

by thin promises, pale acceptances, faint whispers of "don’t 

worry you look great!" attempting to veil the obvious blush of 

pity and glee that said "better you than me, fatso!" She knew 

what people were thinking. Why fight it any longer?  



A perfectionist to the end, she would therefore embark upon 

her newfound program of poundage with nothing less than the 

objective of a most spectacular success.  

From this day forward, her fat little Petunia Pig feet would run 

full steam toward her future monikers: Blobbo, Pork Princess, 

Rhino Rump, Human Hindenburg.  

And if that did not ameliorate her pain, perhaps she would 

make the Guinness book as the Gargantuan Girth Queen, 

Buffalo Betty, or her favorite—Fat Girl! 

Luigiorno’s Restaurante Italiano, a golden piece of little Italy, 

transplanted to the heartland of America via New York 

Freakin’ City. The same country that produced the Peale 

Museum in Baltimore, with its endearing collections of 

mummies, minerals, eggs, stuffed animals, live animals, fake 

animals, singers, midgets, and the assorted bizarre anomalies 

from other lands; the stomping grounds of the mighty Barnum, 

master of all showmen, showcasing the world’s peculiarities 

embodied in the likes of Jenny Lind, Jumbo, Tom Thumb, 

freaks, geeks, fire eaters, bearded ladies, rubber men; this very 

same prodigious panorama that fashioned these marvels, now 

showcasing the spectacular culinary achievement known as 

Luigiorno’s, restaurant of the stars.  

Or so the saying goes. Story actually, dating back a few years, 

to a simpler time, a time when men were men and women were 

beaten soundly according to the rule of thumb, a time when 

peasants had little and those who possessed wealth possessed it 

greedily, the franchise of altruism not yet in existence as a 

profit venture. Yes, it was during these simpler times, the 

streets still steaming fresh with the redolent dung plops of the 

horse and carriage trade, that Betty LoBionco, world famous 

star of stage and radio, made her way into little Astoria, fresh 

form the whirlwind force of a world tour. And on her stage lit 

mind was only one thing, one solitary and enchanting thing that 

had driven her through mile after grueling mile of thundering 



ocean, insuperable country road, treacherous goat trail, switch 

backing mountain path, rain, snow, sleet, beyond even the 

noble mailman’s courage testing obstacles, all for that pure, 

homey, culinary masterpiece known according to her the world 

over: Luigiorno's.  

Could it be that without her knowledge or advance warning, 

heaven had descended to this little piece of god’s earth purely 

for her gustatory delight? No amount of conjecture, misguided 

logic, belligerent outburst from burly, sweating, fetid, barroom 

brawling pug could convince her of anything different. Such 

extraordinary display, such the consummate show woman was 

Miss LoBionco, that from that fateful day years prior, from the 

event of that now famed radio shattering utterance, her 

immortal words, "Luigiorno’s is fit for kings!" delivered during 

the Stanley King Hour radio show, from that very moment in 

this country’s precocious history, Luigiorno's was put on the 

map, a newborn star on the cultural landscape, delivered into 

the star spangled world of destined for greatness Americana. 

Jessica too had been seduced by the charms of Luigi’s as it was 

now referred to in these enlightened times. Quite often she 

could be found there, nibbling away, diving ferocious into the 

new creation of the week, dishes from stuffed escarole, tattiani 

dumpole, bigga pieca pizza, molinari scungilli. To anyone 

watching, it would appear the head chef Salvatore, had created 

these exclusive meals only for the pleasure of witnessing her 

voracious consumption. And how could it be doubted? Just one 

look at him standing there, securely behind his filigreed little 

window to the dining room, his red face flushed with pride, his 

eyes sparkling, his waxed mustache twitching as each tender 

morsel passed from the delicately ornate dish, arced into the 

warm and fragrant air, Jessica’s delicate hand waving the fork 

like a conductor’s baton, ending her rhapsody with the plunge 

homeward, into her finely tuned palatial palate, chewing 

slowly, savoring every molecule, her eyes closing as a 

prolonged hum, a guttural moan approximating sexual climax 



would rise up in her throat, her eyes closing transcendent, her 

head bobbing rhythmically, her chunky arms resting oh so 

nimbly on the table before her, poised on her elbows against all 

rules of dining etiquette, yet somehow, in Salvatore’s eyes, 

appearing as dainty and erotic as the Venus de Milo. And this 

display would be during the entrees. When desert time arrived, 

Salvatore would have to hide deep in the kitchen in shame for 

to look upon her then, when her moaning, cooing, trickling, 

crying out reached its zenith, he would ejaculate into his pants 

as she reached orgasm.  

Of course the question arises, if he was so taken by her, why 

not advance? State his attraction? Propose marriage even? 

Ahh, an expected question, but the answer is not so simple, for 

when evaluating one so gifted, so sensitive, so artiste a master 

as Salvatore, the psyche is a complex playground of twisted 

angels. Suffice to say that for the time, his joy was at its fullest 

simply attending to the gustatory rapture of his favorite and 

most appreciative guest.  

Jessica meanwhile was entirely oblivious to these gazes of 

infatuation emanating from the kitchen, absorbed as she was 

with an infatuation of her own. She skipped and danced and 

sauntered from plate to tray to goblet to cup, entranced within 

the spell of the magical elixirs whipped up by the maestro of 

the maisonette.  

Miriam, Jessica’s favorite server for some odd reason unknown 

to Miriam, was kept running back and forth from kitchen to 

table fulfilling the numerous requests for enrichment from the 

house’s most welcome guest. But it was not the activity 

Miriam would have chosen. Sometimes, just the sight of this 

already huge woman, shoveling morsel after spoon, after 

bucket full of food into her quivering lips, was enough to cause 

Miriam nausea of the most violent sort. "How can she live with 

herself? Does the woman possess no mirrors?" she would 

think, sometimes out loud, dangerously within earshot of "Miss 

Jessica" as she was known.  



For Miriam, the woman was nothing short of repulsive. And 

pity poor Miriam then, already thin as she was, driven at times 

to avoid food simply because of the horrors visited upon her 

trembling sight at the hands of Miss Jessica’s voluptuous 

feasting. It’s a wonder the poor girl did not simply blow away 

in a windstorm.  

"Oh, Miriam honey," Jessica would say, food spilling from her 

full mouth, the syllables champed in the mastication process, 

"you really need to EAT dear. Seriously. You’re too THIN!! 

Look at me! Enjoy yourself a little!!"  

At times Miriam would wake in a cold sweat, the phrase "look 

at me" echoing through her pulsing temples in hammering 

refrain, a premonitory sentence from beyond the grave.  

 

***** 

 

Traffic is limping along the Brooklyn Bridge. Each driver 

clearly intent on total domination of asphalt space, winning this 

lemming's race worth any cost. Cars cut and screech and honk 

and lurch (New Yorkers have a passion for the honk) as drivers 

grimace and shout and throw hand signals and cuss. All in all a 

picture of racial harmony.  

Meanwhile, absurdly disguised as a Lineman, a man is 

fumbling with a small nondescript box and a jumble of colored 

wires. The intense concentration on his face signifies this task 

is of utmost importance. What is most difficult to understand is 

what possible business a Lineman could have at a support 

column of the Brooklyn Bridge. Commuters are too engrossed 

in their vehicular war games to pay any mind, but the Lineman 

pays serious mind to them. In fact he is keenly aware of their 

presence, his mind tracking the traffic flow, attempting to 

discern the proper moment to proceed with his plan. 



He is on his knees now at the base of the column. In his left 

hand a trigger device of some nefarious type. He looks once at 

the box, once at the bridge, once the traffic. Running, running, 

tripping once and falling, brushing and cussing, getting up and 

running again. The girl at the shoe store told him these laces 

that refuse staying tied were the best. She was wrong. He’ll get 

her later. Now he is at a distance but not yet far enough. His 

truck though is in sight. 

Almost there…almost there. 

One more step and his hand reaches out, seizes the door 

handle, pulls outward. He tumbles into the cab and turns the 

key to ignition and glory! 

As he races away from the bridge he fixates on the view in his 

rear mirror. Now the time has arrived. His right hand reaches 

into his pocket to extract the triggering device. His eyes are 

fixed on the mirror as he trips the trigger. His breath pauses. 

Nothing. Nothing. 

"What!!??" 

He is dumbfounded. That should gone KERPLOOEY in a big 

way. This little box was supposed to make a big trouble! Who 

is to blame for this?? While his mind races for a scapegoat he 

knows it is only himself to blame. He conceived. He 

developed. He enacted. He should be executed! Again he as 

failed and not only is Allah not pleased, Allah wants to punish 

him. For this he will humbly await as he has always done. But 

he knows he must never stop moving forward in his mission to 

please his master. 

"Who sold me the makings for that bomb? Oh…Hakim. You 

son of a pig dog! Allah wants you punished. I will be the 

willing agent. HIS praise and blessings upon you, Hakim."  

He laughs a humorless laugh and drives feverishly into the red-

orange horizon. Maybe he will find Hakim today, maybe 



tomorrow. But he knows that no matter what day, he will find 

him. Allah is sure of it! 

 

***** 

 

Schmedlap rolls of his quest of the night, pausing to marvel at 

the smooth, girl-like features of the fair Miriam, waitress 

extraordinaire of Luigiorno’s house of fine Italian cuisine. So 

fine, so supple, so skilled at the art of coupling, so initiating the 

kind of sexual games that would sicken most women, so all and 

everything. She's almost perfect. Still, he is troubled by her 

unhealthy body image obsession. 

"Am I a bit chub, lover? You, know, a bit round?" 

"Oh come on. Of course not. Look in that big mirror over 

there." 

She looks over, turns away, face a shade of color he is more 

familiar seeing grace the face of a corpse. 

"Yeah. But see this fat layer here, "she viciously grabs at her 

flat belly seemingly trying to pull the skin free, eyes fluttering 

lips twitching "this is what I’m talking about. I knew, I just 

knew, that tub of—" Tears tumble from her now closed eyes 

and her lips are full scale trembling.  

This girl is cute and a killer lay and all but she’s totally 

WACK! Can you believe it? Trying to excoriate herself? 

"Aww hell. Whatever is ailing you can’t be worth crying about. 

A beautiful woman crying is just too...tragic. I’m getting teary 

myself now..."  

"See? I told you. I told you. You can’t look at me without 

crying, right? Definitely thinking ‘Oh, this is my tubby mercy 

fuck. What a cow!!’" 



Now she’s a mercy fuck! On what planet would this goddess 

and sexual sensei be the lowest of the low? Things are really 

going screwball in the world of hook ups, and maybe time to 

call in his chips and settle down.  

"Look, if you have like some not so good friends that haven’t 

got laid in awhile, call 'em in and do me gang bang style. 

Maybe that’ll drop some pounds off me." 

Her idea has merit but he’s not sure he likes those he calls 

'friends' all that much. Turning them onto her would make 

them back slapping buddies first, mortal enemies next, and 

truly, he’s got his plate full of enemies, thank you very much. 

She reaches deep into her purse and comes out with a big 

permanent black marker, plants herself in front of the full 

length mirror, and starts writing FAT SLUT on her belly, down 

her legs, moving back up now, going for her FOREHEAD? 

Are you ill? 

"No No No!!! Absolutely not girl." She pauses her penmanship 

excercise, shakes her head, then goes right back at it " Look I 

don’t know what, why or...whatever. You need help I cannot 

provide. Maybe it’s time to get this party finished." 

"Hah hah...hah hah. You’re a funny man, Doom Schmedlap. 

That is your name, right? Weird name but kinda cool," she says 

softly, continuing her lettering. "But I wonder, " a long line 

down the center of her belly leading to her coup de gras 

DOOM SMEDLAP FUCKED ME reaching right to the top of 

her vagina (shaving served more than one purpose). "Yes, now 

there can be NO doubt." Smiling psychotically, causing 

Schmedlap to make for the door.  

"Well, it’s been fun. Yeah, good times. Keep in touch with 

yourself..." Off he flees into the cruel morning light, never so 

happy to get away from snatch in his whole life. Best to pay a 

bit more selective attention to where you dip your wick, old 

boy, cuz this time you hooked a loony! 



 

***** 

 

Across the blue tile floor, into the master’s kitchen, the melting 

pot of desire, the cavernous artiste factory for all his culinary 

dreams. Often, he just came in here to sit, inhale the scents, 

wax transcendental while luxuriating on the blushing images of 

fruits and sweets and dizzying delights interspersed and 

juxtaposed against the images of naked female beauties. The 

heavenly female form and food. He had placed these 

inextricably together as necessary ingredients for any happy 

life. Feed me, fuck me, forget me if you must, but please 

follow the pattern, the unchangeable pattern.  

Tonight he will mix a batch of his newest creation: Peach 

Pummel Punch Hockey Slam. He reaches into the fruit bowl 

for the primary expedient.  

"Aaahh, yes, "he moans, altogether sensuous as he fondles. 

"First some tender peaches, exotic as firm ripe breasts. Firm 

but tender."  

The thought of this inspires him. He bites into a peach, 

squirting juices into the open mouth of the cavern, a trail 

running down his chin and onto his chest.  

"Ohh, honey. You always make me squirt!" 

Then onto the blender. Now the fracas has truly begun. 

Crushed ice, the first entry in this culinary parade. Then, plump 

peaches, followed by a splurt of honey, a dash of cinnamon, 

vanilla ice cream (two healthy scoops), a splash of rum, and 

one tender but quick puree mix. 

He pours the concoction into a foot tall Donald Duck mug, 

complete with Duckbill mask. The drink cannot be imbibed 

without the mask, a mandatory expedient in the process. As he 



sips, he taps his feet in 4/4 time and hums a little ditty he has 

adapted as motto for this ritual: 

Peach, peach 

How far you’re come 

From vintage fields 

To the tip of my tongue 

The taste of you 

Makes my head swim 

Especially cuz 

You remind me of quim 

There is another verse, but he foregoes this in favor of savoring 

the divine drink in reverential silence. Please offer a silent 

prayer for the Master Stroke Creation in hopes that a plethora 

of pussy will follow. With every sip he tosses a coin into the air 

and catches it on the duckbill. For every catch he gets another 

sip. For every miss he loses a turn. He has never lost a turn. 

"Oh ho, Oh ho. So many women, so little time. What’s a 

married man to do?" 

Ha ha-ha-ha. Going MBA is the best approach. He is quite 

amusing he thinks. Maybe he should go back to his life as a 

stand up comic? Yeah, maybe. Problem is he spent most of the 

time falling down; drunk that is. Not much market demand for 

a roaring drunken comedian who brazenly crosses the line into 

pathos. People want to drink and forget their troubles by 

laughing up a storm. The crying can wait until they wake up 

the next morning with a nut cracking headache and the nausea 

making company of Mr. or Ms. Mystery Date. Yeah, well. 

They can’t all be golden. But those were blazingly fruitful 

days, weren’t they? Nothing like laying down the laughs then 

laying down with two or three fine young Turks ready to pay 

homage with their cute heaven sent amenities. A wonderfully 



rich harvest of grain. Of all he hoped for during those times, 

none was more desired than not making it alive from one of 

those close encounters of the ménage à trois kind (boy, those 

French: They have a different word for everything). If there 

were a God, he would surely grant this one little request, n'est 

pas? 

 

***** 

 

We are born naked, wet and hungry: Then things get worse 

Across the horizon the sun was just beginning to crown, the 

mare's second birth, biggest damn head a pair of thighs should 

ever have to encircle. Tack Jaymore wasn’t much into sunrises 

anyway. Mainly because they put him in a bad mood, a REAL 

BAD MOOD!! 

"Fuck! Shit! Goddammit!! Where the fuck are my pants?!! 

Jesus Christ…" 

All the profanities, all the sacrilege, all the incivilities spewing 

forth as sewage from a uranium dump. 

"Hey! Wake up bitch!" he profaned to the woman lying next to 

him, no one but the night’s catch. "What the fuck did you do 

with my pants, huh? Are you some kind of terrorist or 

something?" 

The woman rolls over, looks at him with bleary eyes. "Who the 

fuck are you? Do I know you?" 

"Do you…do you…know me? What the…Shit woman! Do 

you go around fucking guys you don’t know?!" 

She stares at him, steadies herself. "Yeah. Of course. But I’m 

not prejudiced. I fuck women too. Whatever the market 

provides. What’s it to ya…um…whoever you think you are?" 



So his morning has not dropped him at the golden gates of OZ. 

But this could be remedied by a quick dash to The Black 

Gypsy for a stiff shot of the Pit Bull dog that bit him. He knew 

how to play this game. Just plunk him down on his favorite 

stool at the Gypsy’s and in no time at all he’d be singing and 

hooting and spinning and dancing with every stray piece of tail 

in the place. Then one would lead to two would lead to three 

and the next day he’d wake up in the same place he always did: 

HELL.  

Gypsy was always good for a few laughs. One time, when this 

particularly rude bitch made some not so ladylike comments 

about the size of most men’s cocks being smaller than they 

imagined, thus leaving much to be desired, "None as big as my 

man, Bomber," well, don’t say that bitter shit to old Gypsy. 

That’s as good as a duel to the death challenge.  

The next day Gypsy commissioned his friend Spooner to make 

him some new beer taps, twin Phallic Monsters that had as 

their actuating levers the biggest cocks Tack had ever seen. 

That night, when Miss "never big enough" came in, Gypsy was 

waiting for her. When he spotted her across the room a big 

snatch eatin’ grin came over his face, his gold teeth catching 

the glimmer of the bar lights like a thousand diamond chips. He 

yelled to her. 

"Hey, sweet thang," he cried, his hand grabbing one of the 

large cocks, "big enough for ya?" 

Her eyes grew wide, her eyebrows raised. Whether from 

offense or awe it was unclear. 

"Unh…Unh…Unh…" was all she could manage before she fell 

over backwards, mouth wide in shock. 

When she came to she found in her hands a personal gift from 

Gypsy, a full-scale replica of his new beer tap handle, a tangy 

salty flavor on her tongue. Two sheepish looking customers 

stood nearby quickly raising zippers closed, no evidence, no 



problem. She gathered herself up quickly and sped off. Little is 

known of her whereabouts after that night. Legend has it that 

she has been seen riding through town on a bright red motor 

scooter with the largest and strangest looking seat anyone has 

ever seen, laughing and screaming like a banshee as she makes 

her way up and down street after street. According to legend 

she has never been seen to dismount. 

Thus, the legend of the Red Scag was born. 

 

***** 

 

Pacing and shuffling about the splinted floorboards tessellated 

through years of wear, voices rummaging amidst the dim 

heralded logic for a grappling post, some arriving at the locus 

of bristling argument, others at coughs, wheezes, impolite hand 

gestures, some rude and threatening, others simply dismissive, 

Dr. Davidorius, Professor Emeritus of Psychoclinicology, 

banters and raves atop the lungs of divine creation he has so 

been commanded with, those that by his own accounting were 

"gifted so that persons of foul intent may be squelched," 

waving his arms aflutter, seizing any gaze that dares wander 

into his circumference of controlled revolution, seeing perhaps 

for the first time in brilliant clarity the identity and target of his 

mission.  

"What systems theorists such as Dr. Esthete first must learn is 

to crawl through Flaming hoops—they could only postulate in 

the 1960s. Here among these rats of rotting orchards. As is 

usually the case THEY must practice in the late 1990s, on the 

unknowing and unwilling, funding finally being granted upon 

highly questionable claims of effectivity, statistical 

skullduggery, egregious book bending. In Esthete’s case one 

can expect to be chosen, encoded, broken, elemented along a 

chain of disastrous intent. This is free society thinking, loops of 



general systems theory, merged and persistent in their entirety, 

even consuming bio-genetics to create a post-human visually 

inhabited by a faceless and Amorphous globule of sinuous 

flesh, uninhabitable by formally titled "spirit" yet all the same 

present in the temporal domesticity of life on this planet of sun 

baked misery. Here, there are no human beings, only those who 

have relinquished against all odds and the best digital dirt, only 

interconnected neuron slime; accidents, only autonomic 

systems, dross, exiled the way heavy equipment clashes for 

dominance in the Elephantine Foundry Graveyards. The 

cerebral mining exists beyond human vision, where only ears 

trained to Pavarotti level can hear the desultory and high 

wailing, the periodic beeping as their vehicles of war roll at 

discordant angle…" 

His mind of psychoanalytic brilliance crackles about widening 

arcs, lines of insidious symmetry, cubist renditions of flesh and 

the inner essence of the analytically abstract, charting along a 

high rolling circumnavigation. He has had more than enough of 

bureaucratic subterfuge, is not a loop of "good digital 

information," a flowering sinus of inflamed genital mucus. 

These are "neuromancing tools," those contained within 

Esthete’s model of the post-human universe. A freewheeling 

bus in which human flesh will be migrated to the CED—

Clinically Encoded Directive—say, of a young woman whose 

legs, once protectively crossed against an embattled future, 

now lay forked and available for the infusion of superior 

germination.  

"Once fully operational, the CED, seemingly not asking for all 

that much, will be absorbing everything within its reaches. But 

we won’t quickly be installed in every form of organic 

recombinant we would like to fancy ourselves as having: 

Apparently not without subliminal artifacts. In reality the 

procedure, a certain form of cyberneticide that has become 

problematic and dangerous, will install patterns of digital 

information to one's exacting standards, Esthete’s more 



precisely, for invoking the hierarchy and systems of all key 

institutions involved in the gathering of scientific information 

of global import. Capturing official likenesses, passwords, ID 

cards, access accounts. And while these gains in technology 

would in other contexts be applauded as visionary and future-

thinking, they MUST be discounted as Neo-Nazi genocide!" 

A brief pause, a cough, a globular spit onto the trembling floor. 

"At the nucleus of TIC's Digital Sunny Disposition technology 

is the Tiny Optical Jungle Array Mirror (TOJAM), an ocular 

semiconductor poker chip that has an array of microscopic fun-

house mirrors mounted on an orthodox common sense 

contraption. These insignificant wide-mount mirrors maneuver 

as ocular switches to give rise to a sky-scraping firmness, a 

plump, voluptuous, color impression, that juxtaposes unique 

and sometimes frightening expressions of outrageously 

mystical jungle landscapes with a variety of scenes from a 

custom database of familiar objects e.g. household furnishings, 

loved ones, favorite linens, soiled undergarments, tread worn 

sneakers, etc." 

But into this shimmering grotto wandered Trixatia Lumbar, the 

merchant of his Venice, the nexus of his plexus, his sexus 

supreme. Then, more so than now, she was the Glowoman he 

loved, the fairy of libidinal fantasy who exhausted her days 

assisting him among his vials and specimens, tubes and wires, 

her whimsical and womanly ways ringing rhapsodic into the 

dull humorless enclaves of scientific fervor, yet burnishing his 

enchanted nights golden with the ardent bash and groan of her 

equally passionate embrace, her soft cooing, moaning, 

scratching and clawing, leaving him spent as spirullina, 

destroyed as detritus, feeling like a child at mother’s loving 

bosom of eternal nourishment. Mother Succubus if you will. 

This was the perfect woman, one he wished he had created, 

perhaps had in the circular cortex and recesses of his 

synaptically charged imagination. Yet, now…when 



generalized, made downloadable, ready to install into his 

virtual human world of base conflict and desire, plugged into 

the flesh circuits of her sumptuous humanity, he conceived to 

recognize her for what she truly was: a scared little girl.  

But Trixatia questioned his motives, argued against his 

methods, proclaimed he had gone blind in his quest for digito-

genetic purity. Cyberneticists gave science the excuse, the 

cover she claimed Esthete used to effect his method of 

"Information Flow" i.e. outmoding of the individual entity.  

Her voice, which at first rang sweet as a siren’s, now turned 

bitter and shrill, pugnacious and venomous, tearing into his 

tenaciously guarded vulnerability while he stood idly by 

awaiting some sort of Clinically Encoded Directive of his own, 

a clear path of action he could enjoin upon. The paradise that 

was their recent past was quickly being disassembled, piece by 

piece, leaving the bewildered Adam floundering among the 

ruination of love’s passing, confused as to his fall from grace, 

yet determined to somehow rise above the rubble, see his way 

to acuity, embark again on the quest he knew he must fulfill. 

Failure was not an option. Training in the final stages would 

overcome any vacillation love would collar him to.  

He reversed the charge, calling collect to his captured 

dexterity, his imprisoned king, sacrificing minor pieces as was 

necessary to construct an end game of masterful flourish, 

sealing all access roads to his entrenched resolution. His mind 

was no longer capable of accepting confrontation to his divined 

objectives. He was, after all, the self-proclaimed architect of 

the future, the digital rotation brought full axis, the messianic 

principality capable of breathing a digitally encoded Being into 

living existence.  

Argumentation followed argumentation, clash after clash, the 

two titans deploying in destruction the same passionate 

exuberance that fueled their erotic interludes. Then one day, 

when it seemed the pinnacle of obliteration was near at hand, 



there came an end to heated debate, spirited bilateral 

discussion, and intellectual exchange gone sadistically personal 

and explosive.  

Cool apathy followed. A torrential rain of gray nothingness, a 

tormented silence of impending death. It was clear to him that 

their once charmed union would soon be disbanded. He was 

certain that she would run for cover, flee into the arms of 

whosoever promised asylum, immunity, sweeping her under 

the cloak of protective custody while she reached orgasmic 

crescendo by plucking his wings, terminating his flight among 

the heavens, banishing him from among the deities whose 

realm he was destined toward.  

As she had decided to rebel against him and his allegiances, to 

do what her misguided morality instructed, and as he was no 

longer tolerant of her liberality, was fed up with what she 

considered the Ideology of Information and her overriding 

repugnance at what she called his "egotistical megalomania" he 

evidently resolved to satisfy her propensities, appear to relent 

to her inspired scientific acumen, play the love-struck fool 

while in actuality plotting her demise, disappearance at least, 

whatever achieved his twisted objective. He had maintained 

then as now that EdgePoint Technology has a certain need for 

secrecy, a concept she could never or would never 

comprehend…  

Shortly after their spectacular falling out, (a thrown plate of 

pasta at Luigiorno’s, tortellini actually, landing upon his white 

smock and coating him in a cascade of bloodied marinara and 

virulent larva colonies, an impressionistic masterpiece really) 

and just as quickly as she had arrived, she vanished without a 

whisper. A note was found among her belongings at TIC 

addressed to her from her aging parents in Switzerland, 

begging her homeward, citing declining health, a desire to see 

their only daughter at life’s reversal, conveniently tying the 

loose ends to this cyclonic episode.  



"But recently, questions as to this explanation of her hasty 

departure has been raised. Questions that Dr. Esthete and his 

staff are conspicuously unavailable to attend. It causes one to 

wonder, wouldn’t you agree dear colleagues?" 

Demagogues run rampant here among the hallowed legion of 

tenured literati, collegiate intelligentsia, the pedophiliac 

pedagogues whose only mission it often seems is to raise 

question where none but innocent motives reign. Education run 

amok, cyclic cynicism thriving where informed decisions, 

intelligently applied informed decisions, would appear the 

preferred method of transaction.  

But in this case, what would seem to the untrained eye a breach 

of social contract, is in fact the mentally acute rendition of one 

so close to the inside track of informative knowledge that 

lending a deaf ear would be the biggest mistake possible. Dr. 

Davidorius, the professor emeritus almighty, is indeed a prime 

example of rabble rousing goat herder, a modern day Jeremiah 

if you will. But yet, within this context, one should not be too 

quick to assume impropriety.  

On the contrary. His caution if anything is to be assailed. The 

details he speaks of today are olds news, yesterday’s fish 

papers, former trash for the yellow journalistic trades, rubbish 

so far removed from the present life that all have but forgotten 

it. Save a very few. Count the good Dr. among their number. 

And perhaps a few of the assembled.  

 

***** 

 

Schmedlap, the human parallel of nature’s most insidious 

despoiler: the ichneumon wasp. Though it appears to be wary 

around humans, some have been known to fly into houses 

during the late spring months. Although in most cases the 

ichneumon wasp is harmless to humans, when trapped with a 



human hand they have been known to apply a painful sting. Of 

course, if you are the type of lame, ignorant, shit-for-brains 

kind of dumb ass who would close his or her hand around any 

sort of stinger equipped venomous insect, then it don’t much 

matter what kind of wasp this is and what its particular 

characteristics are. You will get your stupid ass stung one way 

or another. 

Just a mutation up the road a piece, comrade Bonanza was 

placed in a small suburban comfort doctor’s office, strapped in 

and bludgeoned by video describing the procedure he was in 

the process of undertaking. Watching this very informative and 

graphic video showing how he could or would be tortured, 

maimed, and possibly handicapped for hours, days, or months 

post-op he recalled that such tactics were employed during the 

Middle Ages and more importantly during the Spanish 

Inquisition. It was at times like these that Bonanza expended 

great effort to remind himself to relax, employ the codified 13 

step program, maintain, adapt the only socially acceptable 

posture, that of bland and non-threatening as oatmeal. When 

the doctor arrived it was then he realized the world had turned 

upside down and he had taken a walk-on part in an updated 

version of a classic Hepburn and Tracy film, today re-titled, 

Guess Who’s Coming to Surgery.  

Except he was not the Sidney Poitier character and the good 

Dr. Unlikely was definitely not Stacy Keach. No number of 

Kate Hepburn’s could turn this doomed vessel homeward. 

Fatal crash imminent… 

 

***** 

 

"So doctor, what should I do with the patient?" 

Dr. Pleurotus looks at the interlocutor, eyes cast over the top 

of his deranged lenses, a look that says either "do I know you" 



or "why are you disturbing me?" This gruff aspect of the good 

doctor’s mannerism quickly puts of those who would in other 

circumstances be welcome allies.  

Today is not one of those days. 

"Oh…of course. Does he have his AKE?" 

The attendant fumbles with a clipboard, peeling layers of finely 

parched paper back with a flourishing wave. 

"Mmm…yeah…right here." 

"Good…good. EX connectivity checks out?" 

"Yes" 

"PXB-AA coefficients?" 

"Yes." 

"Good. Oh…No evidence of pattern shorts I presume?" 

"Yes..uh…uh…I mean NO. No pattern shorts." 

The attendant seems off balance, put off in part by the rat-a-tat-

tat firing of this detail heavy inquisition. This is the doctor’s 

intense working style according to those who know him best. 

The new attendant feels as a lone guinea pig. 

"Well then," the doctor resumes, "in that case consign him to 

project HASRAF section LICK-27." 

"Okay. But I heard Mr. Lagalot say that LICK-27 was full up." 

"What??!! That fool!! I have told him numerous and sundry 

times to request more funds for this project. What is a scientist 

to do when all that can be provided him are imbeciles?!" 

A thunderous pause of silence follows. Discomfort arrives in 

many shapes and sizes. Today it is jaundice yellow with a 

distinct and dismal hexagon shape. The attendant is caught in a 

state of political Didgeridoo beyond his ken. All he can do is 

wait for Vesuvius to cool. 



Dr. Pleurotus strolls through the codified procedural chart in 

his head, referring as he often does to the wheels already 

invented before stumbling over the loose blocks laying around 

the developments in progress. 

Let’s see…If KICK is H then LITS would be X. 

If LITS is X then LITS3 would be H. 

If LITS3 is H then TZ813 would be Y. 

If TZ813 is Y then… 

"Attendant! LIEN55. It is the only way." 

"B…b…But…What if it’s locked?" 

"Oh ho ho. That is NEVER locked. I have sole possession of 

the necessary implements. Go now, attendant. Deliver the 

patient, or guest as I prefer to call them. Make him comfy, you 

know, or you’ll have Arey to deal with." 

The attendant cautiously eyes the bird that seems for the 

moment inattentive, its head drooped at an acute angle into its 

high-feathered chest, a gurgling snore emitting from its large 

curved beak. 

So this is the unfair wretched foul, he thinks. Don’t look like 

much now. 

The voice cuts through like a jackhammer into a dream, the 

shrill ratcheting noise moving across every neuron and node of 

his spine. 

"I’m a bad SOB, a bad SOB. Don’t you forget it, 

TITMOUSE!!" 

Ooohh!! How did that god-awful bird get this little taunt? No 

one has called me Titmouse in years.  

Used to be all the rage at one time, he remembers in the mind’s 

eye that will not forget, everyone picking up speed as they 

arched across Timmus and leaped full speed into Titmouse. 



Damn bird. I’ll have to keep an eye on him. 

The attendant, Timothy Timmus, turns away, slumping to his 

task. Behind him, Arey now fully awake breaks into song: 

"Titmouse, titmouse 

Outta my face 

Titmouse, titmouse 

Git outta my space 

Titmouse,titmouse 

Feckin disgrace" 

Timothy Timmus didn’t yet know much about this most recent 

assignment, but he knew this: he would get that damned bird! 

 

***** 

 

Sometimes, when you're after something, what you get is 

nothing. The universe is a great equalizer. Making sure each 

gets accorded his or her own. Many a question rails against 

something so profound. Makes you think this has all been 

preplanned, thought out, a curious déjà vu of something 

already past therefore easily predicted, no?  

Schmedlap isn't quite sure about this, never is fully 

comfortable in discussions of metaphysics. 

"Ummm…I…I…I dunno. Mebbe. It's just all so…weird."  

"Yeah. Weird. Good way to put it."  

And again, Schmedlap lands on his feet amid Hell's half acre. 

The dragon opens his mouth, spewing molten lava and 

Schmedlap glides down the hill on elevator skids. How he does 

it he doesn't know. Fears knowing would screw up the magic 

this uncontrollable power holds.  



They haul off down the mountain, scuffing over hedges, brown 

and rusted, outgrown yesterdays of green verdure, dandelions 

and curtsied tree stumps, dead birds no longer fluid, a martyr's 

requiem of failed pursuits. This island paradise contains within 

its viselike grip many examples of life cut short, altogether 

constituting a macrocosm of madness. 

"Do you still play the Didjeridu, Tierra?"  

Tierra pauses a megamicrosecond before answering. 

"Yeah, I guess so. Gave it up for awhile but now I'm back at 

it."  

"Gave it up," Schmedlap ponders, "Why?"  

"Oh, I don't know. Just lost the heart for it I suppose, being the 

last time I played it was at the 44th squadron funeral…" 

Right. The pieces come back to him now, interwoven within a 

dense fabric of pain. Those days of vibrant color were the 

fabulous months of his glory, now past. What then would 

happen to him now? Pusillanimous pisilliciounest, a 

splendifornicationary dream. A weave is only a weave till it 

comes loose.  

He senses the weave of his life unwinding, splitting for 

different corners of the galaxy, all at the speed of thought 

which is equal by at least half to the Speed of Light. Especially 

flying high on a hit of dark roast coffee. That and a luxurious 

Cohiba. Put them together and he could think thoughts big and 

bold and beyond the wildest imaginings. But now? Logjam.  

"So tell me, Tierra. Where you off to?"  

He asks this question really hoping she will answer, needing 

her to answer, needing something, anything to spare him going 

back over the details of the funeral. Too late, the memories 

come flooding back. A dismally dark day, unlike any other, 

thick, heavy clouds tumbling across the galaxy of sky. 



Schmedlap was shivering under his paltry umbrella, taking he 

thought sufficient shelter from the oncoming monsoon.  

But he was wrong.  

He had the most unsettling of feelings, as if the entire squadron 

were flying overhead, not the planes, the ghosts of the pilots, 

all 144 of them floating by on their way to wherever it was 

people went after the big hammer fell. This feeling played on 

his deeply superstitious nature and he didn't like it one bit.  

Just when you thought all the bad stuff was behind you it came 

back up to stare you dead in the eyes and laugh. No doubt 

about it; this was not a banner day in the life of Schmedlap.  

She, this epic force among women, had breathed her being into 

existence. Cybernetics gave her the excuse, the cover she likes 

to say, Information Flow became her vehicle as she had 

decided to do what she wanted, was fed up with what she 

considered the Ideology of Information, Technology's need for 

certain secrecy. She could never, would never believe the lie: 

l'acivite sexuelle detache sentiellement une transgression. 

Information Technology and business then should be a 

question of mouth and ear. She didn't care who was going to 

conduct it.  

A double standard always applied: Men were men, women 

were expendable. 

This she knew, this she had suffered at the hands and various 

other body parts of numerous and sundry aggressors. No 

wonder then she had decided to opt for causing the beast to eat 

itself. Ce magnifique, n'est pas? 

All the stupid, ignorant, dumb men she left drooling for more. 
Pay up buttercup! Her favorite quip. And sure enough, they 

did, she staying at the top of her form so no one had reason to 

doubt they were receiving a generous gift at a small price. But 

the recipient of the gift was now and would always be Tierra. 

She took them, their money, their favors, their pathetic 



fantasies and plugged them in one port and out the other, no 

more useful to her than yesterday's news. 

Schmedlap figures she doesn’t want to answer his lame 

question, really just saying something to hear himself talk, he 

thinks maybe he should try something more along the lines 

of..."How about a drink, sweet cheeks?" 

So begins another quest, another capture, and already she 

knows the final score. The game is fixed in her favor. She nods 

her assent, her eyes round pools of distant melancholy and 

childlike innocence, a vast landscape where so many have 

sought to command her, but failed pathetically, and no sooner 

do the drinks arrive than her benefactor begins his spiel: 

dreams he wants to talk of…dreams. 

"Yeah, so like I've got this dream of traveling everywhere, you 

know? Around the world in 80 days and all that stuff? I mean, 

what is life for, right?"  

"Oh yeah…totally", she says, lapsing into her overtly sexy, 

overly agreeable persona. "Traveling is a gas!"  

He eyes her suspiciously as if she just let a vulgarism pass, but 

he knows he's just punning. Still it strikes him as funny this 

idea of gas, putting him suddenly in a playful mood. 

"Traveling, yeah, a 'gas' as The Stones say, it's a gas gas gas."  

He thinks he made a major funny but her face is unchanged 

from an aspect of mild politesse. 

Undaunted, on he charges: "Anyhoo, how about a little 'indoor 

traveling,' you know? I mean, eat, drink, man, woman…?"  

The play. So soon. She figures he can't help himself, want's to 

get there too soon. Impatient. She hopes he has more staying 

power than that when he's down on the mat. But she doesn't 

want to give herself away. She must act Demure. 



"Excuse me," she says, batting her eyelashes, throwing hook-

laced chum in the waters" is that some sort of a come on?"  

He chokes on his mouthful of whiskey, turns a few shades of 

red, breaks a noticeable sweat on his upper lip area. She figures 

he's never tried that one before, maybe has been practicing and 

saving it up awhile. She feels somehow special, almost 

virginal.  

Sheepish, suddenly shy, he's at a momentary loss for words, 

then, "Oh…um…sorry…got ahead of myself. I don't normally 

act that way. Shi…I mean, hell! Guess I'm just a big dope. 

Forgive me?"  

He holds up his drink in some kind of toast. To her he looks 

like a lost schoolboy, begging forgiveness from his idolized 

teacher, and she wouldn't want to tarnish her idol status for this 

sweet boy now would she?  

"Um…hey. It's okay. I'm just… opening up now, scary 

territory. I've been hurt real bad and I'm being very cautious 

about moving too fast."  

There it is, on the table, the trump card of pain. She has just 

given something rare, and she knows it. To him it's just another 

lame broad 

Still, he wouldn’t mind diving into her love wagon, swallowing 

mouth after mouth of hot brewed Tierra, a bit of honey if you 

please. And he harbors no illusions about his longevity. Not as 

good as he once was but good once as he ever was. Something 

like that. Make it worth her investment he most certainly 

would. Guaranteed. Though guarantees get kind of iffy. Second 

guesses himself so rapaciously he barely moves forward. 

Doesn't have a phalanx of legal types to back him up with 

reams of disclaimers and exclusions. Read the small print, 

that's where the action happens. 



"Hey, that’s okay, really. Maybe we just like hang here a bit, 

knock back a few, talk...stuff." 

Tierra hears this carefully worded treatise of peace, rubric of 

the hunt suspended, and her silently sliding melancholia gives 

way to random, vivid, wildly dangerous thoughts. 

"Maybe...but you never have shown me that hot tub you told 

me about once, and a good hot soaking sounds 

so...hot...mmm," the murmur escapes her lips, can’t take it back 

gracefully, feels herself getting gushy, soft, like she’s been 

unmoored from her self-imposed dock of restraint. A blush 

rises up to color her cheeks with a tint of promise. Schmedlap 

eyes her uncomfortably, stuffs his fist deep in his pocket, and 

notices he’s already getting a chubby. Really old boy, are 

things that desperate? As always, ready to drop trou at the first 

hint of promise. You should really look into your disorder. 

She flips her hair slowly, gives him a soulful, all-consuming, 

trouser shredding look, "can we?" 

Okay, he will look into his disorder in great depth. But not 

tonight. Time is ripe for a bit of a moon dance. Clothing 

optional. 

 

***** 

 

The plaintive strains of Tchaikovsky, Sayram, Akdil, Elgar, 

Grana passed into the historical air, floating in from the State 

Conservatoire. The Conservatoire operated as the national 

greenhouse for the local talent, where Shallotte, an 

impressionistic architect who used limestone and date-palm 

leaves for his existential creations, walked around the streets of 

Ankara. The lazy hues of greens and golds and blues were 

shimmering off the merchant stands as he wandered, thinking 

about his first solo exhibition at Ashram Hall as an apprentice 



he had dreamed about arriving to this place of unknowable 

wonders, but now that it was here upon him, it settled upon him 

like a noxious cloud. And, well, he didn’t wish to seem 

ungrateful, or arrogant, or any number of other adjectives—or 

were those nouns? He couldn’t align his brain and tongue at the 

moment, but the truth was—though according to Tierra he 

wouldn’t know truth if it bit his cock, and doing so to illustrate 

her point won for herself the first Schmedlap face-slap of his 

life— he didn’t any longer know if this is what he really 

wanted to do, this, art-chitecture as it was now called, in his 

honor he supposed, and a strange manner of happening these 

things in life, these miserable little things that no matter how 

hard you endeavor against them just rise up from the gutters to 

dominate your life. Hadn’t he intended on being a painter? Had 

his little youth-crazed-drowning-in-lust-and-the-thought-of-all-

the-naked-women-who-would-pose-for-him-mind been set on 

it? Dreaming Technicolor dreams about it? A brilliantly 

adventurous surrealist Inspired and informed by de Chirico, 

Dali?  

Once, that’s all he had wanted. That and the key to unlock 

Murielle’s padlocked panties. But such simplicities were well 

behind him now he was part of the in crowd, a crowned jewel, 

an architectural Da Vinci, an impressionistic construction 

worker. Forget the melting clocks and floating heads, pal, 

you’re on a new course now; hoodwinked, shanghaied, never 

heeding the advice of your true friend mediocrity and going for 

the flash and sizzle of excellence instead. Maybe you and Faust 

have more in common than you care to admit? 

Later in the day, as Schmedlap was passing by the main street 

and the first in a series of cultural activities scheduled around 

bookstores and cafes, each Turkish girl he saw was this year’s 

beauty. The Tuz Lake people had organized the event, so he 

knew he was by the college of ill repute, by where Ergün Ali 

Talat and Seçil Öztürk sat at outdoor cafés and sipped twin 



cooked Turkish coffees, thick and dark, with small dabs of 

sugar.  

At EMU Cultural Centrex, the Nestorian claim, their sandy 

skin charmed him, hypnotized him, the way they would blink 

their eyes of dark Asbury. His mind drifted to Turkey, 1964, 

the drizzling summer when cellist Hakki Münir Ertekün burned 

away, wining his eternal love, the same way he had loved the 

legs on this girl in 1984 who won first place in a young turk 

competition, drawing from him an eternity of lustful gaze.  

He could not believe how that one wore her tender years the 

way he played in France, her with the Mediterranean Dolma 

beads. The Turkish girls never failed to light his bone box. 

Even the repulsive ones he longed to lick. Yet that was before 

he had performed many concerts, both in rocky crags and from 

sparse hillsides.  

He sat down next to a cellist from the Kazizamir state 

symphony orchestra, hoping for attention. This one looked 

younger than the ones he had seen sitting around the cafés. 

Short thick hair, black as onyx, little ringlets spilling from her 

head like the Hanging Gardens of Babylon. An ancient beauty 

of the young world. Ready for the plucking of his cultured 

fingers.  

Mummies fascinated him, gained his reverence even. But a 

beauty such as this, a Cleopatra untouched who in addition had 

the sensitivity, discipline, innate curiosity of a trained concert 

musician, well… 

Afterward they walked together downtown, visiting the shops 

and vendor stands. On display were intricate meerschaum 

pipes, bone boxes, colorful dishes, perfume jars, each phallic 

jar depicting a romantic scene of lovers waiting for lovers. He 

spoke incessantly, not wanting the spaces to reclaim her, steal 

her away from him as she had been before he had begged her 

attention. She remained passive and quiet, still waters running 

deep, becoming more mystical and intriguing by the minute. 



They came to a café and sat down. He immediately ordered 

coffee. She ordered yoghurt. He asked if she would perhaps 

care for a baklava. She nodded politely, an affirmation? But 

then smiled in a dismissive sort of way. "There are so many 

treats to investigate. Maybe we should broaden our 

perspective?" 

The way she spoke, saying "we" when she obviously meant 

him. So sensitive, intelligent, enigmatic. 

"Sure, "he answered, hoping he hadn’t inadvertently opened 

himself up to a practical joker, someone who would make him 

eat slimy grubs or grasshoppers on a skewer. 

The waiter came to their table and she ordered, speaking fast 

and incoherent in the local patois, leaving him to absorb her 

melody, further shrouding her in the mysteries of foreign 

intensity. She turned to him. "I think you will like what I have 

for you." 

He looked into her deep, inscrutable eyes, wondering if a 

double entendre was intended by these words of ambiguity. But 

nothing could be discerned from her darkness. Only the serene 

stillness of a deep and ancient pool.  

When the food arrived it was a veritable Sultan’s Spread. 

Deserts that were visually appealing as they were taste 

sensations; sutlac, tavuk gogsu, kazandibi, names that as she 

pronounced them to his virgin ears would bring a sparkle of 

mischief to her eyes. "This one is kadayif," she said, "maybe 

you have seen it before?" He nodded yes though he wasn’t 

sure. But then, even that he knew with absolute certainty was 

fuzzy to him now, lost in the swirl of passionate forgetfulness, 

so enraptured as he was with this divine beauty who sat across 

from him, initiating him into the secrets of her national cuisine.  

"There is a certain…sensuality to sweet-meats, agreed?" 

fluttering her eyebrows, modulating near the frequency of the 

human brain’s alpha rhythm, pushing him toward epileptic fit.  



"So if you smoke a sausage…"  

"You mean like hookah pipe?"  

"Yeah, like a hookah pipe."  

"Oh…my cousin show me this once."  

He stared at her hard, realizing for the first time that he was 

enjoined with a woman, maybe still a girl, whose family tree 

had gone straight up, no branches, perhaps even attaching to 

itself the possibility of little mongoloids running barefoot 

through the kitchen at some later date, the gene pool spliced 

with abnormalities who could ever guess at and he wondered to 

himself, he hoped not out loud, if he made love to this girl and 

something BAD—meaning pregnant—happened, and she did 

as young girls do, kept the baby, her love child, what then? If 

the love child turned out to be a Barnum freak? A three limbed 

years of doctors and special schools and well meaning but 

ineffective experts preaching don’t be forlorn it’s god’s unique 

miracle from hell, then what? Talking himself out of pussy? 

Why was he doing this? Lately this seemed to be the natural 

detent position in his logic. Maybe he was gay. 

Back up where there were only peddlers running around the 

dusty outdoor pavilions with their wares, screaming and 

shouting and beating on their monkeys, camels, beasts of 

burden in all shapes and sizes, he felt somehow most at peace, 

even in amongst the cursing and yelling, street side pissing and 

shitting, bundle after horde after army of tourists being dropped 

in by the truckload like a C30 had landed right in the middle of 

town, spilling all manner of capitalist rubbish and invading 

marauders into the ancient city. He looked up into the sky and 

saw the hands of Allah spread out over the jumbling masses, a 

faint smile on his weary face, that despite the years of 

dislocated, misunderstood outbursts of anger and annihilation, 

like the drunken father who although he rants and raves, 

destroys the house and beats on the wife and kids yet deep 

down loves them dearly, told of the unending love a creator 



feels for his creations; no matter how silly, dim-witted, or plain 

disgusting they are.  

A large truck bursting with white towel wrapped workers, 

colorful bundles, boxes, and wooden slatted sides, spun around 

the corner, skinning his nose, sending him spinning backwards 

against the stone wall of the commissary building, crumbling 

and sliding down to the sidewalk. He groveled in the dusty 

stones, his knees burning and stinging. He reached up to swab 

at his forehead and came away with a smear of blood. His teeth 

felt as if he had bitten into pumice. An intrusion of beetles 

scurried across his fingers. And as if in defense, a burning rage 

shot up from his back, shuddering him to his joints.  

Dream states such as these would one day be the death of him, 

walking oblivious into the busy maniac behind the wheel 

streets of foreign countries, and now this time almost was his 

last.  

He struggled to his feet, brushing the dust from his clothes, the 

truck continuing on its journey, never looking back to see if the 

near hit survived, the blaring music and the shouting and 

chanting of the brown skinned workers rising from the dusty 

streets like a great bird of prey. Except for the fact that he was 

on his butt against the wall of the commissary, everything else 

around him carried on as before, his brush with near death not 

even registering on the Turkish hey-what’s-going-on-here 

scale. But then it was his own fault anyway, wasn’t it? 

Thinking of her again. Every time he did it seemed something 

tragic would almost befall him. Maybe it was a sign.  

So what’s it gonna be Schmedlap? Another day at the office, 

staring out the window, ignoring the projects piling up on your 

overburdened desk? Even though you’re the Head Honcho, the 

Big Cheese, the Grand Poobah things have to get done, but 

instead you are wandering over to the coffee machine for the 

fifth time this morning before the clock strikes nine, stopping to 

lust over your secretary, little Evangelique miss-foreign- 



exchange something or other. How in the world he got talked 

into her he’d never know, for although lust inspiring gorgeous 

she wouldn’t know a file from a filigree, didn't know how to do 

anything in this office if it bit her cute, tight, little ass. And 

after all your jerk-off fantasies involving her how about a bit of 

pride? A simple," Hey wanna go out with me? A nice quick 

dinner and a slow fuck? Huh?" Actually doing something 

about it? After all you ARE the boss.  

No, too shifty, underhanded, taking unfair advantage of an 

obviously counterweighted situation. Other less ethical, slimier 

guys did it all the time, considered it their god-given right. But 

not him. Too much guilt involved, the white man’s burden. If 

anything sexual would happen it would be her move first. Not 

that he wasn’t tempted to upset the apple cart, just run in and 

make his fantasies come to life, stomp, demand, muscle her 

across the littered desk and take her screaming and wet into a 

pool of lust to rewrite the history of the sexes. He was 

just…well…SCARED! 

A terrifying result of living between two worlds as he had been 

of late. One, the Grande Olde U.S. of A., the place of his youth, 

the land of fortune, opportunity, Miss Liberty standing proud, 

skyrockets, bottle caps, hot dogs, hamburgers, baseball, on and 

on.  

But most of all, the one country in the world where men and 

women simply allowing themselves the inherent pleasures of 

being men and women, specifically, freedom to fuck, was not 

taken as an act of war against god. Unlike these third world 

cesspools where even pronouncing the word sex was enough to 

earn 50 lashes, beating to within a millimeter of life, or worse.  

Because of such a strained dichotomy of thought and ideology, 

he had to exercise extreme caution, read that PARANOIA, 

when visiting. After all, he was a tainted American, an infidel, 

debauched from birth, actually daring to believe that after 

sucking titty for sustenance man should pursue the glorious 



nipple for tactile satisfaction exclusively. But let that happen in 

Turkey brother and well…let’s just say he was intimately 

attached to his limbs, 'nuff said.  

 

***** 

 

Schmedlap loved the glimmer of pink in their eyes as he 

walked around in the drooling Ankara heat. It was the day after 

Root Slaughter Day, celebration of the Turkish Revolution. On 

holidays and paydays, this place was always crowded. A 

guaranteed cock raiser. The streets pouring with hunkarbegendi 

honeys, hot for a hayride.  

The revolution was in essence the overthrow of the Sultan's 

autocratic power by the upper class Turks, and the substitution 

therefore of parliamentary government under their control. The 

constitution of December, 1876, was a failure, due to the lack 

at that time of any feeling for its necessity among the ruling 

caste. Thirty years of increasingly centralized government, the 

universal espionage which made all life miserable, the 

assassination or exile of all who opposed the régime in the 

slightest detail, the loss of territory and of prestige, the 

consciousness that the economic penetration of the foreign 

powers could end only in the dissolution of the Empire, forced 

the Turks of all classes to consider the constitution their only 

salvation. The leaders in Paris invited in the other nationalistic 

revolutionary parties, especially the Armenians, but retained 

control in their own hands. 

But Schmedlap did not go by the name Midhat Pasha. Not his 

problem, stupid Turkeys. His mind and hands coiled elsewhere. 

Somewhere south of high hemline. The female form his lust 

enflamed. He loved the way the street twisted and wound, 

white lines spilling down their striped blouses, peddlers and 



coffee merchants examining the northern territory of their 

hemlines. The turquoise blue glow of their Ottoman figures 

Of the gaze and scent of Turkish girls, he never tired. He 

passed from red to green to yellow, each bosomed blouse more 

beautiful than the last, hallucinogenic beads of mystical import 

dangling provocatively south. 

Even as a neophyte in college, he enjoyed the way the young 

nubile(s) would sit on his face like twin sis kebab, a slow-

cooked Turkish lamb with red lips. He would brush the ringlets 

of her sparse coiffure, luxuriate over her sandy skin, blow 

gently on her baklava, then dive in for a quick, sweet snack. 

But those tentative days were behind him now: he was a full-

fledged connoisseur.  

On the steps he heard a rustling of owls. Going by the book, 

these nocturnal creatures should be silent, quiet as a field of 

wheat. But things rarely went by the book. He watched all the 

legs pass, let them all pass, wanted them to pass. Better for the 

chase, the hunt, the breathless pursuit that steeped the catch in 

honey. He thanked his lucky stars, minus the annoying 

leprechaun, for the honey laced honeys, benevolent gift of 

"Pleased to meet you, hope you guessed my name." When this 

great satyr from beyond found the honey lacing beyond 

effective where concerned other men's wives exclusively, he 

extended it to include the untouched, undeclared, unplucked for 

he was after all an evenhanded pimp for sweet misery. New 

models are coming sweetly anointed off the line, little honey 

bees. Ready for the buzz and hive, boys! 

Just stooping for a drink and heaving for a sweet piece who 

could be in her greatest form ever, how that one wore it easily, 

striped shirt tails flying loose and free, but in his mind’s eye he 

saw her face plant on a hard ride, her mouth dripping love’s 

opalescent reward on her penny-candy store shirt, oh so young, 

oh so untainted, oh how he wished to be the prime tainter 

supremo. An equal opportunity debaucher he was. Egalitarian 



all the way. The ugly ones he’d love like cargo monkeys when 

nose angled from face with unreality of line and intent. But 

because they neither first started or chanted or finished first or 

last still there was that and he knows just when to retard things, 

but in all matters cunt there was…still one thing. Intact. Intact. 

Key word that. Leave the maidenhead intact and sex never 

happened. Sweet meat, Sweet cheeks. Sweetly accepting 

visitors aplenty at the rear door café. And oh they would. And 

oh he’d accept. And from cover of rock, tree, and shrubbery 

they would slither unnoticed but well basted. International 

relations were never closer than when joined at hinds.  

To fair Fitaquas's grassy tomb 

Soft maids and village hinds shall bring 

Each opening sweet of earliest bloom, 

And rifle all the breathing spring. 

From the counter and beneath the counter, and above the tail, 

girls of shaded dreams would lap and fall, the Jesuits glinting 

platinum, horny girls for him the world over.  

In the smelly, darkened, sweat-stained streets of Chicago, in a 

little hoist-and-puke drinking house of the Irish rebels, was 

band of crooning Danny’s Boy’s, brown girls front row & 

center, thrusting their naked pointy breasts, cheerleaders of a 

type, and in their support two limp Kangal-dogs at the counter, 

jerking and bouncing, spewing over themselves at the sight of 

the coniferous breasts, unlike anything they’d witnessed at the 

West Virginia Wild Animal Park.  

Oh yes, that's right. They chain up wild animals. That's all I 

am, an animal.  

"In prison you get three meals a day. But also," cautioned 

Anatolia, high on peppers and pomegranate sauce, head 

banging on the linoleum and marble, "don’t you know, you 

don't stand in Inez’s spot to rest your chin…"  



In prison a guard locks and unlocks all the doors for you. 

…not with the horny female gorilla tendencies of that woman, 

although I suppose that it's, it’s…well it COULD be…" 

In prison you can watch TV and play games.  

"…cherry fords glistening in the sunshine, and kittens with 

dancing yarn balls, and Quonset huts armed with high 

technology devices…" 

In prison you spend most of your life looking through the bars. 

"…geisha paradises, topiary haunches, lads in swizzle stick t-

shirrs, memory lanes of mammaries, rum-buttered nipples, sack 

clothes, dogs barking euphoric…" 

In prison there are OCCASIONALLY wardens who are 

sadistic. 

"…creamy clit crème cookies all in a row, a treat of blackbirds 

wailing, grubs between avaricious beaks of yellow and gold, 

testaceous titwringers, and how many others?"  

In prison you get time off for good behavior. 

"So I suppose then, at that time of the month 

she’s...um…she’s…?" 

"Downright nasty!!" 

Details bludgeon and derail his thoughts to fuzzy head, getting 

fuzzier. Free associations having their spring day rutting. 

Ferhangi, Kangal Dogs, night sounds twist and turn in and 

outside his twisted brain. Falling, falling, falling… he dreams 

with trousers full of love unrequited: Drifting to his resting 

place. Confusing girl flesh with butcher’s cuts. The aubergine, 

cool karniyarik, hot hunkarbegendi, then to patlican salatasi 

and patlican dolmasi, to onions, garlic and tomatoes served 

cold imambayildi, then the zeytinyaglilar and dishes cooked 

with olive oil, and finally Dolma grape leaves, cabbage leaves, 

and green peppers stuffed with spiced rice. Sliding full head-



into-brick-wall stop when he reaches Turkish sweet-meats, 

famous throughout the world, many having milk as the basic 

ingredient, sutlac, tavuk gogsu, kazandibi with world renowned 

baklava and kadayif. Favorites of young and old alike and 

young for old alike. Have a Turkish coffee with me, sweet 

meat, I will spin your shira ultra boza.  

 

***** 

 

Sorry Attila. I need to leave you. 

Just like that. Started out with a belch and ended with a big 

juicy fart. She puts up with him for 20 years and then one day 

Bang!! She’s had enough. Attila is now left to his own devices, 

of which she knows there are many. She no longer wishes to sit 

idly by while he drinks himself to delirium and ogles the young 

women. These things he can do on his own, so she has left the 

matter in his hands, per se. Attila meanwhile prides himself on 

quick decisive thinking. 

No problem. Double up on the Peach…..Soon to meet the man 

in the long dark cloak. And off he goes into his kitchen-cum-

lab for more concoction creation. A newspaper has been left 

unread at his table. He picks it up, peruses the headlines. 

Citizen Schmedlap: Hero Once Again 

Humph! This Schmedlap guy has his buffet plate full doesn’t 

he? What’ve I got to complain about? The FBI is making this 

guy’s life miserable! 

Again on the front pages Schmedlap and his exploits. Ever 

since he was followed while carrying that pink polka dot 

umbrella for Jillian, things have become progressively weirder. 

Why he is being pursued he does not know. He does not really 

care. He just wants it to stop. These guys that are after him are 

scary though. Not the kind of guys he’d want to tangle with. 



And he’d go to the FBI if he trusted them. But he’s found that 

they can just complicate things and cause more problems than 

they can ever solve. For his money he’ll bet on his own 

abilities of evasive maneuvering and disguise to bail him out.  

Oh, he did try to seek help initially, tried to be the stand up 

guy, the John Q. Public with a large social conscience. He had 

talked to the Sergeant at the station. But he got nowhere. Now 

matter what he said the Sergeant seemed to think that 

Schmedlap knew what these espionage guys were after but was 

just refusing to speak. After making the mistake of leaving him 

for a moment to get a cup of coffee, Schmedlap took his cue 

and made a run for it. He’s been running from both sides ever 

since. Now he lives with the knowledge that somewhere, 

somehow, he’s being stalked by gumshoes everywhere, every 

street, every bar, and every lover’s bedroom. So he stays on the 

move spreading his tracks far and wide in an effort to frustrate 

those who follow. His movements are tracked by the local 

newspapers turning him into something of a cultural hero. But 

no time to relish the attention. That kind of attention is not 

what he needs right now.  

Tonight Schmedlap is out with his friend Johnny Mitchell, 

trying out his newly acquired Irish brogue. He’s found he has 

an easy affinity for Jimmy’s mother tongue, giving him a 

greater access to women that he ever enjoyed before. Of 

course, being that he is a hunted American this disguise suits 

his purpose. No one who meets him in this newly adopted role 

will perceive him to be anything but Irish. And the freedom 

this affords him is wonderful.  

 

***** 

 

Steel girded ramps trail high into the domed structure, snaking 

and twining, circling and bending, branching outward and 



shrinking inward, a huge habitrail for humans. Reduced to 

hamsters at these, the pristine echelons of intellectual pursuit. 

Four different levels of achievement, based on the relative 

merits, import, etc, of the discoveries.  

Introduced by matters of necessity, The Trophic System of 

Valuation, the sin qua non of all things Fungarium. One barters 

and wrangles for position among the echelons. The main level 

primary producers PRIPRO (photosynthetic plants) and 

primary consumers PRICON (herbivores) The median level 

secondary consumers, SECON (carnivores). The tail end 

brought up by the ever essential and ever impugned 

decomposers, DECOM (bacteria and fungi). 

At the lowest levels, the neophytes of Station DECOM, 

initiates into the realm of scientific thought and practice. Near 

the top, the gurus, deities, masters, in their respective fields, 

Station PRIPRO and PRICON. The mid level being SECON, 

Fungus Central. A veritable industry, city, metropolis, 

independent country, official government appointed: relegating 

and shifting, identifying and elevating, promoting from within, 

trusting of no outsiders...lest their purchase price is a rate more 

cost effective than those loyal to the institution. Dr. Floddich, a 

PRIPRO notable, is busily at work on the Plao Noi, known for 

its curative properties. Dr. Sukhothai is assiduously hammering 

away at fungus spore myco93, believed to have been 

responsible for 3 out of 5 incidents of leukemia. Marine fungi 

from tropical countries have been hunted by the pharmaceutical 

industry ever since discovering a chemical in a specimen 

collected from Malaysia that was found to kill leukemia cells. 

Other samples perforated by tales of insidious partnerships and 

legal skullduggery, taken years ago from mangrove and coastal 

areas in southern Thailand, appear with alarming regularity. 

Right on cue. A multitude of other stalwart sorts labor 

diligently on less spectacular projects in unison and individual 

efforts. Altogether they comprise a team of finely tuned 

professionals, dedicated to the cause of fungi research and 



development. The air is alive with activity. Doctors and 

technicians, assistants and specialists, walking, mulling, 

running, skipping, hopping, chatting, humming, some 

mumbling to cerebrum central, valises overstuffed with 

yellowed papers, trays jingling with vials, carts rolling by with 

samples, petri dishes, microscopes, charts, graphs, long sullen 

faces, none bright and cheery, some bearded, long at the chops, 

thick glasses keeping the glass foundries productive, others, 

bleary eyed and speechless, bald at early age, frizzled and 

frazzled, youth gone gray at the temples, premature sags and 

bags settling into the folded flesh of time’s warping carapace. 

The air is heavy and stale with the electric ozone discharge of 

cerebral gray matter, firing rapidly into useful renditions of 

postulation. A radio is playing, Bach’s concerto number five 

unrolling into the otherwise carefully controlled noise laden 

stillness. Hospital shoes squeak against the cold linoleum 

flooring, tessellated, checkered black and white, symbolic of 

the scientific quest for purity, unity, singleness of thought, 

discovery, absoluteness of conclusion. Only the upper echelon 

deities are allowed any variation to the militaristically strict 

codes of ultra clean, ultra spare, work surroundings, Dr. 

Pleurotus, the reigning master guru, houses a parrot in his 

office, Areopagus, the scourge of all who pass by. All day long 

the random insults, jibes, vulgarities, spewing from his 

direction.  

"Hey dinoflagellate dick!! Angiosperm ass!! Fungus face!!! 

Rhinoceros dung!! Decomposer…Decomposer!! CRAWK, 

CRAWK, CRAAAWKKKK!!" 

Over and over, like a chinked CD of literate bully taunting, 

reflecting backward the days of youth, most of the assembled 

well acquainted with not fitting in, being on the outside, 

looking grim into the central circle of a social swirl they would 

never be a part of, a cluster of the others who were "in the 

know," the popular, those destined for lives on stage, 

glamorous, high profile luster. But not these of the scientific 



proletariat, these in the realm of solitary and scholarly pursuit, 

the blue collared worker bees of the white-collar jungles.  

"Your mother’s a reptile, AMPHIBIAN FART!!!" 

 

***** 

 

The two men were deep in conversation . The one seated 

seemed to be assuming the subordinate position. The one 

standing stood with arms crossed, listening intently, 

occasionally grunting or groaning,. Covert messages for the 

trained ear. Atilla listened at safe distance in the comfort of his 

car. He had earlier known to expect this meeting. The shotgun 

mic worked nicely from his vantage point. 

"The drowned Phoenician sailor. Look. He fears death by water 

and it comes to enclose him. What does this mean?" 

Sighs short and frequent came from the standing man. 

"This could mean anything, anything. That is what we must 

know, must know, must know.." 

He rambles these last words into a evanescent and trailing 

stream that passes through as a deep mantra. The seated man 

drums his finders on the table, evidently unsure how to 

proceed. Suddenly, as soundlessness prevails, things turn 

savagely still: 

BAANG!!…BAANG!!…BAANG!! 

The air is shattered by thunderous blasts. Atilla ducks 

instinctively . A new spring of groaning occurs, followed by 

wild shrieks: 

"AIIEEE!! AIIEE!!" 

The sound is pure animal. When Atilla sits up to take stock, he 

sees the standing man has been crumpled on the ground, a pool 



of blood growing around his shattered head. The seated man, 

now kneeling, holding the other man’s head in his hands, is 

wailing profusely in and expression of the most profound grief. 

Were these two more than mere associates? Family? Father and 

son?!  

Not since that time on King Williams point has he witnessed 

such a brutal and instant brush with death. This was planned. 

Someone else beside him knew something. Maybe he should 

bring in The Dog on this case. If the frost has not disturbed the 

death. The Dog would instinctively dig it up again with his 

naturally inquisitive nails.  

"My nerves are bad enough," thought Atilla. "There are times 

when this job really gets to me." 

Right sonny boy. Like every day. He heads back to his hotel 

room for a rest, a break, a dream segue into something more 

salubrious. But deep down he knows better. Ever since Priscilla 

met her cruel demise his dreams have never arrived, only the 

recurrent nightmare: 

Footsteps shuffling on the stairs, her leaning out the window, 

calling out to him across the field, her then most likely 

returning to her favorite spot in front of the fireplace, and as 

he had watched many times before, her under the firelight, 

under the brush, her hair spreading into fiery points. Then the 

blast ripping savagely though this tranquil scene, through the 

window, through the house, through her. As he raced through 

the field to save here, he arrived to find a picture of absolute 

destruction, his love reduced to ashes. The only thing left intact 

was her favorite chair, still standing like a burnished throne, 

glowing like pain wrought marble from the intense 

conflagration that bore it. 

Oh Atilla, Atilla. Any excuse for your monkey of alcoholism 

will do.  



Then he saw it, at the misty periphery distance, a figure not 

necessarily human. The figure stood motionless, staring out to 

sea, more like a living memorial to the drowned, a figure from 

myth, than any proper fragment of the metadramatic day.  

"The delicate mechanisms of my sanity are precariously 

balanced," he thought, "this new intrusion is not a good sign." 

Soldiers are in the business of death—inflicting it, and, as little 

as possible, receiving it. They must be careful, but they also 

must take risks. They significantly reduce those risks by 

planning.  

 

***** 

 

Car Bombs, House Bombs, Letter Bombs. Few things can be 

depended on like a good ol’ bomb. Not like the old days, 

yesterday for instance. Death could be counted on to be not 

counted on. Used to be it was understood that Death, that black 

cloaked desecration, could be found snooping in the darkened 

corners, sniffing, investigating, moving with the utmost stealth 

until the faintest piece of evidence was given that the due time 

was upon the intended. Then Death would swoop in, neat as a 

dry martini, and shuttle you downstream in a narrow canoe, 

along red and gold rippled shores, to the lighted gate. 

The pleasant whining of a mandolin will soothe the savage 

breast. Lots of soothing needed these days. No more time for 

tea and cakes and small talk and granny rocking on the porch 

swing passing the time of day. The world has become a 

perpetual war zone, with death dropping from the sky at 

random intervals. Even a task as mundane as gathering the 

daily mail is fraught with peril. Just the other day the man next 

door, a quiet man, received one whopper of a letter. Flattened 

him and his entire home in one devil’s breath. Such an 

exhalation is best served cold. 



Schmedlap, ever paranoid, is tediously careful of his conquests, 

can never be too sure. Perfect opportunity for an assassin when 

your pants are pooled around your ankles. Hell, even taking a 

crap comes with a sense of accelerated fright. 

Standing outside the door of Roxmoor Drugs he sees an old 

man tin cupping for change. Poor old sot. A baggy trousered 

youthful type comes strolling nonchalantly by, passes 

threateningly close to the old man and spits in his cup. No 

respect for the aged these days.  

Schmedlap mumbles under his breath, "I hope the dove of 

peace craps in your Coke, punk." 

Schmedlap wonders if he stands there long enough if he would 

maybe see the world tilt on its axis and go back to the way it 

was. Not likely. Nature does not reverse, only transforms. 

Better to hope for the second coming of Howdy Doody than 

hope for the world to turn back the wheels of the relentless 

clock. 

The streets are lined with the usual armed patrol goons. 

Soldiers in battle gear, AK47s slung low, helmets snug tight, 

eyes flat and unresponsive to all around. These trigger happy 

Goliaths would blow him away if he sneezed too aggressively. 

No shit. Happened once just around the corner from here. Guy 

standing next to a military recruit caught a whiff of something, 

sneezed a thunder blast and caught a bullet to the chest.  

A recruit; just a little jumpy. 

Charges were slow in coming. Eventually coming out that the 

soldier "acted appropriately. A threat is all in the perception. 

Not so much as a "Sorry" was proffered. National Security is at 

stake. 

A few civil liberties rescinded, a few little lives lost, the needs 

of the many outweighing the needs of the few. Faultless logic. 

Yet in a world gone crazy the immaculately faultless is after all 

the most culpable. All for the greater good, all for one and one 



for all. Mount up D’Artagnan, Cardinal Richelieu is on the 

move and the kingdom is in dire need! 

Enron, World Com, Global Crossing. While the CEO, CFO, 

please-just-go corporate eunuchs volley the blame ball and pin 

their woes on such insidious characters as former "by the book" 

big-wigs, the shattered indexes offer a glimpse into hysteria 

fueled market swings. With the economy showing forward 

movement, sluggishness is yet the byword among analysts. 

For that reason alone Schmedlap is glad to be in Turkey. The 

young females are in glorious abundance, displaying their 

wares, enriching the air with their euphoric scents. This is a 

gourmet treat to a seasoned aficionado; just what the doctor 

ordered. 

Social courtesies are valued in Turkey, and Islamic 

conventions are observed by many. For example, it is offensive 

to point the sole of the foot toward another person, and it can 

be seen as an insult to pass an item with the left hand; it is best 

to use both hands or just the right one. Deference towards older 

people, or those with higher status, is customary, and it is 

considered disrespectful for young men and women to cross 

their legs in front of an older or more senior person. Public 

displays of affection are not acceptable. The word No can be 

expressed by either shaking the head or lifting it up once 

quickly. 

Skating on thin ice with spear point cleats. 

 

***** 

 

The truest expression of a people is in its dances and its music. 

Bodies never lie. - Agnes de Mille 

From early childhood, girls in the Middle East are taught the 

art of embroidery, using motifs transferred from mother to 



daughter down through the generations. As a child in Haifa, 

Hanan had embroidery passed down to her and her interest in it 

was still strong. 

Echoing patterns that often date from antiquity, textiles and 

traditional costumes form a rich part of cultural legacies. And 

this is especially true with the Arab heritage. The children are 

taught appreciation for the intricacy and beauty of the dresses 

and jewelry and respect for the people who created them. 

Turkish women do not take off their clothes in the bath; they 

wash their clothes on their body. Economy and modesty 

addressed in one simple movement. 

Turkish currency - Liras. 50 000 Liras is not a big sum - it was 

less than a dollar at the time of his visit.  

Turkey is a Muslim country, but in his opinion it is still more 

democratic, than, for instance, Jordan; of course this could be 

the result of travel impoverishment. Jordan is the only Muslim 

country besides Turkey he has been to. Or maybe it is because 

he spent most of the time on a beach. Anyway, you must 

remember that the difference in culture prohibits appearing in 

very short skirts around mosques, unless you wish to be gang 

raped by a group of stinking radicals. 

People are very friendly and communicative. However, he was 

afraid to follow them when they invited `to see my house`. 

Who knows what they are up to? 

Yet bureks (sort of a deep fried cheese pie) were plentiful and 

that was worth hanging around for. He sometimes DOES think 

above the beltline. 

 

***** 

 



"Can I get you anything? Coke? Something stronger?" Nopal 

grinned. "A bowl of glenlivit and some Haggis Chow, 

perhaps?"  

"Ah dinnae much like ya attitude, ya wee jackabyte," growled 

McGonagle.  

"No," said Seamus. After a pause just a shade too short to be 

considered impolite he added, "thank you."  

"Well then," said McGonagle cheerfully, "let's get down to 

business. You gentlemen said you could do something for 

me?"  

"Unlike—" 

The assembled combatants had just returned from Edinborough 

after attending a mardling. The mardling, a folk festival in 

which the grisly remains of a hundred or so wild haggises are 

communally boiled and served to the laughing villagers with 

mashed vegetables to the accompaniment of poems by 

McGonagle and Burns. The hunting practices which lead to the 

capture of the haggises are most regrettable, involving the 

release and incitement of haggis hounds, the placing of fiendish 

haggis traps, and, worst of all, public exhibitions of "Scottish 

Country Dancing" by the spectators. No Scottish patriot could 

suffer such fulsome over-celebration of national mores, and the 

mardling and its like may be the main reason why the kin of 

McGonagle and Burns spent only their educational years in the 

country. 

Haggis McGonagle is a keen sort and one given to prootwile. 

Prootwile is the act of adopting several manic identities at the 

same time, in quick succession, or at regular intervals. 

Eponymously named for Edgar Prootwile (1840-1895) the 

famous New Brighton schizophrenic who was far too clever by 

half and ended his life by blowing out his brains on Romney 

Marsh after being exposed as the Phantom Raspberry Blower 

of Mornington Crescent. 



Frisch weht der Wind 

Der Heimat zu 

Mein Irisch Kind 

Freshly the wind  

of the homeland blows  

too mine Irish child 

 

***** 

 

Rolls and rolls of contraband mingled in the dust as the 

spooked wheels of Schmedlap’s desire flew down the chimney 

breach. The bleached sky uttered ineradicable expressions of 

yearning, avarice, sobbing, cheering. Cheerleaders drizzled into 

the mist of land. Better than butter with less fat. A bulging 

peach ran into the leering daylight with her blouse undone. 

Buzzards sailed overhead, varying their circle of hover, wings 

curling rapturous at the prospects of death, eyes curiously 

squinting in the hot sun, scouting what was afoot beneath them 

in the pestilence of desert. A rodent squealed in fright. Martha 

slapped Mary for living in sin. Jesus laughed ferocious at the 

claims of hunkered priests, monks, holy turtles, breath spray 

salesmen, that time was soon coming to an end. All in all, the 

hours of Eastern Standard Time operation were grinding, 

clattering, ricocheting, undulating on their way to another day.  

Pacific Standard Time accepted the challenge. The flood plains 

rose up above the balding, twisted, lime-etched heads of terra 

firma. Sand dunes opened their voracious mouths to ingest 

unwary travelers during Mexican Revolution Day, tongues 

lolling at the snake-bitten sky, teetering on the indefinite edge 

between dream and horror, rising, falling, dancing, crying, and 

swallowing the gods and freedoms of a culture far beyond the 

grasp of white reality. Bronze beach bimbos bounced breastily 



into the mighty surf, nippling the crests, lipping the foam, 

grasping with hungry loins all the life sister ocean would 

surrender. While away in a cheap motel room, Atilla 

Larchmont, sans the Mrs., masturbated lonely into the fiery 

morning sun. 

 

***** 

 

Nam Sibyllam quidem Cumis ego ipse oculis meis vidi in 

ampulla pendere, et cum illi pueri dicerent: Sibylla ti theleis; 

respondebat illa: apothanein thelo. - T.S. Eliot 

"Yes, it takes time to be a friend," Nadia replied, regretfully, 

but not reproachfully. 

The ladies parties don’t start until nine at night, after the 

children are asleep. About ten, the hostess sprinkles rosewater 

on our hands and lights frankincense in the brazier. Much later, 

we approach the buffet table with its roast whole goat or lamb 

on top a bed of saffron rice spiced with cardamom and 

cinnamon and topped with toasted pine nuts and almonds. 

There are tasty sambousik and kabsah; the lamb is succulent 

and tender to the melting point, the spinach herbaceous enough 

to cause Popeye biceps palpitations. Salad Shirazi, Tabuli, 

Chelo Kabab Koobideh, Panir Sabzi, a veritable sultan’s feast. 

If this is the eating life of the Persian people, fuck diets.  

After we finish our baklava, the women slip cassettes of Arab 

music from their handbags, and we dance, swirling and 

gyrating to it. There is to the Western eye much suggestiveness 

to these rhythms, each participant attuned to the swelter of 

unrequited sexual longing in the air. Yet unlike the Western 

way there is no touching, no accidental brushing, ever.  

To do so would be to flirt with death, dismemberment, gang 

rape, castration, or all of the above. The nuptial bond is 



reserved exclusively for husband and wife. To partake of 

fleshly delights outside of this sanctioned union is the game of 

fools. To examine the laws dictating these practices is to read a 

tract that proceeds like a manual for the new owner of a 

woman: 

The United States has finally been unmasked as the greatest 

Potemkin ever conceived. Al-Qaeda, the present evil-incarnate, 

has vowed total and absolute destruction to this paper lion.  

Here is the man with three slaves, and here the wretched wheel 

of pain. And here is the one-eyed merchant, and this satchel he 

carries on his back which is full of something wet, something 

which I am forbidden to see. And he sang this mournful song: 

'Ibaaraatuhum shattaa wa-husnuka waahid  

Wa-kullun ilaa dhaaka al-jamaali yushiir 

Jumla ma'shuq ast-o 'aashiq pardah'i  

Zenda ma'shuq ast-o 'aashiq mordah'I 

Man qaala laa ilaaha ill Allah, dakhala al-janna 

Their expressions are manifold and Your loveliness is one  

And everyone points to that beauty 

All is the Beloved and the lover is a veil  

The Beloved is alive and the lover is dead 

Whoever says, 'There is no god, but God,' enters Paradise 

 

***** 

 

He sits in the street perimeter, bandaged head, eyes fixated in 

the thousand-mile stare, body emaciated as any cadaver. In his 

lap he balances a travel trashed Sitar which he strums with a 

relaxed insistence. From his purple and swollen lips emanate 



songs of earthly despair no doubt inherited from countless 

legion of Sufi clansmen predating this most recent devotee. 

The flashing lights of damnation 

Ring from bitter heights 

And challenge in their ruination 

Ghosts of distant nights 

No nourishment, no pale salvation 

Will here and now be found 

The many and the few released 

Enjoined in cursed ground 

Unmistakable scents of strong, thick Turkish coffee, pungent 

perfumes, and clouds of deep tobacco drift through the square. 

Merchants hawking their ware swarm center commotion, 

clustered and battling for attention. In their midst, the ragged 

throng of the populace move as in a stupor, shuffling, heads 

nodding, handling goods, presenting each to thorough 

examination. The produce vendors kept busy refilling stock. 

The arid climate inspires a thirst for fruit, as they well 

understood the key to their plenitude and providence over the 

millennia. A shrewd female trader, after inspecting the 

produce, approaches the vendor: 

"I give you 1600 Toman for these eggplant" 

"No. I take 4000 for these splendid gifts of Allah, His praise 

and blessings upon you." 

"No. I give you 2400, weathered bandit, you take, His praise 

and blessings upon you." 

"No, no, servant of Allah, 3200 I take." 

"No. I give 800! At Naghavi I see more splendid" 

"Naghavi? 800? Ach! His praise and blessings upon you. Okay, 

1600 then I take." 



Yes, the beauty of international negotiations. This interaction 

warmed Schmedlap’s heart. Dume Schmedlap. First 

international salesman, now international spy. What a 

difference a career change can make! And is he happy? 

Silliness. Pure unadulterated silliness. Satisfaction alone is 

required, all that can in reason be hoped for. As his pocket and 

his bed are pleasantly enriched he can say satisfaction is 

currently at a high level, while at the same time remembering 

the losses inherent in his line of work. If he allows intrusion of 

his darkest moments the gloom descends upon him like a death 

shroud. He ventures down these darkened passages with less 

frequency as he goes, or endures as he often describes his 

crossing. The past can only assault his claim to sanity. 

The illusion of freedom will continue as long as continuing the 

illusion remains profitable. 

***** 

 

A blaze of blue-orange light blazes across the early night sky. 

Swarms of scraggled sea birds screech into the pending 

darkness. Rain, hesitant but resolute, steals into the perimeter 

of sight, spraying a few tentative but determined drops 

earthward. 

Captain Skyler "Bonanza" Philters sneers at the heavens, pants 

unbuttoned and pissing into the torrent of sea and sky.  

"Go to Hades you impetuous bitch! Who needs ya!" 

The boat rocks in response. The bitch is listening intent. He 

should have brought his Gershwin tapes. That would sooth the 

savage beast growling for blood at his tuberous center.  

"No time for this shit now. The sea rages murderous." 

For the next quarter hour he catches stray glimpses of that 

demonic yawl Rhacknaten III, swaying in the distance like an 

infernal and tenacious Flying Dutchman. At his superstitious 



center the suspicious formlessness of the monolithic vessel 

scares the crap out of him. Right on cue with his tentative 

breaths the downpour has begins in full force.  

"Where is that goddamned lighthouse?" 

At this ejaculation a black raincoated creature lumbers toward 

him at the helm. He doesn’t know what it is, can’t be sure who 

he is just now, but it looks drunk and friendly. Shitt!! It’s Lisa? 

"Damn Lise, you scared the cockles outta me. Whatja doin’ out 

in this swale?" 

Her face is so shrouded in her rain gear he can barely see the 

beauty of her radiant, seductive smile. 

"Oh," she says, tipsy, wobbly, holding as steady as she can on a 

rocking deck," I just came to give you some brine…you 

know…rain juice?" 

She lifts up her arm and brings forward the green bottle. 

"Ahh, my lady love. The good old spicy rum! You know how 

to treat your salty sea dog." 

She hands him the bottle. He takes it and yanks her toward 

him, forcing his square and soggy face under her cavernous 

hood to plant a wet salty kiss upon her plentiful lips. 

"Ahh, Lise. I don’t know what I’d do without yer!" 

The next morning he awakes with the memory of the past night 

as distant as a foreign shore. Lisa is curled in front of him, his 

arms wrapped around her, his hands warming in the cleft of her 

generous bosom. This is his favorite slumber position. This and 

his yard arm planted at her sweet center split.  

After a quick tumble in the sheets, Lise disembarks from the 

mat and steams off toward the galley to mix the morning brew.  

"Not since being a masturbating pubie have I known such a 

fantasy as my Lisa." 



 

***** 

 

History is a difficult passage through Dimensions of shame, the 

dangers of depleted uranium, medically preposterous 

diseases… 

Her face went from dark to light. Like the brightness shift of 

depleted uranium. She touched him, her virgin fingers 

exploring, riding the landscape of his rough cheeks.  

The radiation contamination during the Chernobyl shook him, 

made his legs tremble.  

But that was nothing compared to what he feels now, the pure 

naked thrall of burgeoning womankind. It was the first time 

where penetration made an impression. The big nude kiss. 

They touch, inching toward mass radioactive contamination.  

His voice drips into her naked ears.  

Far away, as a girl lost to the foreign world of isotopes and 

half-lives, there was very little literature to consider, no 

internationally recognized expert in the field, no cause to 

celebrate. Yet the villagers lived contentedly by the hand of 

providence, without the children of the Chernobyl Generation. 

As if residing in another body's heartbeat.  

Then HE came. He is called the Reduction in Force, the 

Annihilator from Vesuvius, the pestilent of an agitated beating 

yet functionally dead microcosm, finding decay products of 

radioactive uranium everywhere he turned, looked, examined, 

penetrated. The general consensus was that he was up over his 

head. But his proud, callused hands waved away the elitists.  

According to Dr. Dukrappa's studies, life flickered between 

contaminations and was very serious, a dying fluorescent tube 

of light, not a child's toy of incalculable potential. In a 

moment’s rapture it could be vanquished, terminated, 



suspended indefinitely. Such were his views. At this they 

should have known, should have been able to read in his entry 

procession, his donkey ride into the Judea of their innocent 

kingdom. Yet even as the crowds waved him in, cooling his 

ardor with the palm leaves of divination, betrothal, worship, 

none among them could see that they were in fact, welcoming 

their destroyer, the virus that would rampage all life as they 

had up until then experienced it, desecrating and decimating all 

hope, life-force, raison d’être. Some colonials, bound by the 

disgust and distrust of anything new, packed up into the 

molding hillsides, scattering like wind-tossed weeds, herding 

the sheep, the goats, the cattle, the llamas, taking root into a 

civilization that would know nothing of this vile pernicious 

reality called radioactivity. Back to the old ways, atavistic 

virtues springing among them, relieving their cold fears with 

the warm comforts of the familiar ways, old and infested with 

the history of privation. But more that anything else, they were 

restoring the ways of life that had been, should be, still 

WOULD be if not for HIM, science’s messenger of 

apocalypse, the absurd man who with thick arms thrust into the 

dusky sky, as if to draw thunder from the clouds, proclaimed 

their simple way of life forever altered, tainted, depleted, over.  

His kind should be excoriated in a public offering of illustrative 

intent. A living testament of death to others that would dare 

follow in his footsteps. Take heed, heretics to the agrarian 

structure. For while you proclaim so proudly that their life is at 

an end, they, the true warriors of the meek shall prevail by 

eliminating yours… 

"How I feel about you is not important right now. Only that we 

feel something together, for a time, for a brief whisper of 

fragile breath. We are but drifters on this soil. So…what shall it 

be?" 

"Why do you like me?" 

"Because you are unique." 



It was at the V.A. that conversation could flow easily, steadily, 

the veils of tense courtesy lifted gingerly as hair from her 

vagina. Initially, he had made recommendations for further 

treatment. Yet now, looking at her deafening gentleness, there, 

encompassed and eclipsed by her sipping of Coke…Diet Coke? 

could cause him illness.  

"The War veterans should, yes, of course. Have clear, untainted 

water and be brought, like me, here, where experts can 

document….like your dainty shoe for instance, possessing of a 

strong smell of horse and…d-denied access to specialists who 

could help, could…Oh! You see now? At the first? Is THAT 

what should be said?" on his knees now, grasping her thighs, 

hovering for the words.  

"Depleted uranium is a highly toxic, radioactive by-product of 

the uranium enrichment process. It is normally stored in a 

radioactive waste repository. But DU is used in…in… 

munitions because of its extreme density, t-technically called 

"pyrophoric properties", and cheap availability. DU is also 

used in the armor of M1A1 and M1A2 tanks, and…and… as 

armor-piercing rounds fired by tanks: the Bradley Fighting 

Vehicle, the A-10 aircraft, and the U.S. Navy’s Phalanx 

weapons system. When a DU penetrator impacts a h-hard 

target, up to 70% of the round burns up, scattering uranium 

dust in and around the target. If this uranium dust is ingested or 

inhaled, the health effects can include kidney problems, 

cancers, neurological problems, and…and…AND… 

reproductive problems," Du Krappa sweating, beads of hewn 

perspiration flowing down his creviced forehead, across bushy 

eyebrows, into his eyes, stinging, burning, a baptism of 

salvation from the wrenching pain he feels pounding in his 

recently awakened heart.  

The scent and silk of her skin invite him to capitulate, search 

out a new path, rest a cheek quietly between her thighs, to pray, 

to dream, to die in her lap. But the dangerous current in his 

words, what he chooses to tell her, what he feels compelled to 



tell her, stories, opinion, self condemnations, birth within his 

scientific emptiness, the overwhelming desire to then press 

against her lips, against her receptive body. He can be the 

chemical that ignites again her sweet flow of femininity, 

disarming him, intoxicating him, making him liable to 

humiliation. In her warmth, he is nakedly exposed to the 

radiation of morning sunlight.  

"But I might be…" 

"Shhh…," he says, bracing her tightly now, as if to stop her 

dangerous voyage into the uncharted land he dares not tread 

with her….not her…PLEASE!! Not her! 

"Although it is normally stored in…" She picks up her blouse 

from the examination table. "In munitions because of its 

extreme density and…" She accedes to him, forces herself to 

dress. "… DU is used in the armor of M1A1 and M1A2 

tanks…" Her reflection in the mirror examining her hair. "With 

the Bradley F-Fighting Vehicle, the A-10 aircraft…" She 

approaches from behind, runs curled fingers against his 

temples. He is suddenly ashamed of what he’s done. But who 

took advantage of whom?  

"When a DU penetrator impacts a hard target it…it…" Day 

into afternoon into blustery twilight has bloomed into this 

evening ensemble. A deadly dance with her. Thoughts lost in 

profound befuddlement. A tentative reaching toward a greater 

reality, previously unimaginable within the austerity of his 

grim science. What of the books, papers, lessons, lectures, 

research, intellectual forays into terror inducing regions of 

mystical scientific discovery? What of these? Are they but past 

lives now, mythical incarnations of a soul who once may have 

inhabited his quivering flesh but no longer does—can? She has 

wrung him out completely, caused him to sail into quarters he 

never could have foreseen. But yet— 

Once, he was at home in the infected regions of Uranium dust, 

wandering like a DreamWalker, silent and brooding, in and 



around the target areas. Digging, inspecting, searching, peeling 

layer after layer from the knowledgeably silent geology 

beneath his feet. And if he hadn’t let THEM carpet his floor 

with vicious health effects, kidney problems, cancers, insidious 

diseases, singly or collectively, he would be there still, content 

within the seemingly uninhabitable, alone with his insatiable 

questing for knowledge of the highest orders, regardless of 

specialty, simply pursuit for the sake of. "Then why am I 

behaving so strangely?" now speaking out loud into the room, 

an annoyingly embarrassing habit he has of late acquired.  

 "Prolonged exposure," she answers, as if reading his thoughts. 

"What—!!" 

"Exposure? Isn’t that what you’re saying?" 

"I’m not sure I follow—" 

"Breathing the smoke or dust can…infect, or…or…" 

"Yes, yes!!" impatient now for conclusion. 

"Neurological problems? Forgetting things?" 

A pause. 

"For my headache…please…. something for my headache." 

She reaches over his shoulders, undoes his zipper. The cool air 

races into his tent, fanning the monster she has raised. 

"Please…" 

His trousers are stripped to his ankles, her clothes peeled away. 

She stands before him, at attention, the only soldier under his 

command. 

"I surrender myself to you," she says, placing her arms behind 

her, trapped, delivering herself unto execution. Her young 

breasts budding as spring roses. 

"But…BUT…What of platonic?" he asks, snapping turtle Du. 

Krappa. 



She is wrapped and trussed, awaiting the sap of his loins, 

unable with her hands to assist in her pleasure or release, 

poisoning him with her friendly fire. A beaten man, he relents, 

embraces her, lowers her gently to him. Falling, falling, up into 

her cool facade, the heated moment. She falling into his lap, 

sweet melody of love’s waltz simmering to crescendo, her 

thighs playing wide around his hips, chair, toes pushing to floor 

as she buries him within.  

"But I…I…every expected radiation precaution must be 

attempted, must be…OH! OH!" She is steering him now, 

guiding them both to mutual climax, her control absolute as she 

jumps up and down upon him.  

"But you mustn’t…no….PLEASE!!" And then…and 

then…U.S. weapons of mass contamination unleash, no time to 

veil, her fragrant breath faltering in his ear, faint words 

streaming from his parched lips, wilting surrender from hers, 

from incoherence, both now abandoned to her fantasy: one 

attending physician, one solitary and willing patient, She a 

taken prisoner, HE an ancient animal, made new…whole.  

She is surprised to find his eyes closed, His attention drawn 

back to the hospital, his forgotten country, forgotten 

government. 

The medical records and tests have disappeared; lost as fog 

along the riverbank, as his fingers idly sketch circles across her 

scented flesh, breasts, neatly arranged pubic curls. 

The fact remains that he is a contamination specialist, a recent 

export from the Baltimore Institute, betrayed by the sun—

beaten back by window glare into another country. In fact, 

there is no doctor any longer in charge. His void remains 

unfilled. The whole program now consists of administrators, 

collaborators, co-conspirators who stand opposed to him, to 

them, to the sanctified love—dare he speak it—which they 

have unquestionably stumbled upon in this horrific, battle-



scarred landscape. The time-span has volleyed, shifted 

outward.  

She steps out of his grasp looking disappointed. "You told 

me…ORDERED me to get tested for exposure to DU, 

you…YOU!! How can I not have it mean much—can you?" 

"But who took advantage of whom?" 

"I surrender myself to you," placing her arms behind her, 

trapped, delivering herself unto execution, her young breasts 

budding as spring roses. 

She is wrapped and trussed, he relents, embraces her, lowers 

her gently to him. The dance begins, smooth swaying, coy 

playing, kisses running hot and desperate, she is on fire, he 

swirls in her smoke, she moans and grinds, he cools her heat, 

her thighs playing wide around his hips. She screams a primal 

surrender. Her face goes rubbery… 

 

***** 

 

Fingers landed keys, raining the slap and crunch and tumble of 

man’s invention against the cool white aliveness of a blank 

soul. All is a mirror in these moments of inspirational eruption. 

But Schmedlap is unsure, questioning the eventuality and 

validity of such endeavors.  

He pounds at the machine, spraying eternal into the void. 

"My mind is alive with nonsensical patter and that could be 

only one thing: creation's push to the surface. It could be 

worse. Enduring the interminably long silence between 

episodes is far more pernicious. Not that this noise is much 

better." 

"Trouble thinking clearly seems the major drawback. Or is that 

setback? Or is that detriment? See what I mean? Nothing 



comes in one burst of clarity. All is a jumble of sound and 

color. Eventually the words achieve fluidity and the mesh 

happens as if by chance. Which in fact, it probably is. Or if it 

really were "in fact," would there be any "probably" about it? 

There I go again. All gooed up. This had better come to a 

brilliant close quickly. My stomach is agrowl with hunger and 

the pangs are pouncing on my palate." 

He pushes back from his desk, regroups, then, certain of 

creative impasse, types, 

"Okay, enough. I capitulate. Time to eat."  

He moans frequently complains, the impassioned wails of the 

impotent against the all powerful. Nothing changes. But the 

moaning continues.  

Perhaps the reverberant noise simulates the crush of action's 

promise. Maybe it is simply impotence acknowledged. A 

painful discovery. Whoever makes the most noise makes the 

most progress. A violent flailing at the moment of defeat's 

admission. 

On the stupid expressway headed home that evening, rain 

slicked pavement, asphalt under glass, squeals and peals of 

thunder. The passage is tormented, a first gear wind-up, a 

straight rail bumper chase in e-minor. Tempers flare and fog 

horns multiply.  

Beautiful New York, city of wonder.  

He side-steps into the merging traffic. A woman in a gray 

Suburban grimaces at him as she cuts him off.  

"Bitch. What’s her rush?"  

In the back seat barracks, little ones jump and dance, twisted 

faces knotted in the window’s reflections. Maybe she has 

gotten the worst of it after all. He catches a shot of the 

woman’s face as she passes. Maybe attractive at one time, 

maybe, but the years and grooves of bitter experience have left 



their mark, her complexion now resembling a topical map of 

South America.  

Poor sap. Married out of high school probably. Or worse, out 

of college, after the idealism of the literati had taken hold, the 

cool heat of the fading degrees lost in the shuffling dance that 

was copulation’s reward. What a shame. Another one bites the 

lust. 

Schmedlap stares into the distance of gathering tail lights and 

remembers the large, red- squared calendar at his desk. Why 

did he keep that stupid calendar anyway? Talk about hording. 

He remembers dimly the date had jumped at him, large and 

looming as a Mississippi rain cloud: Feb 2, 99. A premonitory 

date; a date of odd confluence. Any combination producing 

nine; 2 + 7=9; 9+9+9=27. 2, 7: Feb 7. Odd confluence. 

Something strange, spectacular, or both would occur on this 

day. 

So he had surmised. What happened on the day was an 

assortment of the usual rapes, murders, thieveries, a congeries 

of mankind's best.  

But we are creeping stealthily toward doom, yes? Did the 

dramatic tragic arrive not a moment before its appointed time? 

Did the world not cower and clutch and race for deep vagina as 

the world came crashing down? He can only speak for himself 

of course, remembering those days not so long ago where he 

lay back against the foxhole masturbating like crazy as the 

bombs flew.  

"No vaginas in the perimeter, sir." 

He wasted his brain cells on useless pursuits such as this; 

presaging doom for the deserving others while vaguely seeing 

himself inculpable. A waste of time, as if time were infinite. 

Only fate and destiny knew. And they were not speaking to 

mere mortals. These conferences of the high deities fell under 



the informational context of need to know: They were in 

control, and he didn’t need to know. 

He glances around him, spotting a greasy-haired man in the red 

Honda next to him. The guy looks to be mid forties, graying 

maybe, wearing the suburban guerilla outfit of sports flak 

jacket and dusty brown flannel shirt. He watches as the guy 

grasps the wheel with one hand, his other hand shifting 

faceward, little finger plunging into the nostril zone, going for 

deep nasal. This would definitely fall under the heading of 

something strange.  

Okay, he was reaching for significance. Nose excavation was 

no strange event on the New York expressways. He shakes his 

head. You really are keyed up, aren’t you old boy? Better get 

home, crack a cold one, think about things in perspective. 

Really. You’ve got to loosen up. 

Merle is crooning to the high country, weaving his tale of 

laborized woe, clarifying his intentions, I Think I’ll Just Stay 

Here and Drink. But on the CD jacket he was frozen in the 

Kodak moment, drinkless, wordless. The Okie From 

Muskogee. in rusty brown tones, suited from an age of 

countrified gentleman, Willy, and Tammy, and Dolly still fresh 

on the hearts and tongues of the adoring legions. He was so 

young there, his sod-busting foot up on a pedestal, ankle high 

boots a testament to his province, pastiche smile deceptively 

glued in place. Advance track cover for the painful years that 

would follow.  

Schmedlap forces a smile. Good old Merle, some things could 

always be counted on to pry you loose from your moorings. 

Then he sinks back to his depths.  

This was not a life, this was a cruel joke. Somewhere 

somebody was laughing. But not him. He found no humor in 

this. A terrible moment when you realize you’ve lost your 



capacity toward humor. Life’s cruelty demands its application. 

Or maybe it wasn’t lost, just misplaced. 

He stares deep into his glass, his thoughts swirling like cirrus, 

like the melted loops of ice drifting through the red amber 

bourbon. Resolution now comes in small crystal tumblers, 

steels the nervous energies of mishandled youth 

An open window drafted for his attention, the peal of birdsong 

testing his ears for impression. But he barely hears them, 

caught only fleeting snatches of their whistling refrain. The 

world had become a dull numbness, a point of fading light 

where nothing that entered ever returned, a claustrophobic 

strangulation in a small room, his knees crunched against his 

chest, eyes bulging with the futile last gasps of breath. 

These were the difficult days, these times when from some 

unknown place the darkness descended, a mountainous blast of 

rumbling misery that seeped into the earth, the air, the water, 

until every living creature, everything that was, reeked of a vile 

nothingness, a sense of everything torn loose from a once 

ordered universe, no way home, no way to restore its 

alignment. 

Thinking of Julia sometimes helped, but mostly only more pain 

would visit. 

He feels like a dying man. 

Although his rational college trained intellect could not accept 

such an obvious opening begging for extrapolation. Aren't we 

all dying from birth, even in those choking, tentative moments 

when life is not yet certain aren't we already on the road to 

death? What if we began the other way around? Started out old 

and gradually became younger, eventually reaching infanthood, 

cradling into mothers tender arms, then, smaller still, curling 

back into her loins, a re-introduction to the love canal, a literal 

Christian rebirth, a back-step to oblivion, diminishing to a 

microscopic gamete, disappearing entirely. 



He lifts his glass and takes a sip. 

Disappearing entirely. What a beautiful concept. He lingers on 

the thought a minute then there she is again, Julia, pushing to 

the front of his crowded brain. Julia. Maybe if he hadn't...? No. 

Don't go there. Destiny has its way after all. There was no 

future that included the two of them together. No divine 

manifestation of true love. She was simply the latest, not the 

last. No point choking on old soup. 

But then, he couldn’t let it go that easy, it wasn’t his way. 

Some people lived happily on the surface. He'd never had the 

luxury. Everything to him was a multilayered ordeal, a mystery 

to be solved, a clue to be unearthed, many levels of hidden 

meaning. His brother Jack seemed to have the gift of skating, 

able to scan the surface of life’s veneer, never venturing to 

question why? Where? Who? What? How? All was simply a 

vast arcade, another game, another adventure.  

Although he did stumble upon the occasional revelatory 

conclusion. At those moments he would call Schmedlap, 

breathless and excited, running to the Sphinx with the elusive 

answer to the eternal riddle. And at those times Schmedlap 

listened like a patient but bored father.  

"Yes Jack. Startling. I know. Isn't that just the way some 

people are? So true, so true." Then he’d hang up the phone, 

shake his head, half wanting to slap his brother for being so 

dense, half wanting to trade places, wondering how refreshing 

it would feel to understand so little again. Like a child. The 

rippling electricity of new discovery coming in the form of 

tying shoes, mastering utensils, talking, writing, reading. Yeah. 

Must be nice. 

Life had become a stagnating, wretched thing, taking far too 

much effort.  

Most days, just the thought of opening his mouth to speak was 

too much to bear. He felt like spiders had taken refuge there, 



keeping his lips sealed with their web-works, and if he 

succeeded in opening his mouth a torrent of violent ugliness so 

horrible would emerge it would spell the end of planetary 

existence. He hadn't tested this theory. But like everything in 

his belief system, he was fairly certain it was true. 

The computer screen blips good morning. He relents. Falls 

back on old ways. "What’s so good about it," he says. Then, 

"Shit. It’s just a dumb computer."  

He looks through his e-mails first, his normal practice. A slurry 

of garbage, the usual three or four e-mails from his boss who it 

seemed had nothing better to do than send e-mails asking for 

analyses, reports, observations, recommendations, proposals. 

Items that in his ever diligent work persona Schmedlap would 

grind out, racing in a feverish sweat, finishing with great 

expedition only to discover a week or two or more would pass 

before the urgently requested communications would even be 

read. Another waste of time, another missed connection, 

another desperate waving of the arms in tenacious quicksand. 

Isn't that what life always came down to? Glorified Shit. Even 

work offered no escape. 

Now the place is abuzz with voices, excited speech. The lost 

tribe of indecisive meeting attendants were on the conference 

room trail; big meetings, big events, big shots clustered ear to 

shoulder, hurried backroom whispers, heads on a platter 

delivered up to the gods of war. There was always something 

imminent, always something wrong, and always something 

askew. Was a time when these affairs used to upset him, in his 

early years, those tender times of apprenticeship when 

everything took on a dark importance, an ominous glowering, 

an imbedded and spiraling tragedy, a drama beyond that 

implied to objective observance.  

But lately, he’d become inured to such happenings, comic 

eyesight gaining the upper slap. Nothing to worry here. Simply 

the impotent waving their flagging tools, attention starved 



eunuchs. What would be the manufactured emergency this 

time? He couldn’t guess, really didn’t care. Although whatever 

it was, he was certain of one thing; it would involve more 

communications, more urgent proposals, more please get me 

this please get me that, more racing around in a blind circle 

only for said communications to lay rotting in a basket 

somewhere, maybe for later retrieval, maybe simply for 

abandonment.  

He taps his pencil on the desk, feeling the frustration well up in 

his temples.  

What a futile existence this was. Not what he had dreamed 

about being when he was little. And what was that, exactly?  

Another multilayered excursion. Now there’s a revelation, 

probably something Jack would appreciate. 

He hated himself for thinking of Jack, wondering why these 

thoughts came at such weird times. Like the tenuous and 

tentative were brotherly invocations. Why should you care 

what he thinks? Jack has his own life. An inefficient out of 

focus life albeit, but still his own. His mind told him it didn’t 

matter, why should it, but yet somehow their psyches were 

intertwined, a tight weave of melancholy togetherness. And in 

the muted colors of his swirling instinct, he knew it had always 

been this way, probably always would be.  

So time and life had passed between and through, yet the 

thread was drawn tighter, reeling inward towards a common 

center that neither was fully aware existed.  

Seeing the words dance on the page had its appeal, but 

longhand provided easier access. He thought of these things 

while shaving, the steam spinning his brazen image into the 

malleable glass canvas. He liked what he saw, none too worse 

for wear, testament not to the years but the miles. 

He meets two men in the courtyard at the orange of dusk. They 

speak to him of his mission. Twice in, once out; is all they say. 



One man looks at his hands, attempting to gather unspoken 

truths. The other looks at him, past him, over him. People mill 

about, some stopping at the fountain, lingering on the statue of 

the pissing boy. Others mumble as they scuffle, unhurried as 

they track the distance.  

He gathers from the terseness and tenseness that this is all the 

information he would need. He ventures to ask. 

"So, that's it then?"  

The two men are silent, looking left and right, nervous, 

expectant. 

 

***** 

 

Mornings in the city come like a whisper of neon explosive. 

This morning denied exception. Light blazes in through the 

crack of blinds, searing his eyes. Twice in, once out. Today 

there would be no time for the stealthy lingering he had so 

acutely perfected over the years. No. Today would be a stash 

and dash out the door in between hurried gulps of old coffee. 

He handles the upset efficiently, only once allowing a small 

dribble to his chin. Then he pulls on his coat and makes for the 

exit. He remembers to hang the Do Not Disturb sign as he 

leaves, checking twice to make sure all is locked and secure. 

Beach crowds were a curiosity. Rotating loops of bodies 

moving about, some wandering, some with purpose, most 

lingering at some level, hanging in the haze of overcast sky. 

These thoughts flood his mind now at this moment of extreme 

suspicion and uneasiness, a moment he wishes with all that is 

in him had never come, would never transpire, yet it has and 

his mind drifts back to a brief stretch of footloose time when he 

toured the California beaches, hot winds, hot women, girls who 

came on so much like women he felt he needed to ask for ID 



before asking them out for a coffee. He remembers one 

particular day a woman standing at the railing, leaning out over 

the tumbling ocean peaks. He imagined her mounted to the 

bow of a pirate ship, her rounded breasts ample protection 

against the angry gods of the sea. A young boy sailed past on a 

skateboard, yelling to his friends who tumbled into a run 

behind him. A pounding of tattered sneakers rumbled across 

the tiered plankway. The pier shook and bounced. He 

wondered if the pylons had been retrofitted lately. Earthquakes, 

you know. Who could say that shit like this didn’t bring them 

on? He felt a chill rocket through his bones. His shoulders 

tensed, the hairs on his legs bristled. The ocean air was 

something to get used to. It had been a long time since he’d 

walked along the pier, mister adventurous traveler he was not, 

even though he stayed only two miles away. 

He heads out to commence his assignment and the mini-wagon 

in front of him is bursting with offspring. One of those 

European bubble-pod creations. Their small wiry bodies strain 

at the seatbelts. The windows molded around their shoulders. A 

misery of six people squeezed into a clamshell.  

He imagines the fatal impact, semi trailer sliding into the 

movable coffin, viscera squeezing out the sides, jelly donut of 

steel, and flesh, and blood. 

Cars needed to be large, offer some measure of protection. Just 

high speed humans strapped to the back of a rocket, destruction 

imminent. Should have thought of that while touring the car 

lot. Maybe that instead of "oh, how cute," and "gee, I've always 

wanted a bug!" 

Idiots. Didn't know what they were getting themselves into. 

People needed to be more careful, diligent, disciplined, like 

him. Yeah. Everybody like him. 

 

***** 



 

From the vantage point of his center situated desk, Schmedlap 

had a good view of the entire office. A veritable zoo-front 

window of human existence. Little oddities of behavior that 

would go unnoticed in a larger context, stood apart loud as land 

mines. This provided him an endless form of entertainment.  

Marvin walks like a chimpanzee. Just recently, scientists have 

determined that the HIV virus originated with chimps. 

Schmedlap wondered if mister monkey-walker knew that. He 

also wondered if Jillian—the woman with the sink-yourself-

between-these hips—had kept abreast of her science updates. 

Last he recalled, she had somewhat of a "thing" for the monkey 

man. And he couldn't help but understand that this was all 

wrong, as he, Schmedlap, had a bigger thing for her. 

She has the face of a Crivelli angel, the thighs of a viselike 

grip. Nothing she could invent to hold him away could do 

anything but draw him closer. If there were a God, surely he 

would allow him a sweet slumbering death wrapped between 

the wetness of her long legs; legs that are as single words that 

open up into continents of lost dreams.  

Emotion and intellect do not often go hand in hand as human 

frailty intercedes, he thinks. Yet let me not remand myself to 

the authority of certain words invented by some pretty fellows, 

for while has been defied that all new affected Modes of 

Speech are the first perishing parts in any language, 

nonetheless leave us be frugal in disbursements thereof. First 

the liquor; then to lick her. 

"Got me a bigger THING for you, girlie. Wanna go monkey? 

Come to my side of town." 

Day became night became day and night again and in a 

showering explosion of love and hate and sweat and vengeance 

a rocketing semen blast brought the ceiling down upon them.  



Jillian bends over at the waist, flashing her hot spot to him as 

he sits back against the headboard having a smoke. The after 

sex smoke, never better than this. 

"So, I suppose you think this seals it then, right? You got me I 

got you babe Sonny and Cher revisited, yes? You cocksure 

cocksman. How dare you presume. You are pathetic!!" 

He heard her say this, he knows he did. Yet her lips, both pair, 

moved not. Oh Schmedlap, so self absorbed. Perhaps he 

slipped in recrimination sludge on his way to the eatery. The 

feast had come, quit unexpected, and yes, truth be told, he was 

feeling a bit cock-of-the-walk. How could he know that a 

simple, "Wanna get a cup of coffee?" would turn into a 

firestorm of unrequited torrentially released passion. The 

woman was an animal!  

Still, he was caught in a wave of shock and awe. Okay, he's 

had his affairs of course, he was a man, a DOG if you will, but 

still, there was an order of magnitude, a league one ascended or 

descended to as the case may be, his league being somewhere 

north of farm team but not quite the majors. Yet this latest 

conquest, Jillian, THE Jillian, reigning star of his fantasy quest, 

was seemingly out of the loop on this information, didn't get 

the memo, didn't see the billboard swinging Schmedlap, 

wallowing in the shadows with fear in his eyes clamoring for 

her attention. The word LOSER all but branded on his 

forehead.  

Yes, a horribly deficient self-image.  

Then suddenly, the gods of perversion and sexuality smiled 

upon him. And he knew with them it was always a quid pro 

quo arrangement. What would it be? Nail someone's ugly gap 

toothed sister to set the world in balance? Wouldn't be the first 

time, truly. He just hated being beholden to any person, place, 

or thing.  



Yet he cannot help but feel gaily giddy at his stroke of luck. He 

uses that word freely, unabashedly, why should he bow to 

those who appointed the term of perfect frivolity, gay, to 

signify homosexual or lesbian types. Reclaim, reclaim, reclaim. 

Hereby announce a mass reclamation. If he felt gay, and he 

most assuredly did, what need or concern of his was it that the 

ever weak social structure bowed to this lexiconic tyranny. He 

felt GAY, in full 300 point font, gay as in I-fucked-this-ten-

amongst-tens-and-I'm-so-happy-I-could-shit-diamonds-oh-

Christ-may-it-come-again…soon! 

She sidles up to him now, smiles oh so coyly, takes the 

cigarette from his mouth and gives it a long hard kill-that-baby 

drag before passing it back. 

"Hmm…that's what I call a good suck!" 

Schmedlap involuntarily raises his eyebrows unsure how to 

receive this, less yet sure if a response is required. Boy, has it 

really been THAT long son? 

Finally, summoning through pusillanimity and phlegm, 

"Uh…yeah, I guess. Would be kinda…," trailing into oblivion, 

mouth hanging open, horse left slobbering at the trough look 

about him. 

"Guys like that, right? A girl who can suck like a vacuum and 

smile as she swallows?" 

"Uhm, yeah I guess…" 

"Again you guess? Don't you know?" 

Uh oh, the direct challenge. A challenge to his knowledge, to 

his masculinity. He was a man, a GUY, if you will. Should he 

not acknowledge like all cocksure Lotharios would that YES, 

he would not mind a girl of those talents. 

He notices the air stifling him as he tugs at his imaginary shirt 

collar. Getting steamy, mighty steamy in this small enclosure. 

But Jillian was a go ahead girl. Did not wait for directions 



before crossing a busy street. Did not look before she leapt off 

a treacherous promontory. In a sense, she was the embodiment 

of Danger Girl. Thus, his response slow as a constipated cat, 

she takes matters into her own hands…literally. 

And as her hand sweeps across his lounging lap lizard bringing 

it quickly to attention, Schmedlap realizes he indeed had his 

hands full of something as yet undetermined. Oh Jillian, my 

Jillian (has he earned the right to say my?). A Shakespearian 

spin delays passage to my lips, as your lips make haste to 

places exhausted: 

And yet not cloy thy lips with loathed satiety,  

But rather famish them amid their plenty,  

Making them red and pale with fresh variety,  

Ten kisses short as one, one long as twenty:  

A summer's day will seem an hour but short,  

Being wasted in such time-beguiling sport. 

 

***** 

 

Schmedlap, in moments of gloom or sexual surcease waxes 

lyrical, uncoiling word upon word on canvas clean and 

unfeeling. Apparently recent events have put him in the swirl 

of demons and demigods… 

A toast to the end of innocence, a toast to our Blank 

Generation and let’s raise our middle-fingered goblets to the 

world. What exactly is in us? What diabolical chemical 

combinations are present in our cranial, compelling our neural 

synapses to fire in this fully automatic, 9mm fashion?  

In this world of hypocrisy we can't deny this undeniable 

dilemma, this over-stimulation of the mind. Smoking kills your 



babies. Smoking gives you cancer. Smoking makes you less of a 

person. You'll read this on cigarette packages and feel bad that 

you're buying into your cravings as you suck back the sweet 

nectar of nicotine and feel the undeniable sensation of it 

coursing through your veins like white-hot heroin.  

Somewhere in the back of your subconscious you'll feel bad, 

but you won't be happy until you spark up another dart.  

And your kids will listen to cathartic music puffing on light 

cigarettes wondering how their lives went wrong. What life 

went wrong? They'll sit in their rooms covered in 

miscellaneous digital equipment and various narcotic 

paraphernalia and feel they have it the worst.  

How about I send you over to Afghanistan where Osama Bin-

Laden is hiding out with the constant threat of total 

annihilation compliments of America.  

How about I send you over with the Cubans so they can make 

you their Vietnamese buggering slave of the week.  

So go and generate yourself with another induction of liquid 

coke and watch your walls turn green with the illusions of self-

manifested depression. Run into your well-structured garage 

and sit in your Lincoln Navigator with a thick banana wedged 

into the exhaust pipe and inhale your sorry excuse for a 

teenage adolescence goodbye.  

You'll sit in your semen smelling room with Marilyn Manson 

pumping out 150 watts from your stolen speakers and you'll 

think to yourself. I haven't gotten laid in my life, my mom and 

dad are crack addicts, I like to jerk-off to sick German fetish 

videos, my life is useless. Well indeed it is useless, but you're 

the sorry fuck that's going to blow your left hemisphere away. 

Tsk Tsk  

Often times, I contemplate the causes for emotional destitution 

faced by our generation we so generously refer to as humans. 

Are you troubled because your toenail polish is fading? Are 



you weeping because your new Nike's became blotted with the 

blackness of your anal cavity? And why in the name of 

Jehoshaphat are you bubbling in a piss pot because your 

grandmother tore a thread from your new Thrifty's sweatshirt? 

Shouldn't you be more concerned about your Crabs, or your 

concurring syphilis within the bowels of your fallopian tubes? 

Or the fact that every day of your little existence you buy into 

trends and pop-culture because you're not satisfied with the 

real you, thus covering your life with a transparent blanket, 

blinding what is you, and what is real.  

There are far more important things in this life than the 

consistent problems with your ingrown toenails. Take for 

example little Ethiopian children or children of the sort. They 

would eat a load of feces (well probably), for one morsel of 

rice. But, of course, everyone doesn't really give a fairy 

godmother’s hangnail about those little skid-marks. In any 

case, by now you're probably wondering why I'm rambling 

about shit I don't like. Are you saying to yourself 'well if this 

guy thinks everyone in the world is so fucked up, what makes 

him so much better?' Simply because my revolutionized 

testicles have made my existence surpass others! No, no, I am 

just a simple sap that has the capability of identifying the 

shortcomings of society and along with some, have the 

genitalia to express my thoughts in a mature and educated 

fashion. Yes, yes!  

It seems a never-ending constant. I go out into public (i.e. 

malls, movies, work etc) and I see people who work themselves 

into a load of stress over the smallest of matters. Why bother 

losing your hair over some girl that called you a bitch? Or 

some guy that slept with your best friend; it's non-stop that you 

hear these little whispers being tossed from ear to ear: secrets 

and gossip and rumors. It's all one pointless charade after 

another. Some little 12 year old wearing a silver sparkly tube-

top with the name BRITNEY SPEARS written across the top, 

and you can hear her from down the hall talking about how 



Joanne stole her favorite colored shoelaces. Or the little 

giggles that consume these little bastard children when they 

can't seem to find a seat in the Movie; these little aspects are 

liable enough to drive any normal person insane.  

History is a difficult passage through Dimensions of shame, the 

dangers of depleted uranium, medically preposterous 

diseases… 

It was unclear exactly what happened, but through a 

combinatronix of advanced theoretical chemistry and 

technically nonexistent DNA interpolation a superior chemical 

warfare agent delivery system was developed, thus ushering in 

the Year of the Cockroach.  

The world stood still and held its terrified breath afraid to 

disclose their twenty: the bugs were about. 

And in the cold aftermath they carry on, each one, carry on as 

best they can, as they did before, before the thing which cannot 

be talked about without a mountain spring vomit of emotional 

artillery deployed through the incisions of time. A cloud has 

weight, more weight than their lives now, suspended as they 

are in hyperreality, all construction for tomorrow’s beginning 

postponed indefinitely, put on arctic ice block with forgotten 

yesterdays, hoping for disease infusion. A trap was set and now 

it is sprung. If they can only remember, remember, remember 

to forget, the willful amnesia that can push the present into a 

fugue state not stone and tar reality but more lucid dream state, 

bringing about a time perhaps when free will is again safe. But 

not without this.  

It is unofficial leaders of the amnesiacs who show the way, the 

powerful elixir of forgetting is indeed the panacea. Children of 

hostility cower and crawl, survival taking hold. This is what 

they have now. Mother, father, where are you, why have you 

forsaken me? No answer save the shrill whistle of dead 

tomorrows never to arrive. When the horses ran free the colts 

were killed by the blade of Damocles.  



Now all is balmy and treacle as corpuscular molasses. The 

elixir of the river Lethe will rage full bore. Only in this way 

can they hope to rise to life again. Until that day remaining 

dazed and temporarily dead is the best defense, the senses 

muted below the level of sensation for a term in order to live 

again. 

He has compressed his mind into a claustrophobically tight 

mental space, a place he would be best served by avoiding. 

His eyes spontaneously go whack, blurred as a smeary finger 

painting, colossally kindergarten, drifting now to a distant 

mindscape. He had witnessed atrocities he could barely 

comprehend. Men forced to eat their own intestines, women 

with bloody thighs pinned down under grunting males, babes 

clutched by their tiny limbs and smashed face-first into 

walls…. 

Underlying it all, he sensed not one battle, but decades of 

skirmish and ambush, truce and betrayal, wearing the hunted 

down, driving them to their final extinction, not just in the hills, 

but across all of Earth. He blinked, and the double vision 

cleared. 

Had to get a handle on these episodes, seize the upper hand, 

must, Schmedlap, must, as if driving terse imperatives into his 

silly putty skull would tip the balance, blaze his cart over and 

beyond the tipping point, to that world, that single immutable 

world where everything achieved sharp clarity of sense, 

conveyed in a way a child could understand. It had to be out 

there. Had to be. He’d stake his miserable life on it. And 

maybe one day he would arrive at that hallowed doorstep, open 

it wide, stroll those halls where wonder and irrepressible joy 

were constant companions. Until such eventuality he would 

remain tethered and yoked to the terror of knowing what this 

world is about; firsthand. 

 



***** 

 

A mad scientist with bushy black beard, bald head and thick 

glasses, who espouses radical policies like building an atomic 

bomb, steps to the podium and screeches out his name: ``My 

name is Eneas!!!'' Now there's a colorful candidate with a 

definite flair for theatrics. And just think, all done in the simple 

context of saying his name.  

Perhaps there is something to learn here, so U.S. politicians 

take note: It's not how much you say, but HOW you say it. In 

other words, keep it short and direct, saving the 

inconsequential details of your campaign platforms and 

personal philosophies for your memoirs. Or better yet, bury 

them in the trash with yesterday's ideologies.  

As for Schmedlap, his advocacy goes to Eneas Carneiro. He 

may be an opportunistic, destructive, maniacal madman; but 

he's got style, AND he keeps it all within the frame of a three 

second introduction. In these modern times of informational 

overload, the less said the better. And where politics are 

concerned, just the name will suffice.  

To paraphrase a popular fashion icon, it's not how you feel, but 

how you look! So shut up and report to wardrobe. After all, it's 

the image that the American voters, are really interested in. Just 

package it, perfume it, stand it in from of the TV cameras and 

let the mechanics of consumerism take over.  

This is capital de-MOCK-racy at its finest, baby...ROLL 'EM!! 

Perhaps we could use some colorful candidates like these in the 

USA? 

Rolls and rolls of contraband mingled in the dust as the 

spooked wheels of Schmedlap's desire flew down the chimney 

breach. The bleached sky uttered ineradicable expressions of 

yearning, avarice, sobbing, cheering. Cheerleaders drizzled into 

the misted land. Better than butter with less fat. A bulging 



peach ran into the leering daylight with her blouse undone. 

Buzzards sailed overhead, varying their circle of hover, wings 

curling rapturous at the prospects of death, eyes curiously 

squinting in the hot sun, scouting what was afoot beneath them 

in the pestilence of desert. A rodent squealed in fright. Martha 

slapped Mary for living in sin. Jesus laughed ferocious at the 

claims of hunkered priests, monks, holy turtles, breath spray 

salesmen, that time was soon coming to an end.  

All in all, the hours of Eastern Standard Time operation were 

grinding, clattering, ricocheting, undulating on their way to 

another day.  

Pacific Standard Time accepted the challenge.  

The flood plains rise up above the balding, twisted, lime-etched 

heads of terra firma. Sand dunes open their voracious mouths 

to ingest unwary travelers during Mexican Revolution Day, 

tongues lolling at the snake-bitten sky, teetering on the 

indefinite edge between dream and horror, rising, falling, 

dancing, crying, and swallowing the gods and freedoms of a 

culture far beyond the grasp of white reality.  

Bronze beach bimbos bounce breastily into the mighty surf, 

nippling the crests, lipping the foam, grasping with hungry 

loins all the life sister ocean would surrender. While away in a 

cheap motel room, Attila Larchmont masturbated lonely into 

the fiery morning sun. 

 

***** 

 

Sometimes, when you're after something, what you get is 

nothing. The universe is a great equalizer. Making sure each 

gets accorded his or her own. Many a question rails against 

something so profound. Makes you think this has all been 



preplanned, thought out, a curious déjà vu of something 

already past therefore easily predicted, no?  

Schmedlap isn't quite sure about this, never is fully 

comfortable in discussions of metaphysics. 

"Ummm…I…I…I dunno. Mebbe. It's just all so…weird."  

"Yeah. Weird. Good way to put it."  

And again, Schmedlap lands on his feet amid Hell's half acre. 

The dragon opens his mouth, spewing molten lava and 

Schmedlap glides down the hill on elevator skids. How he does 

it he doesn't know. Fears knowing would screw up the magic 

this uncontrollable power holds.  

They haul off down the mountain, scuffing over hedges, brown 

and rusted, outgrown yesterdays of green verdure, dandelions 

and curtsied tree stumps, dead birds no longer fluid, a martyr's 

requiem of failed pursuits. This island paradise contains within 

its viselike grip many examples of life cut short, altogether 

constituting a macrocosm of madness. 

"Do you still play the Didjeridu, Tierra?"  

Tierra pauses a megamicrosecond before answering. 

"Yeah, I guess so. Gave it up for awhile but now I'm back at 

it."  

"Gave it up," Schmedlap ponders, "Why?"  

"Oh, I don't know. Just lost the heart for it I suppose, being the 

last time I played it was at the 44th squadron funeral…" 

Right. The pieces come back to him now, interwoven within a 

dense fabric of pain. Those days of vibrant color were the 

fabulous months of his glory, now past. What then would 

happen to him now? Pusillanimous pisilliciounest, a 

splendifornicationary dream. A weave is only a weave till it 

comes loose.  



He senses the weave of his life unwinding, splitting for 

different corners of the galaxy, all at the speed of thought 

which is equal by at least half to the Speed of Light. Especially 

flying high on a hit of dark roast coffee. That and a luxurious 

Cohiba. Put them together and he could think thoughts big and 

bold and beyond the wildest imaginings. But now? Logjam.  

"So tell me, Tierra. Where you off to?"  

He asks this question really hoping she will answer, needing 

her to answer, needing something, anything to spare him going 

back over the details of the funeral. Too late, the memories 

come flooding back. A dismally dark day, unlike any other, 

thick, heavy clouds tumbling across the galaxy of sky. 

Schmedlap was shivering under his paltry umbrella, taking he 

thought sufficient shelter from the oncoming monsoon.  

But he was wrong.  

He had the most unsettling of feelings, as if the entire squadron 

were flying overhead, not the planes, the ghosts of the pilots, 

all 144 of them floating by on their way to wherever it was 

people went after the big hammer fell. This feeling played on 

his deeply superstitious nature and he didn't like it one bit.  

Just when you thought all the bad stuff was behind you it came 

back up to stare you dead in the eyes and laugh. No doubt 

about it; this was not a banner day in the life of Schmedlap.  

She, this epic force among women, had breathed her being into 

existence. Cybernetics gave her the excuse, the cover she likes 

to say, Information Flow became her vehicle as she had 

decided to do what she wanted, was fed up with what she 

considered the Ideology of Information, Technology's need for 

certain secrecy. She could never, would never believe the lie: 

l'acivite sexuelle detache sentiellement une transgression. 

Information Technology and business then should be a 

question of mouth and ear. She didn't care who was going to 

conduct it.  



A double standard always applied: Men were men, women 

were expendable. 

This she knew, this she had suffered at the hands and various 

other body parts of numerous and sundry aggressors. No 

wonder then she had decided to opt for causing the beast to eat 

itself. Ce magnifique, n'est pas? 

All the stupid, ignorant, dumb men she left drooling for more. 
Pay up buttercup! Her favorite quip. And sure enough, they 

did, she staying at the top of her form so no one had reason to 

doubt they were receiving a generous gift at a small price. But 

the recipient of the gift was now and would always be Tierra. 

She took them, their money, their favors, their pathetic 

fantasies and plugged them in one port and out the other, no 

more useful to her than yesterday's news. 

Schmedlap figures she doesn’t want to answer his lame 

question, really just saying something to hear himself talk, he 

thinks maybe he should try something more along the lines 

of..."How about a drink, sweet cheeks?" 

So begins another quest, another capture, and already she 

knows the final score. The game is fixed in her favor. She nods 

her assent, her eyes round pools of distant melancholy and 

childlike innocence, a vast landscape where so many have 

sought to command her, but failed pathetically, and no sooner 

do the drinks arrive than her benefactor begins his spiel: 

dreams he wants to talk of…dreams. 

"Yeah, so like I've got this dream of traveling everywhere, you 

know? Around the world in 80 days and all that stuff? I mean, 

what is life for, right?"  

"Oh yeah…totally", she says, lapsing into her overtly sexy, 

overly agreeable persona. "Traveling is a gas!"  

He eyes her suspiciously as if she just let a vulgarism pass, but 

he knows he's just punning. Still it strikes him as funny this 

idea of gas, putting him suddenly in a playful mood. 



"Traveling, yeah, a 'gas' as The Stones say, it's a gas gas gas."  

He thinks he made a major funny but her face is unchanged 

from an aspect of mild politesse. 

Undaunted, on he charges: "Anyhoo, how about a little 'indoor 

traveling,' you know? I mean, eat, drink, man, woman…?"  

The play. So soon. She figures he can't help himself, want's to 

get there so soon. Impatient. She hopes he has more staying 

power than that when he's down on the mat. But she doesn't 

want to give herself away. She must act Demure. 

"Excuse me," she says, batting her eyelashes, throwing hook-

laced chum in the waters" is that some sort of a come on?"  

He chokes on his mouthful of whiskey, turns a few shades of 

red, breaks a noticeable sweat on his upper lip area. She figures 

he's never tried that one before, maybe has been practicing and 

saving it up awhile. She feels somehow special, almost 

virginal.  

Sheepish, suddenly shy, he's at a momentary loss for words, 

then, "Oh…um…sorry…got ahead of myself. I don't normally 

act that way. Shi…I mean, hell! Guess I'm just a big dope. 

Forgive me?"  

He holds up his drink in some kind of toast. To her he looks 

like a lost schoolboy, begging forgiveness from his idolized 

teacher, and she wouldn't want to tarnish her idol status for this 

sweet boy now would she?  

"Um…hey. It's okay. I'm just… opening up now, scary 

territory. I've been hurt real bad and I'm being very cautious 

about moving too fast."  

There it is, on the table, the trump card of pain. She has just 

given something rare, and she knows it. To him it's just another 

lame broad 



Still, he wouldn’t mind diving into her love wagon, swallowing 

mouth after mouth of hot brewed Tierra, a bit of honey if you 

please. And he harbors no illusions about his longevity. Not as 

good as he once was but good once as he ever was. Something 

like that. Make it worth her investment he most certainly 

would. Guaranteed. Though guarantees get kind of iffy. Second 

guesses himself so rapaciously he barely moves forward. 

Doesn't have a phalanx of legal types to back him up with 

reams of disclaimers and exclusions. Read the small print, 

that's where the action happens. 

"Hey, that’s okay, really. Maybe we just like hang here a bit, 

knock back a few, talk...stuff." 

Tierra hears this carefully worded treatise of peace, rubric of 

the hunt suspended, and her silently sliding melancholia gives 

way to random, vivid, wildly dangerous thoughts. 

"Maybe...but you never have shown me that hot tub you told 

me about once, and a good hot soaking sounds 

so...hot...mmm," the murmur escapes her lips, can’t take it back 

gracefully, feels herself getting gushy, soft, like she’s been 

unmoored from her self-imposed dock of restraint. A blush 

rises up to color her cheeks with a tint of promise. Schmedlap 

eyes her uncomfortably, stuffs his fist deep in his pocket, and 

notices he’s already getting a chubby. Really old boy, are 

things that desperate? As always, ready to drop trou at the first 

hint of promise. You should really look into your disorder. 

She flips her hair slowly, gives him a soulful, all-consuming, 

trouser shredding look, "can we?" 

Okay, he will look into it in great depth. But not tonight. Time 

is ripe for a bit of a moon dance. Clothing optional. 

 

***** 

 



The plaintive strains of Tchaikovsky, Sayram, Akdil, Elgar, 

Grana passed into the historical air, floating in from the State 

Conservatoire. The Conservatoire operated as the national 

greenhouse for the local talent, where Schmedlap, going into 

deep cover, poses as Blairmount Shallotte, an impressionistic 

architect who uses limestone and date-palm leaves for his 

existential creations, walked around the streets of Ankara. The 

lazy hues of greens and golds and blues were shimmering off 

the merchant stands as he wandered, thinking about his first 

solo exhibition at Ashram Hall. He runs through his cover 

back-story. As an apprentice he had dreamed about arriving to 

this place of unknowable wonders, but now that it was here 

upon him, it settled upon him like a noxious cloud.  

And, well, he didn't wish to seem ungrateful, or arrogant, or 

any number of other adjectives—or were those nouns? He 

couldn't align his brain and tongue at the moment, but the truth 

was—though according to Tierra he wouldn't know truth if it 

bit his cock, and in so doing to illustrate her point, won for 

herself the first and last face-slap of his life—he didn't any 

longer know if this is what he really wanted to do, this, art-

chitecture as it was now called, in his honor he supposed, and a 

strange manner of happening these things in life, these 

miserable little things that no matter how hard you endeavor 

against them just rise up from the gutters to dominate your life.  

Hadn't he intended on being a painter? That's what Schmedlap 

had wanted before going military spec ops, now adopting cover 

personas as needed. Seems a thousand and twelve lifetimes ago 

now. Yet at one time, he had his little youth-crazed-drowning-

in-lust-and-the-thought-of-all-the-naked-women-who-would-

pose-for-him-mind set on it. Dreamt Technicolor dreams about 

it. A brilliantly adventurous surrealist Inspired and informed by 

de Chirico, Dali.  

Once, that's all he had wanted. That and the key to unlock 

Murielle's padlocked panties. Snatched that sweet key, sampled 

her wares, begged off a tearful goodbye as he slipped out the 



window after the midnight snack. But such simplicities were 

well behind him now he was part of the in crowd, a crowned 

jewel, an architectural Da Vinci, an impressionistic 

construction worker. Forget the melting clocks and floating 

heads pal, you're on a new course now; hoodwinked, 

shanghaied, never heeding the advice of your true friend 

mediocrity and going for the flash and sizzle of excellence 

instead. Maybe you and Faust have more in common than you 

care to admit?  

Later in the day, as he was passing by the main street and the 

first in a series of cultural activities scheduled around 

bookstores and cafes, each Turkish girl he saw was this year's 

beauty. The Tuz Lake people had organized the event, so he 

knew he was by the college of ill repute, by where Ergün Ali 

Talat and Seçil Öztürk sat at outdoor cafés and sipped twin 

cooked Turkish coffees, thick and dark, with small dabs of 

sugar.  

At EMU Cultural Centrex, the Nestorian claim, their sandy 

skin charmed him, hypnotized him, the way they would blink 

their eyes of dark Asbury. His mind drifted to Turkey, 1964, 

the drizzling summer when cellist Hakki Münir Ertekün burned 

away, winning his eternal love, the same way he had loved the 

legs on this girl in 1984 who won first place in a young turk 

competition, drawing from him an eternity of lustful gaze.  

He could not believe how that one wore her tender years the 

way he played in France, her with the Mediterranean Dolma 

beads. The Turkish girls never failed to light his bone box. 

Even the repulsive ones he longed to lick. Yet that was before 

he had performed many concerts, both in rocky crags and from 

sparse hillsides.  

He sat down next to a cellist from the Kazizamir state 

symphony orchestra, hoping for attention. This one looked 

younger than the ones he had seen sitting around the cafés. 

Short thick hair, black as onyx, little ringlets spilling from her 



head like the Hanging Gardens of Babylon. An ancient beauty 

of the young world. Ready for the plucking of his cultured 

fingers.  

Mummies fascinated him, gained his reverence even. But a 

beauty such as this, a Cleopatra untouched who in addition had 

the sensitivity, discipline, innate curiosity of a trained concert 

musician, well… 

Afterward they walk together downtown, visiting the shops and 

vendor stands. On display were intricate meerschaum pipes, 

bone boxes, colorful dishes, perfume jars, each phallic jar 

depicting a romantic scene of lovers waiting for lovers. He 

spoke incessantly, not wanting the spaces to reclaim her, steal 

her away from him as she had been before he had begged her 

attention. She remains passive and quiet, still waters running 

deep, becoming more mystical and intriguing by the minute. 

They come to a café and sit down. He immediately orders 

coffee. She orders yoghurt. He asks if she would perhaps care 

for a baklava. She nods politely, an affirmation? But then 

smiles in a dismissive sort of way.  

"There are so many treats to investigate. Maybe we should 

broaden our perspective?"  

The way she spoke, saying we when she obviously meant him. 

So sensitive, intelligent, enigmatic. 

"Sure," he answers, hoping he hadn't inadvertently opened 

himself up to a practical joker, someone who would make him 

eat slimy grubs or grasshoppers on a skewer. 

The waiter comes to their table and she orders, speaking fast 

and incoherent in the local patois, leaving him to absorb her 

melody, further shrouding her in the mysteries of foreign 

intensity. She turns to him. "I think you will like what I have 

for you."  



He looks into her deep, inscrutable eyes, wondering if a double 

entendre was intended by these words of ambiguity. But 

nothing could be discerned from her darkness. Only the serene 

stillness of a deep and ancient pool.  

When the food arrives it is a veritable Sultan's Spread. Deserts 

that were visually appealing as they were taste sensations; 

sutlac, tavuk gogsu, kazandibi, names that as she pronounces 

them to his virgin ears would bring a sparkle of mischief to her 

eyes.  

"This one is kadayif," she says, "maybe you have seen it 

before?"  

He nods yes though he isn't sure. But then, even that he knew 

with absolute certainty was fuzzy to him now, lost in the swirl 

of passionate forgetfulness, enraptured as he was with this 

divine beauty who sat across from him, initiating him into the 

secrets of her national cuisine.  

"There is a certain…oh the word, the word," her mind contorts 

to wrap around this still foreign tongue, so strong it is 

palpable," yes, sensuality to sweet-meats, agreed?" fluttering 

her eyebrows, modulating near the frequency of the human 

brain's alpha rhythm, pushing him toward epileptic fit.  

"So if you smoke a sausage…" Schmedlap launching into deep 

hyperspace consciousness, throwing a grappling line to the koi 

fish pond.  

"You mean like hookah pipe?"  

Amazingly she bites. "Yeah, like hookah pipe. Oh…cousin 

Shoo showed me this once."  

He stares at her hard, realizing for the first time that he is 

enjoined with a woman, maybe still a girl, whose family tree 

had gone straight up, no branches, perhaps even attaching to 

itself the possibility of little mongoloids running barefoot 

through the kitchen at some later date, the gene pool spliced 



with abnormalities who could ever guess at and he wondered to 

himself, he hoped not out loud, if he made love to this girl and 

something BAD—meaning pregnant—happened, and she did 

as young girls do, kept the baby, her love child, what then? If 

the love child turned out to be a Barnum freak? A three limbed 

years of doctors and special schools and well meaning but 

ineffective experts preaching don't be forlorn it's god's unique 

miracle from hell, then what? Talking himself out of pussy? 

Why was he doing this? Lately this seemed to be the natural 

détente position in his logic.  

Maybe he was gay. 

He found it best to skedaddle before he got too deep into her 

sweet hunkarbegendi honey pot. Another misfire at gonad 

central. 

Back into the cruel daylight. Back up where there were only 

peddlers running around the dusty outdoor pavilions with their 

wares, screaming and shouting and beating on their monkeys, 

camels, beasts of burden in all shapes and sizes, he felt 

somehow most at peace, even in amongst the cursing and 

yelling, street side pissing and shitting, bundle after horde after 

army of tourists being dropped in by the truckload like a C30 

had landed right in the middle of town, spilling all manner of 

capitalist rubbish and invading marauders into the ancient city.  

He looked up into the sky and saw the hands of Allah spread 

out over the jumbling masses, a faint smile on his weary face, 

that despite the years of dislocated, misunderstood outbursts of 

anger and annihilation, like the drunken father who although he 

rants and raves, destroys the house and beats on the wife and 

kids yet deep down loves them dearly, told of the unending 

love a creator feels for his creations; no matter how silly, dim-

witted, or plain disgusting they are.  

A large truck bursting with white towel wrapped workers, 

colorful bundles, boxes, and wooden slatted sides, spun around 

the corner, skinning his nose, sending him spinning backwards 



against the stone wall of the commissary building, crumbling 

and sliding down to the sidewalk. He groveled in the dusty 

stones, his knees burning and stinging. He reached up to swab 

at his forehead and came away with a smear of blood. His teeth 

felt as if he had bitten into pumice. An intrusion of beetles 

scurried across his fingers. And as if in defense, a burning rage 

shot up from his back, shuddering him to his joints.  

Dream states such as these would one day be the death of him, 

walking oblivious into the busy maniac behind the wheel 

streets of foreign countries, and now this time almost was his 

last.  

He struggled to his feet, brushing the dust from his clothes, the 

truck continuing on its journey, never looking back to see if the 

near hit survived, the blaring music and the shouting and 

chanting of the brown skinned workers rising from the dusty 

streets like a great bird of prey. Except for the fact that he was 

on his butt against the wall of the commissary, everything else 

around him carried on as before, his brush with near death not 

even registering on the Turkish hey-what's-going-on-here 

scale. But then it was his own fault anyway, wasn't it? 

Thinking of her again. Every time he did it seemed something 

tragic would almost befall him. Maybe it was a sign.  

So what's it gonna be Schmedlap aka Shallotte? Another day at 

the office, staring out the window, ignoring the projects piling 

up on your overburdened desk? Even though you're the Head 

Honcho, the Big Cheese, the Grand Poobah things have to get 

done, but instead you are wandering over to the coffee machine 

for the fifth time this morning before the clock strikes nine, 

stopping to lust over your secretary, little Evangelique miss-

foreign-exchange something or other. How in the world did he 

get talked into hiring her he'd never know, for although lust 

inspiring gorgeous she wouldn't know how to file or sort or do 

anything in this office if it bit her cute, tight, little ass. Not a 

bad idea that. Peristaltic pump engaged, be her wooden tower 

of strength.  



And after all your jerk-off fantasies involving her how about a 

bit of pride? A simple hey wanna go out with me? A nice quick 

dinner and a slow fuck? Huh? Actually doing something about 

it? After all you ARE the boss.  

No, too shifty, underhanded, taking unfair advantage of an 

obviously counterweighted situation. Other less ethical, slimier 

guys did it all the time, considered it their god-given right. But 

not him. Too much guilt involved, the white man's burden. 

She's without a doubt one of the most beautiful women he's 

ever seen. If anything sexual would happen it would be her 

move first. Not that he wasn't tempted to upset the apple cart, 

run in and make his fantasies come to life, stomp, demand, 

muscle her across the littered desk and take her screaming and 

wet into a pool of lust to rewrite the history of the sexes. He 

was just…well…SCARED! To get locked insider her delicious 

quim offers no chance eleventh hour pardon.  

A terrifying result of living between two worlds as he had been 

of late. One, the Grande Olde U.S. of A., the place of this 

youth, the land of fortune, opportunity, Miss Liberty standing 

proud, skyrockets, bottle caps, hot dogs, hamburgers, baseball, 

on and on.  

But most of all, the one country in the world where men and 

women simply allowing themselves the inherent pleasures of 

being men and women, specifically, freedom to fuck; was not 

taken as an act of war against god. Unlike these third world 

cesspools where even pronouncing the word sex was enough to 

earn 50 lashes, beating to within a millimeter of life, or worse.  

Prepare yourselves for martyrdom.  

Because of such a strained dichotomy of thought and ideology, 

he had to exercise extreme caution, read that PARANOIA, 

when visiting. After all, he was a tainted American, debauched 

from birth, actually daring to believe that after sucking titty for 

sustenance man should pursue the glorious nipple for tactile 

satisfaction exclusively. But let that happen in Turkey brother 



and well…let's just say he was intimately attached to his limbs, 

enough said.  

When he was back in the states, he used to love the glimmer of 

sin in their eyes as he walked around in the drooling Illinois 

heat. It was the day after Root Slaughter Day, celebration of 

the Burmese Revolution. On holidays and paydays, this place 

was always crowded, the streets pouring with hunkarbegendi 

honeys, hot for a hayride.  

He loved the way the street twisted and wound like white lines 

spilling down their striped blouses while peddlers and coffee 

merchants examined the northern territory of their hemlines 

and the turquoise blue glow of their Ottoman figures. 

Of the gaze and scent of Turkish girls, he never tired. He 

passed from red to green to yellow, each bosomed blouse more 

beautiful than the last, hallucinogenic beads of mystical import 

dangling provocatively south. 

Even as a neophyte in college, he enjoyed the way the young 

nubiles would sit on his face like twin sis kebab, a slow-cooked 

Turkish lamb with red lips. He would brush the ringlets of her 

sparse parsley patch, luxuriate over her sandy skin, blow gently 

on her baklava, then dive in for a quick, sweet snack. But those 

tentative days were behind him now: he was a full-fledged 

connoisseur.  

On the steps he heard a rustling of owls. Going by the book, 

these nocturnal creatures should be silent, quiet as a field of 

wheat. But things rarely went by the book. He watched all the 

legs pass, let them all pass, wanted them to pass. Better for the 

chase, the hunt, and the breathless pursuit that steeped the catch 

in honey.  

In the smelly, darkened, sweat-stained streets of Chicago, in a 

little hoist-and-puke drinking house of the Irish rebels, was a 

band of crooning Danny Boys with brown girls front row & 

center, thrusting their naked pointy breasts at the band, seeking 



nipple kissers, cheerleaders of a type. And in their support two 

limp Kangal-dogs at the counter, jerking and bouncing, 

spewing over themselves at the sight of the coniferous breasts, 

unlike anything they'd witnessed at the West Virginia Wild 

Animal Park. But some of these girls were jailbait! 

"In prison you get three meals a day," he says, trying to putt a 

stupidly happy face on it. 

"But also," cautioned Anatolia, local wench warbler, high on 

peppers and pomegranate sauce, feet banging on the linoleum 

and marble, "don't you know, you don't stand in one spot to 

rest your chin and drip eyes at these girls…" 

He nods and stares holes into his shoes. 

"In prison the guard locks and unlocks all of doors for you." 

…not with the horny female gorilla tendencies of that Inez 

woman. Although I suppose that it's, it's…well it COULD be…  

"In prison you can watch the television and play the game." 

She is slamming him hard with ugly truths but his penis is not 

listening. 

"I tell you true; they are glad to lock you in butt slammer and 

lose key." 

…cherry fords glistening in the sunshine, and kittens with 

dancing yarnballs, and Quonset huts armed with high 

technology devices…  

"In prison you spend your life looking through bars. Is this a 

life you desire?" 

Anatolia shakes her head, mournful eyes rolling over his blank 

expresion. 

…creamy crème cookies all in a row, a treat of blackbirds 

wailing, grubs between avaricious beaks of yellow and gold, 

testaceous titwringers, and many others…  



"And in prison there are some of times wardens who are 

sadistic. Use your body for their fun." 

…geisha paradises, topiary haunches, lads in swizzle stick t-

shirrs, memory lanes of mammaries, rum-buttered nipples, 

sack cloths, dogs gnawing at genitals…  

"In prison you get time off for good behavior, though, right? I 

mean—" 

He's babbling away making light and having fun but he senses 

Anatolia, chief warbler, is having none of it. She's serious? 

"If I were you Mr. Fancy, I would to keep my eyes to myself 

and the zipper close tight. Of course, if it is the strange you 

want, I just now say to you, I am here, I tell you…" 

 

***** 

 

The least pain in our little finger gives us more concern and 

uneasiness than the destruction of millions of our fellow-

beings. -William Hazlitt, essayist (1778-1830) 

BOOOOM! BOOOOM! BOOOOM! CRAAAASH! 

#@*%$@#! 

He lets his guard down to sniff the local snatch pool and a 

fanatic freak creeps in and just misses his mark. Geez, you'd 

think it's something personal, he thinks. Has no idea why this 

whacko has targeted him. None at all. But this bullshit is sure 

cramping his tomcatting. A man can't even catch a sniff and 

charge in for the kill before some bozo wafts in to take a pot 

shot.  

Living in a fool’s paradise to get to the mountains of Ankara. 

Going undercover, appearing sporadically in out of the way 

and random locations around the globe was to be a mitigating 

factor here. Evidently the secret is out. His cover blown. 



Himself almost blown up! The mockery of it! He simmers. 

Your absurd prerogatives, an ancient culture! 

The current of holy war is closing in and will put an end to the 

Zionist-crusader supremacy. 

Buildings that pre-blast were barely hanging on to vertical 

space are now scattered and strewn like so much trash and 

detritus. Women crouch and cower with their children, cooing, 

and soothing, and wiping blood. Some mechanically picking up 

parts that resemble castoffs from the abattoir, limbs from 

children no longer among the upright. A tragedy beyond 

tragedies. Yet among the local constituents, taken with no more 

fuss than one gives to the most basic and trivial of tasks. Make 

a virtue of necessity. Just one of the many daily chores a life 

must endure. 

Somehow, the utter inevitability, the stoicism attended, makes 

it all the more horrifying. Progeny of Zeno scattered tenfold. 

Oh, there is some wailing and gnashing of teeth to be sure. But 

this is backgrounded and pushed aside as if inconsequential. 

One thing for certain, he feels more foreign now than ever, this 

is not sensationalist-driven-get-it-on-TV-quick America. No, 

this is silent suffering of the biblical kind.  

Many parts of religion, if taken literally, are dark and sinister. 

The days are pregnant and giving birth to new events, with 

God’s permission and guidance. 

His lips part for speech, but no words come, so many words 

tremble there, they literally dam one another up. Silence in 

these environs is not golden, but the poison of what cannot be 

said. 

There's one pet I like to pet, and every evening we get set. 

I stroke it every chance I get, it's my girl's pussy. 

Seldom plays and never purrs, and I love the thoughts it stirs. 

But I don't mind because it's hers, it's my girl's pussy. 



Often it goes out at night, returns at break of dawn. 

No matter what the weather's like, it's always nice and warm. 

It's never dirty, always clean. In giving thrills, never mean. 

But it's the best I've ever seen; it's my girl's pussy. 

I bring tidbits that it loves, we spoon like two turtledoves. 

I take care to remove my gloves, when stroking my girl's pussy. 

Abu al Khayr sends you his most sincere jihadist welcome. 

 

***** 

 
Often, society's unfortunates are adored or execrated with equal 

intensity by many millions of people. 

Two men are deep in conversation. The one seated seems to be 

assuming the subordinate position. The one standing stands 

with arms crossed, listening intently, occasionally grunting or 

groaning,. Covert messages for the trained ear. Spider listens at 

a safe distance in the comfort of his car. He had earlier known 

to expect this meeting. The shotgun mic works nicely from his 

vantage point. 

Sighs short and frequent come from the standing man. 

"This could mean anything, anything. That is what we must 

know, must know, must know." 

He rambles these last words into an evanescent and trailing 

stream that passes through as a deep mantra. The seated man 

drums his fingers on the table, evidently unsure how to 

proceed. Suddenly, as soundlessness prevails, things turn 

savagely still: 

BAANG!!…BAANG!!…BAANG!! 

The man’s head explodes in a mess of blood and brains and 

teeth, standing screams and the sound blends with a second 



blast that sends him spinning into the wall, his face a ruin. The 

air is shattered by thunderous blasts. Spider ducks instinctively 

but too late. A new spring of groaning occurs, followed by wild 

shrieks: 

AIIEEE!! AIIEE!!  

The sound is pure animal. When Spider sits up to take stock, he 

sees the standing man has been crumpled to the ground, a pool 

of blood growing around his shattered head. Another man, 

kneeling, is holding standing man's head in his hands, wailing 

profusely in an expression of the most profound grief. Were 

these two more than mere associates? Family? Father and son?! 

Lovers?!! 

Human wandering through the zoo, what do your cousins think 

of you?  

This is not a time for extended grief expressions. Time to flee! 

Not since that time on King Williams point has he witnessed 

such a brutal and instant brush with death. This was planned. 

Someone else besides him knew something. Maybe he should 

bring in The Dog on this case. If the frost has not disturbed the 

death The Dog would instinctively dig it up again with his 

naturally inquisitive nails.  

My nerves are bad enough, thinks Spider. There are times 

when this job really gets to me.  

Right sonny boy. Like everyday. He races back to his hotel 

room for a lie down, stunned, disoriented, needs a dream segue 

into something more salubrious. But deep down, he knows 

better. Ever since Priscilla met her cruel demise his dreams 

have never arrived, only the recurrent nightmare: 

Footsteps shuffling on the stairs, her leaning out the window, 

calling out to him across the field, she then most likely 

returning to her favorite spot in front of the fireplace, and as 

he had watched many times before, her under the firelight, 

under the brush, her hair spreading into fiery points. Then the 



blast ripping savagely though this tranquil scene, through the 

window, through the house, through her. As he raced through 

the field to save here, he arrived to find a picture of absolute 

destruction, his love reduced to ashes.  

The only thing left intact was her favorite chair, still standing 

like a burnished throne, glowing like pain-wrought marble 

from the intense conflagration that bore it. 

Oh Spider, Spider. Any excuse for your monkey of alcoholism 

will do. Thinks he should get back in touch with retired spec 

ops Sergeant Attila Larchmont, a guy who could spin the story 

and twist a mean martini like nobody's business. Yeah the wild 

times they had, the troubles they caused, the way they drove 

the Colonel batty, as if he wasn't well on the way already. 

What was that thing Larchmont was onto, "a drink a nubile 

princess, if there's grass on the field play ball, all peaches and 

cream and honey got me some cream for you," remembers it 

like yesterday yet he reaches for it and it slips away in its little 

dingy. Oh that Larchmont, what a connoisseur of quim 

sniffing. Wonder if he and the Mrs. are still together? Though 

the way Attila shamelessly chased the young pubiles Spider 

wouldn't be surprised if his wife slapped her philandering 

husband upside the head with divorce papers and hit the ground 

running for Bombay. 

Soldiers are in the business of death-inflicting it, and, as little 

as possible, receiving it. They must be careful, but they also 

must take risks. They significantly reduce those risks by 

planning. It is the mark of the mature man to live humbly for a 

cause, rather than die nobly for it. 

 

***** 

 
Schmedlap ambles in, shell-shocked and post coital charged, 

the strong scent of smegma and cigarettes attending. The scene 

in front of his horror stricken eyes causes him to wet himself. 



He stops suddenly, not sure whether to shit or go blind. Then 

he locks eyes with the crouching man, the man cradling in his 

hands the head of an obviously dead man. Recognition is 

instantaneous. Time freezes. Bones chill solid.  

Now he has one more horrific nightmare to add to his creepily 

expanding collection. A guy can’t even walk into an office 

anymore! 

A shrill sound behind him hijacks his attention. 

At the misty periphery distance, a figure not necessarily 

human. The figure stands motionless, staring out to sea, more 

like a living memorial to the drowned, a figure from myth, than 

any proper fragment of the metadramatic day.  

There is no lostness like that which comes to a man when a 

perfect and certain pattern has dissolved about him. The 

delicate mechanisms of his sanity are precariously balanced; he 

thinks this new intrusion is not a good sign.  

He disappears into a long fugue, not caring or interested when 

or if he regains cognizance, coherence of this horribly 

downward spiraling universe, topsy-turvy since the ground 

zero incident. His feet take him on automatic pilot, leaving 

Spider to clean up the crime scene, his gig anyways, no 

assignment for Schmedlap on this one, would stick around, 

help a brother out, but his needs right now are more basic, 

intrinsic to the necessities of this fractured life. Eyes swim in 

his head as he motors about the city, downtown, uptown, 

Manhattan, Soho, Central Park, registering in the outer 

perimeters of his awareness but mostly wild splashes of paisley 

colors, disconnected from any tangible reality, people rush by, 

buses whiz along, exhaust blast choking the airspace, a 

thousand dialects and cultural accents blending like rhinoceros 

rumble, screeching brakes, shrieking horns, ice cream trucks 

spinning their age old child luring tunes, benign but dangerous, 

nonstop action, moving, moving, moving, a city of the itinerant 

and vaguely disconsolate working class. 



He finally comes to a stop, front steps of his brownstone, and 

his eyes open as if for the first time, as if reborn, looking about 

the city as a stranger in his own land. 

A few good drinks, a few good women, a languorous frolic in 

the hot tub with Misty and company, girls never averse to the 

old bump and tickle. Three is a good number, a trilogy of 

powerful geometric import, one sure to dispel any lingering 

spirits of despair, laughing and rolling and tumbling with 

satyric vigor, lechery and drunken merriment primary 

expedients, he finally left weak and drained of ability or 

inclination, a shriveled grape husk of a specimen, crawling to 

the sandman, three girls wrapped around him, a cluster of 

scented flesh, delivering him safe to a slumber of the just. He 

has terrifying dreams of a drowned Phoenician sailor, fears 

death by water; it comes to enclose him, in full view of an 

ominous figure staring out to sea. A benthic mystery abounds. 

A chained feeling of self constraint chokes him and desperate 

words flood his lips: Not again! 

These nightly terrors have dashed more dreams than an alarm 

clock, even a pack of pudenda unable to break their viselike 

grip. As he lumbers through his morning ablutions, his cup of 

joe, the girls lay around lazy and depleted, his mirthful harem 

reduced to quiescent calm.  

"A cup of joe in the morning keeps me going all day long," he 

thinks in a sudden state of peace, raising his cup in mock salute 

to any lingering gods of Java, resolving to reevaluate his 

situation and create a new strategy immediately. The fact of the 

matter is; walking from that flaming tower and making the 

press, instant stardom, was an acidic blessing in disguise, an 

open door into the enchanted forests where satyr and nymph 

still wander unashamedly free, yet he deserves better than what 

he is currently choosing to accept, decides getting Misty to 

bring two more girls along to make the group of three a group 

of five is a winning strategy, a five-pointed star not without its 



merits; he drifts dangerously close to code red territory, a place 

where even seasoned lothario fear to tread, knowing a woman 

scorned is enough hell for any man, a triplicate or quintuplet of 

women scorned is a raving group of maenads, vicious, 

cannibalistic, pack animals, who when they dance, work 

themselves into an ecstatic frenzy, during which they are 

capable of tearing wild animals, or men, to pieces with their 

bare hands. He shudders. Until his chosen nymphs begin 

roaming mountains and forests, adorned with ivy and skins of 

animals, he feels safe enough. Schmedlap the deluded, 

enjoying his mug of the much maligned but undoubtedly 

beloved beverage, entertaining a wispy image of naked female 

lovelies skipping through frothy water, scans the daily 

headlines: 

Chicago Sun—A 40-year-old married woman severed the penis 

of her neighbor she alleged had tried to rape her and brought 

the organ to police for evidence. 

Police said the woman, a mother of three, brought the severed 

organ to the police station for evidence. 

The woman was quoted as telling police the alleged attacker 

forced his way into her makeshift home and started to assault 

her. 

The victim, who was admitted to a nearby hospital, denied her 

accusations, the report said. 

The woman told police the man, a father of five children, had 

been harassing her for months. 

From his hospital bed, the man said he had been having an 

affair with her and claimed she had suggested leaving the 

country together to settle elsewhere. 

"I refused and told her that I cannot leave my wife and 

children, so she took revenge on me," he was quoted as saying. 

"We will arrest him once his condition gets better," a police 

spokesman told the Chicago Sun. 



"She said she fought back and cut off his penis and brought it 

to our police station in a polythene bag to prove" the man tried 

to rape her. 

A hospital surgeon said doctors were not able to reattach the 

organ as it didn't arrive in time after the incident. 

"We are treating him so that he can urinate normally without 

the penis," the surgeon told the Chicago Sun. 

He suddenly decides he's not much of a newspaper fan, in fact 

never was, too much misery wrapped painfully tight in bullshit. 

Life was shit, everybody knew that. Why did the bastards need 

to rub your face in it?  

But the point the universe is making is not wasted him, who 

though cynical as a jackal, realizes this is the correction portion 

of the universe's message. Ignoring the message will be to his 

own harm. The next portion is the rebuke stage, where an 

ignored whisper mutates into thundering shout, shaking the 

elements, rocking his world, tossing him like so much rubbish 

into the destruction he's helped to create. And at the rate things 

seem to be progressing, he reconsiders and finds that yes, yes, 

he CAN live with Misty bringing along just the two other girls, 

for a time at least, just until he can devise a grand escape 

strategy. The grabbing, clawing, and dismembering maenads 

would gleefully engage in causes his knees to knock and his 

balls to clack. One grasshopper is a simple, benign critter; 

multiplied they are a locust swarm, a clear synonym to maenad 

theory. A swarm of locusts with maenad limbs and weapons on 

the assault is a truly terrifying chimera nightmare, a horror tale 

of great reckoning, worse than his ever-present Phoenician 

sailor terror. A cold shudder runs from toes to testicles to brain.  

Truth be told, he had been thinking about having just one girl 

at a time, simplicity suddenly appearing so warm and friendly, 

a soft entity that would never, never hurt a guy's jewels. 

 



***** 
 

"A single source, a single root of light, jets out and spreads 

itself into three branches of splendour. A breath blows round 

the earth, and vivifies in innumerable forms all parts of 

animated substance." (HYMN II—Synesius)  

The world devolves to the microbial kingdom, master of all top 

dwellers, those up top entirely unaware or consciously ignorant 

of the ubiquitous and absolute power contained within the 

ranks of microorganisms. Fear and misinformation abide.  

Enter the CW agent. Not a microorganism, per se, but easily 

and cleverly confused as such for ends whose purposes stagger 

the mind. Chemical warfare (CW) agents are poisonous, man-

made chemicals that may take the form of gases, liquids, or 

powders. When absorbed through the lungs or the skin, these 

substances have incapacitating or lethal effects on humans or 

animals. Although many CW agents are liquids, the explosion 

of a bomb or the use of a sprayer system can transform a liquid 

agent into an aerosol, or superfine mist of microscopic 

droplets, that can be inhaled into the lungs.  

CW agents vary greatly in their persistence and volatility, or 

tendency to evaporate. Most CW agents fall into four 

categories: blister, choking, blood, and nerve. 

Because CW agents are generally not considered very 

persistent, certain degradation products of significant 

persistence, even those that are not particularly toxic, may 

indicate previous CW agent presence or that degradation has 

occurred. The miasmic void of man’s tenebrous achievements 

towards self-destruction and absolute annihilation fill the tomes 

of history ad infinitum. 

Oh Jillian, my Jillian (has he earned the right to say my?). Life 

has been good to him he cannot deny, but playing the Jillian 

card, when he least expected it (really…she was so out of his 



league she was almost in an entirely different sport), and 

suddenly they were sucking a common cigarette, talking things 

deeper and more far reaching than he had a right to expect, 

catching him entirely off guard, throwing bola ropes around his 

legs, dragging him down, spinning him around, slamming him 

up against the mirror of self reflection where he came away no 

wiser to her motivations than if he were looking up a bull's ass. 

Yet still…still…he came away renewed, enlightened, battle 

scarred but blessed! And on that day he was reborn, jettisoned 

into a world set apart, a world floating above the narrow gloom 

that hovered below, squelching all life from within its domain 

like an evil scrim. Yes, life suddenly took on a rosy glow, an 

ethereal calm, a motion towards transcendence like he had 

never known. Well, perhaps once, years prior, the enamored 

naïveté of youth as his guide. But in these shrill and fading 

years such overwhelming emotion, vigor, zeal—yeah, joy?—

was all but a stranger to his dulled and jaded eyes. Who could 

have predicted that such a cataclysmic change would occur? So 

rapidly even. So pervasively. So encompassing every aspect of 

dim view that what existed before now seemed like a 

prolonged nightmare; an episode of terminal ugliness that had 

rendered heart, body, and soul numb; somnambulism in its 

worst incarnation. Yes, things were certainly looking upward. 

Now, the only remaining question: where to begin anew? And 

with all of this ineffable joy he had the dog nuts audacity to 

make a play for the sweetly innocent Tierra? Was he a total 

buffoon? 

The dove of peace sails through and plops a high road steamer 

on his head. Cataclysmic upswing: CANCELED. 

Schmedlap looks again at the FAX, an ancient myth confirmed 

in black and white. The implications are frightening. He gazes 

absently through the bay window. Frozen images of delicate 

leaves and inosculating branches, the still street, the black 

windows of the other houses, the first hint of dawn sifting 



through the birch trees in his front yard but the view, the view 

looks...wrong!! 

A collection of more than 200 strains of marine fungi, taken 

years ago from mangrove and coastal areas in southern 

Thailand, have been stored for years in laboratories in 

Britain's Portsmouth University. Bangkok now wants them 

back. 

 

***** 
 

The Brotherhood of Balaam is out of their stew pot and on the 

move, the new breed younger uglier and tre pissed off, 

churning up land and people, bird, fish, sun, plow to kill, 

scorched earth fanatics, loud shouters proclaiming primacy, 

raise the machete blade to dissenters, Sumerian remnant, 

stomp, propagandize and proselytize to a silent horde, strap on 

a few pounds of explosive and blow themselves up, or become 

suicide commandos that blow themselves to bits and pieces, 

taking with them cars, buildings and innocent bystanders, bird, 

fish, sun, plow to kill. 

Turkish dogs; their origin shrouded in mystery, but closely 

allied to the wolf and the jackal, are the chosen favorite among 

the BOB. 

Tradition has it that these dogs originated in Tartary, and 

followed the Mongolians and Turks across the steppes, gorging 

themselves on the carnage of a thousand battlefields, and 

finally settling down with the conquerors. The BOB trace the 

lineage of their beginnings to these legendary battles. 

How much truth there is in this gruesome legend is impossible 

to say, but the fact remains that wherever the BOB is found, 

there, too, the ubiquitous kiopek or skilo, is seen; a creature 

that does not seem to exist north of Vienna–that outermost ring 

of Turkish invasion. Dogs, very like skilos, are to be met in 



Hungary; one has no doubt of their existence when one crosses 

the Danube into Serbia; they are numerous in Bulgaria, and one 

falls into the thick of them when one reaches Constantinople. 

In size and appearance they resemble the short-haired Scotch 

collie, but without the sharpness of nose, and their ears are 

shorter. With all the instincts of the nomad—unkempt, unkept, 

and owning no master—their home is the street, where they are 

born and die, a boon and a bane to mankind. They are the 

former because they are the scavengers—sometimes the only 

scavengers—that clean the streets of the refuse thrown into 

them, and which would otherwise putrefy and breed disease. 

They are the latter because they collect at night over refuse-

heaps, and fight, bark, and yell over the disputed possession of 

coveted morsels. Their noise disturbs one’s slumbers and 

irritates one’s nerves. Then, lying as they do in the street, an 

irate wanderer, driven to action, might stumble against one in 

the darkness, and experience in return something hard and 

sharp, sending said wanderer howling in his turn. 

But skilos do not thrive on refuse alone; they hang about 

butchers' shops, and are plentiful near the Sultan's palace-

kitchens and soldiers' barracks, where remains of food are 

dispensed to them. At the Ministry of War, in Stamboul, a 

special man is employed to give them fragments of the soldiers' 

bread. These he carries in a capacious hamper on his back, and, 

holding a thick stick in his hand, he proceeds to the public 

square, where hundreds of dogs await and surround him. His 

first action is to clear a wide circle with his stick around him, 

and then he suddenly empties the contents of his hamper; a 

rush and charge of skilos follows. They tumble over one 

another in that hissing sea of dogs, but do not seem to mind, 

provided they can seize a fragment of bread and bolt away. 

There is strategy, however, even in dogdom, and some, more 

cunning and fleet-footed than others, do not join in the 

scrimmage, but quietly await the result at some point of 



vantage, and, spotting any dog that retires laden with spoil, 

pursue it, and snatch away its prize. 

Yet, with all their habits of the tramp, they seem imbued with a 

sense of order, and come to an agreement among themselves as 

to what streets groups of them are to occupy. Woe to the dog 

that dares to overstep the assigned boundaries. On one 

condition alone is he allowed to cross through another district–

that of lowering his flag–i.e., that he puts his tail under his legs, 

keeps his head submissively low, and walks in the middle of 

the street, while all the dogs of the quarter rend the air with 

their barking. 

Young Turks are practical men, and, desiring to cleanse the 

streets of Constantinople of a recognized nuisance, they 

decreed the extermination of skilos. But, taking into 

consideration the Moslem abhorrence of taking away animal 

life, a curious compromise was made. They were banished to a 

large enclosure at the city walls. A special forceps was 

invented for the purpose of trapping them, and at dead of night 

municipal officers gripped the sleeping dogs by the neck or the 

body, and pitched them into a cart, which conveyed them to 

their so-called "hotel." Terrible fights occurred there between 

dogs already in residency and new arrivals, but it frequently 

happened that kind-hearted Turks waylaid the carts and 

liberated the captives. 

Within their enclosure the dogs were fed and received water at 

the expense of the State; but soon the space allotted them 

proved inadequate, and their cries and smells became so 

horrible that it was decided to move them to another locality. 

A little uninhabited island, called Oxya, about fifteen miles 

from the city, was selected for the purpose, and 30,000 were 

transported to it. But the island had no water, and the supply of 

bread was difficult and irregular, and the result was that six 

months after their transportation only one solitary dog survived 

to tell the tale. 



Discouraged by their want of success, Government has now 

given up the attempt to exterminate the skilos. Understandably, 

these ubiquitous and savage creatures are preferred by the old-

world men of death, the Brotherhood of Balaam. 

Sometimes moving from a pose of aggressive hostility to one 

of cheerful indifference, the BOB uses women as suicide 

attackers thus decreasing their number and breeder's 

representation among their henhouse lot. 

Voluptua Ipsum loves the BOB, tough as a bull and all-around 

good hand, naturally extremely hyperactive, a history of 

provocation and pushing boundaries, rejects pleasures to secure 

other greater pleasures, endures pains to avoid worse pains, has 

Carpal Tunnel, Lincoln Tunnel, Holland Tunnel, Queens 

Midtown Tunnel, Brooklyn-Battery Tunnel, and New Jersey 

Turnpike thrown in for good measure, takes one for the team, 

her motif, her m.o., her raison d'etre, a give it while you got it 

practitioner, committed to her search for tighteousness, before 

they lump down upon her leather bed in the night and at the 

fading of the stars. O O O my my! Then she'll know if the feast 

is a flyway. She has a gift of seek on site and she casually 

answers helpers, the dreamy dearie, being all of one, and when 

her mons merries his lute it is long and for the whole world to 

see, with frothy lips of finicky before his teeth, and a barrow 

load of genesis over his head, till the total of the fluid hangs in 

the twaddle of the befuddled, O!  

Now my children chola  mise the kikengrots and soolemon ma 

lowenstall, fer give me a please please to me and you if you 

may be inclined to pardon my slipshod fingerlagrabbin shore 

and bagore sun shining ever so brightly still screamin at the 

harnbogglers. Issa far sight of shame yer totin if a smeary sky 

turn rumblebelly belch barfin to yer topside derry oh dandy 

nearer thine hed to thee.  

The Blind Pig Cafe and Slippery Lizard Massage Parlor opens 

for business, the stage so small performers and sidemen have to 



stand in the aisle next to it, swinging their instruments to the 

side to let the drink filled tray wielding waitresses pass by. 

State law requires that an archaeological team search for 

artifacts and excavate any that might be found.  

Kick up the jam with local fave plum dive, mouthing the 

words, almost feeling the shrill emotion, man behind the 

machine, feels rooted, sobering quickly, the sniff sniff achoo a 

far pace arrear, thinking about something Hegel, truth and the 

way truth impresses itself, our consciousness under fire, can’t 

happen unless it’s through an emotive or sensory experience, 

highbrow, off base, out of kilter, Jola wanna blow blow blow 

his little Rastafarian heart out, smack the hand jive on some 

jive white rump wagon, change his whole orientation, cogitate 

a fairer stone, him and Sonny Bagg been on the down-low so 

long can’t see up skirt city tang, saw the wishbone, saw it 

pulling the machine, saw Tweety bird go north for summer, 

saw stuff they can’t unsee, now jammed in here on white man’s 

gold smellin like salmon and packed in sardine oil, three deep 

in time for barbeque, if that fat chick don’t get off his horn 

gonna blow taps up her fat white left-it-at-the-station behind, 

now there’s a deeply emotive place, walks a fine line, will have 

a tiny literal narrative suggestive of a larger bigger mystery, 

prevents him from becoming just a visual pun, ain’t no pun like 

good ol pun.  

Sonny Bagg caresses mic, snugs it close to his summer’s eve, 

lays into a slow bending croon, fat hand brushing grease 

slicked hair away from droopy smiling eyes, bit of devil in 

store, tongue ladling mic, words dripping free: 

The queen of hearts she crushed my nuts,  

The queen of diamonds took the money and ran away, 

Don’t tell me you love being right no sir 

Cuz momma dun did you today, yessir, dun put you the fuck 

away 



Dump truck of misery, flood coming in hot, memories coming 

torrential, coming home from the funeral he had stood at the 

door to his rodent breath dump, and out of habit or distrust, 

punched at the door bell ringing himself or twisted 

doppelganger from somber solstices. Cold clanging bounced 

and ricocheted inside. He waited for footsteps, the clatter of the 

lock. The stinking place was silent. He had hurried down the 

three flights of stairs to his jalopy and driven straight to The 

Blind Pig Cafe that he had not visited in so many triumphant 

years, times gone away, those dismal nostalgic screws, big 

business bigfoot stomping down little man lane, counting the 

good among the dead, whispered no sweet goodbyes, chilled 

plutonium kisses. 

The man there, compressed, caliginous, more conquered, 

crushed, beaten back, but the selfsame man, had served him in 

a state of alarm, rolled up a sweet 750mil bottle in a sheet of 

sepia toned newspaper like a mummy, pushed it across the 

counter into desperate shaking hands. 

Now, six months after the death of sweetness, he began at 

sunset-brandy, neat, hook by hanger in a carnival glass. His 

body still knew liquor as poison, an old and dangerous ally, 

and he had to take small sips and suck on a wedge of lemon in 

between. It was a slow journey, but reliably, every night, he 

reached a point when the TV became incomprehensible, a 

vague hubbub in the corner of the room, dream became 

nightmare, succubus 1 magic fingers 0. 

Lonely nights a medieval friend became bedmate, woman 

demon of violent sexual intercourse with any man, of a lonely 

night with this man, uneasy alliances in peacetime suffering 

made with weak abandon. He would come to in the dark, early-

morning hours, flat on his back, felled across the bed, 

unmoored and cold, trousers undone and suspiciously moist, 

spent most of the day behind drawn blackout curtains, 

stupefied on the futon, wept, covered his mouth with his hands 

so the neighbors wouldn't hear. Missed her dreadfully he did, 



in incalculable ways, inestimable, the mark of time’s arrow 

leeching a once vibrant sexuality from he and she, reduced 

finally to trusted comfortable companions, Bonny and Clyde 

running from what or who anybody’s guess, so the natural 

result being his descent into depravity, roping the flickering 

flames wide and loose, promising anything to get the honey 

pot, looping around and through his perforated mind, searing 

his synapses with hot lead. What happened next was 

unthinkable, unfathomable, as from him came a series of comic 

explosions¸ stumbling around the apartment, a big, blubbering 

bear of a man, shirt unbuttoned and flapping in the wind, 

shirttails tied in a loose knot under the overhang of his belly, 

have another one, sir, a ready assent, a life of rampant gluttony 

with its reward of sloth.  

That was so yesterday now. Gone packing for upstate New 

York, took the 5:15 to Brooklyn, followed the Midtown Tunnel 

to its eastern end, tipped with the tippers, sipped with the 

sippers, slunk home to fetid marital slippers, crawled and wept 

long and hard. But tonight tonight, at the new and improved 

Blind Pig Café with its new annexation, the Slippery Lizard 

Massage Parlor, he thinks he might just get him some of that 

front panel rubdown treatment, the girls they treat you nice, no 

static at all. Before Judges of Joshua (JOJ) gave us numbers or 

Helviticus committed Deuteronomy, and all the geniuses had 

met their exodus, he was long back yesteryears bordering and 

bedding his amanuensis of pretty high holies, singing "open her 

wide, let me see that little pink cunt," she initially trying to 

fight as he spread her legs, exposing her neatly trimmed pussy 

to his hungry gaze, he whistling, running a finger across her 

mound, "yer a natural blonde, O," so that tells you what a 

persnickety clap he was. 

Ay a whisky. The plan had been to carve away into the raw 

primordial that gives birth to the wicked. They worked like 

(when he was primarily infecting them) bonds being drowned, 

someone crying about Jimmy Moore et al, Audria a deux, he 



never went to the particular sub domain shown at church 

baptismal so how could he really know. One use only, and after 

he had found a singular flash of malformed conical tongues did 

he do her any mercy. Remember it. There are elements of a 

flash of his motherfucking gourd on a thick solid steel orb with 

multicolored sexuality that was so grim. Then of things, other 

hectic things, like that time he was bleeding, trying to extract 

anal sex from her powder puffed back hatch. But yeah, he 

bragged, next meal, my car wreck, with all the tenderness of 

little cyclones and cherished loved ones, age old wisdom, for 

the other living area is real midriff. In fact, he was not the sort 

who goes peace corp, but his entire CV could be irrelevant, 

could be tarred and feathered where oranges have been laid to 

rest upon the green, he could mean NOTHING. This was bitter 

revelation and somewhere deep down in beastly nature. 

Shwallalom: time prepares the enemies of a world. 

By the walls of Thebes, the ancient city of a hundred gates, the 

Nile spreads to a broad river; the heights, which follow the 

stream on both sides, here take a more decided outline; solitary, 

almost cone-shaped peaks stand out sharply from the level 

background of the multicolored Limestone hills, on which no 

palm-tree flourishes and in which no humble desert-plant can 

strike root. Rocky crevasses and gorges cut more or less deeply 

into the mountain range and up to its ridge extend the desert, 

destructive of all life, with sand and stones, with rocky cliffs 

and reef-like, desert hills. 

Behind the eastern range the desert spreads to the Red Sea; 

behind the western it stretches without limit, into infinity. In 

the belief of the Egyptians beyond it lay the region of the dead. 

Between these two ranges of hills, which serve as walls or 

ramparts to keep back the desert-sand, flows the fresh and 

bounteous Nile, bestowing blessing and abundance; at once the 

father and the cradle of millions of beings. On each shore 

spreads the wide plain of black and fruitful soil, and in the 



depths many-shaped creatures, in coats of mail or scales, 

swarm and find subsistence. 

The lotus floats on the mirror of the waters, and among the 

papyrus reeds by the shore innumerable water-fowl build their 

nests. Between the river and the mountain-range lie fields, 

which after the seed-time are of a shining blue-green, and 

towards the time of harvest glow like gold. Near the brooks and 

waterwheels here and there stands a shady sycamore; and date 

palms, carefully tended, group themselves in groves. The 

fruitful plain, watered and manured every year by the 

inundation, lies at the foot of the sandy desert-hills behind it, 

and stands out like a garden flower-bed from the gravel-path. 

In the fourteenth century impassable limits had been set by the 

hand of man, in many places in Thebes, to the inroads of the 

water; high dykes of stone and embankments protected the 

streets and squares, the temples and the palaces, from the 

overflow. 

Canals that could be tightly closed up led from the dykes to the 

land within, and smaller branch-cuttings to the gardens of 

Thebes. 

On the eastern bank of the Nile rose the buildings of the far-

famed residence of the Pharaohs. Close by the river stood the 

immense and gaudy Temples of the city of Amon; behind these 

and at a short distance from the Eastern hills were the palaces 

of the King and nobles, and the shady streets in which the high 

narrow houses of the citizens stood in close rows. 

Life was blithe and busy in the streets of the capital of the 

Pharaohs. 

These days have passed into the dusted region of the dead, the 

tomb of Tutankhamen in the nearby Valley of the Kings now 

base of operations to the self anointed self appointed 

brotherhood, ever careful to demolish ideologies, thoughts and 

ideas opposed to the BOB, especially materialist and Darwinist 



ideology, with withered hod upon hallow ground do they 

caligulate themselves pro-fornicata, women and children 

advised to hellbender, seek Paracelsus, Auroleus Phillipus 

Theostratus Bombastus von Hohenheim master supreme, gay 

old rogue with an eye for the ladies, classes now forming in 

your community. 

Te gustan los helados. 

The misted skies drop fast and strong, dropping like a baleen 

whale on those unprotected heads of innocent wonder. The 

grizzled AK boys look hungrily about, mouths working a froth, 

eyes boring holes in gossamer gated leas, a long line of coombe 

trackers, sight and hearing so strong they unconsciously have 

fantasies about what they have seen or heard, consciously 

yearning to sniff and sort same. Females camouflaged in 

solemn procession. Keep your peniles institutionalized, boys, 

no grace in fair game. Arms appeal but firearms appalling. 

Killy no kill-kill, heavy a toll, toll. No chance cuddles with 

clashes erred and aerated, monsters in the perimeter, ditto does 

peeled and splayed for the feast of fools. Canals tightly close, 

boats dock in frenzy.  

Into this front and center wanders a girl, paying no heed to the 

clustered commandos, leaning against the trunk of a low, wide-

branching sycamore tree near the shore. A narrow boat, now 

concealed from view by the dense growth of rushes, had 

brought her to the spot, delivered her into debauch unheralded, 

sold her into service of the damned.  

As the sun is about to set, the beautiful, motherless young 

creature, gives herself up to a wild tumult of sweet memories, 

anxious fears, and yearning expectation. A more inappropriate 

time and place for wistful wanderings could not be found. 

Leering eyes lust enflamed creep in her direction, tongues wag 

salaciously, fingers twitch nervously, greasy hands rub grizzled 

chins, contemplation of a sordid sort dances a deadly dervish, 

the devil’s playground open for business 



If there's grass on the field, play ball. 

Bold moves made, invade her space, hands reach out, grab 

shoulders, push down, fall upon her, peel her like a banana, her 

naked glory shines and shames, had been dying to get a taste of 

her pussy, wondering if she would be sweet and tangy, or spicy 

and tart, her nubile bouquet citrus laced, her mouth quivering 

in terror, her eyes flicking left to right, her legs shivering 

uncontrollably, sweet memory disappears, lift her hips, mouth 

to mons, engulf her slit, first taste made, fire rages on, tongue 

lapping deep, fingers pushing in, working faster, harder, cream 

dampens her crotch, tingling sets in motion, imagines her 

juices on his face, blushes, "Please, stop," tingle building to a 

height she’s never known before, "Please," she screams again, 

orgasm hits her, she cries out, only half aware of a cock 

pushing into her mouth, her body shudders and convulses.  

"She's a natural little slut," says a Negro with a gold earring 

standing beside her. Her eyes widen at the size of his cock as 

he rubs it across her lips. 

"Open up." 

She takes him in and sucks him not really knowing what to do. 

Her eyes widen as she feels the head of a cock poking at her 

cunt, but she is humiliated as her hips pump against him of 

their own accord. This latest assailant penetrates her in one 

cruel thrust, making her scream, her breasts bouncing in time to 

the vicious thrusting, her eyes going glassy and vacant.  

"This cunt is hot for this shit," Negro says, filling her mouth 

with his seed. 

She swallows and closes her eyes as rough hands cup her 

breasts, slowly stroke her tender pink nipples, now hard as 

jewels. The faceless others queue up for their turn. Her mind 

drifts back to a simpler time, a time when little girls and tender 

playthings were the whole of her world, a time when coming 

meant home for dinner, a time when nightfall held only the fear 



of easily conquered monsters. Those were vastly greater joys 

than she had realized. A whimper escapes her momentarily 

unoccupied lips. Of one thing she is certain; to the depths she 

has descended there is no return.  

The dose makes the poison. 

 

***** 

 

"I am Dr. Theosophus Ringworm, greater than those to whom 

you liken me; I am Theosophus, and in addition I am a 

monarch and prince of physicians and I can prove to you what 

you cannot prove. I need not don a coat of mail or a cutlass 

against you, for you are not learned or experienced enough to 

refute even a word of mine," he declared on prime time 

television before a hastily assembled congress. "Let me tell you 

this: every little hair on my neck knows more than you and all 

your pundits, my shoelaces are more learned than Aristotle and 

Hippocrates, and my beard has more experience than all your 

high colleges." 

"Hey, what about Socrates?" 

The suddenly taciturn Dr. ignores this clearly unwise outburst, 

will not sink to the level of the plebes. 

Using integrated biometrics—identification chips that have 

been approved for implant in humans by the FDA—

government agencies will be able to remotely identify, 

photograph and monitor people by fingerprints, scan access 

and identity cards, all of it done through wireless connections. 

This would be ideal for keeping track of dangerous sexual 

predators released from prison on parole, the public is assured, 

a plausibly indisputable benefit.  



Yet, the broader implications of this "plausible indisputability" 

for innocent, free people with a guaranteed protection of civil 

liberties are vast. 

Soon this technology will allow the ability to monitor every 

person, to follow their every movement and communication 

and to presumably intercept an individual if the monitoring 

party believes that the subject may do something wrong. 

Doctor Theosophus Ringworm is but humble spokesman, 

selling an imminently insidious but benignly presented 

technology first to the money lenders, and then to the reality 

TV numbed masses. This is his sole charge.  

"There is a cost of freedom which we, as a people, must be 

willing to shoulder. Much is given and in reality, not nearly as 

much taken as consensus opinion would have it. I call for a 

time of reflection and purposeful action, where we the people, 

join hands, rub shoulders, stand proud and tall for our mother, 

America, raise a fist to the sky in her honor, pledging anew our 

love, fidelity, and allegiance to this great and blessed land! As 

a symbol of this renewed union, I propose drawing up a new 

charter, The Articles of Peace, in which we acknowledge the 

broad freedoms, rights, and securities of the American people, 

stipulate the implicit duty contained therein, and assert our 

dedication to honor this sacred pledge. " 

A brilliant synopsis, a rousing call to action. Inside sources 

close to Dr. T whisper "He has long been seen as a potentially 

strong contender for the GOP presidential nomination." These 

selfsame sources neither deny nor confirm these assertions. No 

surprise then the alarmingly polished politico style of his 

speech. Perhaps he and Newt Gingrich are tipping martinis and 

sharing techniques at the old Tip n Tuck.  

Psychological warfare in America aims to make certain that the 

small group of people who run America entrench their power 

and maintain it. The powers that run America are not to be 

found in the Presidency, the Congress, or the Supreme Court 



and neither are they to be found among people who believe in 

and uphold the Constitution. The people who run America and 

increasingly the world comprise a small exclusive group of 

super-rich and super-influential people numbering no more 

than a few thousand, including their families. 

Not content with owning over half of everything, these greed 

mongers who would sell their mothers, whore their children, 

send the American public the invoice, are demanding nothing 

less than total domination of the world. In order to put 

everything in place for world tyranny, they have conducted 

psychological warfare in America for the past 30 years, since at 

least the time Richard Nixon responded to news of his being 

insinuated in the unfolding Watergate scandal by saying, 

"What?"  

Already the plans are well advanced, thanks not least of all to 

psychological warfare in America waged by this pernicious and 

evil power. They do so through the media primarily, but also 

increasingly through unconstitutional legislation and 

government actions. The whole War on Drugs and War on 

Terror is meant to soften (actually terrify) the general public 

into acquiescence, which it is has done successfully so far. 

Today, years past his hydrogen bomb explosion onto the scene, 

he is panic-stricken, has moved away and has a new identity, is 

freaked out that those working on some kind of exposé movie 

about him found out where he is, isn't too keen on having the 

scandal dredged up again after all this time, figures he could’ve 

kept skating along till some sniveling moron stomped into his 

swampy universe. Perhaps his downfall was telegraphed in one 

singular hieroglyphic broadcast speech that concluded with a 

few choice words that none but this suave orator could 

articulate, "Notice how the 'tards just stop in front of you," 

kvetching about a particularly green camera operator, 

"oblivious to all, stand there being all the 'tard they can be, 

failing to look intelligent, like politicos. It is arguably the most 

famous outfit ever worn to the store," now pointing like a child, 



"It has inspired many a Halloween costume." This was his 

attempt at being personable. 

Despite how horribly wrong things had already gone, on the 

cosmic psychodiurnal scale, the bottomest bottom was reached 

when stormblasting into his universe came The Jeez, straight 

from Jerusalem 01 AD, the blubbery, cholo, super cool guy self 

that knows how to party and gets things done the "Jeez way".  

"Remember that boiler about the 3 fishes, and the multitude 

hungry sufferers fed with them? Remember? A Classic. Well, 

let me tell you, the backstory gives a bit more bite, pardon the 

pun. I mean, look at this physique, right? You think I got this 

from sharing 3 fishes with a multitude of smelly rag tags? 

When I pitched them 3 fishes, parlaying them into 3 thousand 

with the touch of Jeez, I was back behind Stone Boulder 

chowing down big time: menudo, aqua caliente, habenoros, 

Chula sabrosita muy picante. Man we was grillin'. Right, and I 

tossed the fishes to los vatos feos." 

The mouths of self appointed sages are quickly flapping, ill- 

timed words cast and fittingly misappropriated, "I can't deny 

the fact that you like me. Right now, you like me!" It's a line 

that would be endlessly parodied—and misquoted. 

 

***** 

 

One of Lucy's hands is down the front of his jeans; the other is 

in the air. It could be moving up to her mouth; it could be 

moving over towards him, it could be moving over to her 

cigarettes.  

"This, my first and final dream, is not the dream of capitalism." 

Ken sits out the back, in the flatlands that surround Old Goole, 

and watches the weather. Ken is looking straight at Lucy. 

Suddenly, he hears his master's voice. "Shut up." His face is 



difficult to read. There's something in his look, whether it's in 

his mouth, or his forehead, or his eyes, it's difficult to tell. 

'"What do you think, in your blackness, are your dreams?"  

There's something about the way he is, the way he's stood. 

Ken's a moment from looking away. You can see that's what he 

does. That's the way he is. He can only look for a while, a 

second, a moment, an atom of time, a fraction. And that single 

moment is held with him.  

"Let the sun sink below its horizon so that there are no more 

stories, no more tracks, no more memories; night. What in your 

darkness, fool night, do you think you remember?"  

It's true he's a dumb ass but must it be pointed out at every 

opportunity? Be patient. In short time the question—and don't 

be fooled: it is a question—will return with bristling 

insensitivity that tears at the hearts and minds of all—Is he a 

dumb ass? And lo and behold the oracle will speak and so will 

he and at the moment when such incident does develop he will 

speak and remove all doubt as to his claim to the Supra King 

Dumb ass throne.  

Yet then again, this is all but self-serving goat tripe. As the sun 

precedes the moon so too shall the first be the last. And at the 

disclosure of life's plan we can without much difficulty gain 

the understanding that the dumb ass we seek stands in the 

mirror before us, a lone attendant to the one and only ruler king 

nebula of the DA throne. The unexamined life is not worth 

living. 

There's no going back. There's no reversal, no escaping the 

new world. Ken reaches out and lifts Lucy into his palm. She 

sinks into his skin. He feels her heart, he feels the blood race in 

her body but then she turns dead soft and dry like she's made of 

fluff or dust or flour. He was not a burglar, he insisted, and no 

way was he going in the cells. 



He does not reflect. A man must do what he can, and beyond 

that be content—no, he has found what he wants and screams 

and runs. 

With dusk come cool, favonian breezes. As God said to Adam 

on one of those favonian Eden days, "Pick a bone, any bone."  

"This, my last and final dream, is not the dream of Nazism." 

Suddenly, he hears his master's voice. "Maybe you wouldn't 

mind slamming your trap, my labrose lad..."  

"Where, where did you get your idea that I am male?" 

'"Silence. Let the sun sink below its horizon so that there are no 

more stories, no more tracks, no more memories; night, what in 

your darkness, fool night, do you think you remember?" 

reason + poetry + the secret of health = marriage 

opinion + justice = the secret of marriage 

How easy to shed the thin skin of humanity, he thinks, sleepless 

after he turns in, hearing that low call in his dark places where 

even dreams fear to go. In the fluorescent light everybody 

looks ill. There is a lot of scorching tea in plastic cups, a lot of 

shouting, routine, un-colorful swearing, and clenched-fist 

threats that no one took seriously. It is one huge unhappy 

family with domestic problems that are of their nature 

insoluble. This is the family living room. 

"I am not a burglar," he insists, "and no way am I going in the 

cells."  

When the sergeant tells him he is, the boy hits a constable in 

the face and is wrestled to the floor by two other constables, 

who put handcuffs on him and lead him away. No one seems 

much bothered, not even the policeman with the split lip, but 

Ken puts a restraining hand over his leaping heart and is 

obliged to sit down. 



He's muttering all during the return trip, pausing only when 

he's near enough to the cave's entrance to feel the outside 

weather, pausing to listen. He can still hear her. She's lasted 

much longer than any of the others. He continues on to the 

entrance and stops there, waiting. 

He goes along muttering, as all Catholics do. Priests kidnap 

young women not because they're women but because they 

look like boys. Seven comely maidens whose curves make the 

girls envious lie with shapely haunches looking over the 

rippling sea, observing with suitable aloofness the comings and 

goings of the tides. The seabirds swoop, acclaiming their 

contours in a raucous way with salty cries. Over the hill, storm 

cells loom dark and sensuous, narrowed eyes stare through 

misted windows beyond the sun, ogling and dripping with 

hunger. Cherish your maidenheads, my darlings. One day these 

sudden assassins will eat you alive. 

"I am resolved, therefore, in reading the word of god, or in 

receiving spiritual food in any other manner, to attend well to 

every particular of divine instruction recorded in the history of 

this miracle; and then may I humbly hope to be fed by my god 

and savior, as the multitudes of old were, and thus to find 

angels' food in every state of life, even the most desolate and 

desert. And then, too, may I hope further, like the infant church 

of old, to be filled, to find a full satisfaction and contentment 

derived from my food; and also to experience a blessed 

increase of spiritual nourishment, leading me to a more devout 

acknowledgement of the divine giver, both of natural and 

spiritual food, and thus to join in the angelic song, Worthy is 

the lamb that was slain to receive power, and riches, and 

wisdom, and strength, and honor, and glory, and blessing, 

(Rev. 5:12). Amen. 

 

***** 

 



PAUSE FOR COMMERCIAL 

Twerpy looking Pee Wee Herman character in extreme close-

up on screen stares directly at you: 

Have you a yearning ambition to play a musical instrument? 

Oh, I know, lots of time and time is a commodity, right? But 

there are easier ways to go that can quickly bring you into the 

dream zone of playing the tunes that get the attention of the 

more beautiful humans among us, namely, the females. Enter 

the nose harp.  

Playing the nose harp is fun and can bring you close to the 

legion of legendary blowers like Louis Armstrong, Chuck 

Mangione, and Schlomo Wells. This talent requires no 

apparatus and is easy to learn. You merely block one nostril 

with your left hand and "strum" or press your other finger on 

your nose quickly and repeatedly while humming. You can 

play many songs like this:  

Huh hmm hmm hmm, tap,tap 'Hmm huh huh 'hmmmmm 

Right, the opening bars to Sailor's Gate at Halberd Crossing. 

And in case you were wondering...no, I'm not on any 

medication. 

Other variations: 

Intranasal melodium (nose harp)  

Mongolian nose harp 

African nose harp 

Our two-man Hawaiian Nose Harp Orchestra failed to receive 

bookings at Carnegie Hall, Sydney Opera House, or The 

London Symphony. We did however get the babes! 

 

***** 

 



McBean, McBean, the killing machine. Joey McBean, female 

executioner from hell, kept the world at rapt attention as she 

went on a killing spree that took her across states and miles 

leaving a circuitous path of blood behind her. And although she 

killed men exclusively, she was not— as some would claim—a 

man-hating lesbian, but bisexual at most, yet by all accounts an 

opportunistic renegade. Her body was young, soft, lovely, the 

breasts like small birds in flight, her ass like a flower. Yet it 

was a lonely body in spite of its lovely form. She was so in 

love with one boyfriend—and so distraught when she believed 

their relationship was over—that she planned to kill herself, 

unable to imagine life without him. That day, she got drunk 

and bought a gun, but instead of turning it on herself, she held 

up a supermarket while dressed in bikini bottoms. Joey often 

said she liked sex with men. So much so that she would lie, 

cheat, steal, and kill for it. Not coincidentally, she followed this 

pattern closely the violent year during which she snuffed out 

seven lives. In amongst other things, she needed money. 

Almost without exception, she killed men with several hundred 

dollars on them, while the opening movement of Bach's 6th 

Brandenburg Concerto circled her brain like a tightening 

noose. With her rough, fading looks and prostitution clients 

harder to find, several hundred dollars was a lot of money to 

Joey. Her habit was to return home smiling after a murder, 

waving her ill-gotten gains and promising her companion du 

jour that she could now pay the rent, buy the beer, pay for a trip 

to Disneyland, pay for them to party, pay for whatever. We 

don't know if Joey got a sexual thrill from taking lives male 

serial killer-style while caught in the swirl and potency of 

cheap music, although as a prostitute, her crimes outwardly had 

a sexual component (several victims were found naked with 

apples in their mouths and bunches of strelizia and/or 

alstromeria in their hands). 

It was her killing of at least five strangers in different locations 

with a cooling off period between murders that led to her being 



called the first female serial killer. She was not America's first 

female serial killer. She hated people in general. Most people. 

She was deeply, uncontrollably angry. She could feel the thin 

warmth of spring sunshine, the faint damp of the grass 

penetrating her clothes, the heat in her skin like fever, the 

cooling slide of an ameliorative antipyretic. 

Inevitably, her outbursts of rage, ugly moods, and volatile 

temperament drove away the very people she longed to draw 

close. Living in exile was all very well, but the soul eventually 

craved more familiar tastes and smells.  

Joey died as she lived, pretty much alone; repeating her claims 

that men are suicide bombers, limb amputators, and oppressors 

of women. 

 

***** 

 

Professors Gone Wild—A former biology professor accused of 

fatally shooting three colleagues during a staff meeting at the 

University of Nebraska at Lincoln pleaded not guilty by reason 

of mental disease or defect in court. 

Amy Blocko, 46, wore a red jumpsuit and bulletproof vest at 

the hearing in Lincoln. Goolon County Circuit Judge Harmon 

Julie said the self-trained biologist and mother of four will go 

to trial on murder charges. 

"Her mind is a major issue," Blocko's attorney Roy "Coos" 

Raider told Reuters. 

Prosecutors seek the death penalty for Blocko, also accused of 

wounding three other members of the biology department 

during what survivors called an execution-style shooting. 

Colleagues believed Blocko, who allegedly pulled the gun from 

her purse to start shooting, was angry over the school's denial 



of tenure. Tenure loss could have ended her teaching career at 

the university. 

After her arrest on murder and attempted murder charges 

connected to the college shooting, authorities in Brainwave, 

Illinois charged Blocko with the 1986 shooting death of her 

teenage brother. 

That death initially was ruled accidental, based on the 

testimony of the family. 

The judge then unsealed all the court documents associated 

with the university shooting. The defense had requested the 

records be kept sealed to avoid influencing possible jurors. 

Held without bail, Blocko has lost more than 40 pounds since 

her arrest, according to Raider. 

"I can't go into the reasons why she has lost weight, but I think 

it makes her look younger," he said. 

Off record, he asserted, "Wouldn’t mind doing her myself, you 

see. Looking mighty fine. " 

 

***** 

 

Spider drops in from the void of other people's sick twisted 

dreams of Nubian princesses hot and hunting for white males 

with which to soothe the sharp toothed hungry beast of 

oppression, rope them, wrangle them, use them for their own 

fabricated formulations, placing at the head of their retributive 

organization, white girls, buxom, lusty, hungry, white girls, 

dressed provocatively and conservatively as the case may be, 

fitting the tastes and desires of the male contingency, herein 

called prey, affixing an appropriate moniker, heading, 

nameplate, Sister Assisted Semen Harvesting, easily 

convincing said male (prey) to give that which he daily strives 

to give if only asked to do so, drag their stupefied sufficiently 



date rape drugged asses into isolation booths where the 

harvesting is done with due diligence and earnest devotion.  

No object is so black as to be invisible.  

Queen Mother Superior, Bon'Qui Qui V'Lanta'la'nisha, was 

content to let her white marauders attend to the day to day 

freakish regulars. In short, Spider Solomon had fallen into a 

den of duly depraved Negro women, or Negress nation, women 

on a mission to free womankind from the terror and oppression 

of the male gender one milked dry testicle sack at a time, 

honoring pioneers like Saint Joey McBean, "who done showed 

us how to git it done," odd choice of white woman as their icon 

but truthfully there were no black sisters afforded the acclaim, 

understandably so as the white man controlled the media, and 

Sister Bo'Qui Qui KNOWS there is at least ONE sister out 

there who done did her sisters proud by taking her man down 

the only sensible and honorable way, death by sperm 

harvesting and castration. If no one else stepped up to lead she 

would be tickled as twat tarts to be the first. 

"White boy, don't MAKE me come o' dere an whup yo ass. Git 

me sucka?" 

Spider nodding solemnly, understanding he has been bested. 

"Now, what momma tell you? Drop and gimme five laps o' dat 

nasty tongue, white meat!" 

On his knees, nose smashed against her bushy mons, musky 

intoxication, face buried in quim so deep so dark so smothered 

in ancient tribal mystery so lost in fantasies unbidden he faintly 

registers his knees lifting up, his ass end popping up to kiss the 

sky, rough negro voices mumbling and chuckling, strong negro 

hands tugging off his trousers, a strong negro finger loaded 

with something gooey rubbing at his back door. 

"Yessir, thissere white boy goin down, um um ummm!" 

He was only trying to do his best for the queen, was only 

giving his all for cunt and country, and wouldn't you know it a 



poor boy can't even get on his knees lost in supplication and 

penitential ministrations before some god awful negro pulls 

down his drawers and smothers gooey ass penetrating salve to 

his anus. This was sure a fine how do ya do! (No judgment is 

so hard as that dealt by a slave to slaves!)" Fight or flight reflex 

kicks in big time, old crusty shunned by the fairer sex, Darwin 

whispering words of cigar smoke drenched wisdom in Spider's 

ear, "In my vast studies two primary things are clear; man is 

monkey evolved, there exists no known award for taking it up 

the ass for the team. Flee, soldier. Flee!" 

Suddenly, as if summoned from some deep dark anal retentive 

void of misguided self protection, Spider spews words of war 

and the 'Nam, blubbering like a babbling fool, talking name, 

rank, and serial number jive, much to the displeasure of Mother 

Superior who just ain't takin' any chicken shit get out jail free 

mumbo jumbo : "I ain't got no quarrel with them Viet Cong, 

white boy... No Vietcong ever called me nigger. Git busy!" 

Spider begins licking and sucking and pulling with all his 

might deeper and deeper and deeper going full face forward 

into deep quim and imagines he can see the mysterious female 

pipeline system digging back and dragging him into darkness 

so vast, dampness so overpowering and sticky, suction more 

powerful than his own, drawing him in like a tractor beam, like 

a fly to a irresistible bulb, as by grappling hook hoist he is 

wriggling into the void, pulling deeper still, his ass coming 

through the front door, barely audible negro voices lamenting, 

"Sheeit, there goes dat white asshole…", rumble, rumble, 

earthquake in the fartland, squealing shrieking woman's voice 

in hoarse earsplitting orgasm, "Yes..yes, white boy. Oh yes! 

You done did that pussy proud. Damn you NASTY", faint 

lights in the distance looking more like sinister nocturnal 

creatures, the walls caked with them, light pincushioning in, 

visible now, grotesquely odd tadpole beings (spermatozoa?) 

racing madly in circles, whirling, spinning, vortexing into the 

mother of all black holes, making for potato shaped somethings 



(ovum?) battling to be the first one into virgin territory, smaller 

eyes and limbs forming before him, enticing and chanting, 

"can't catch me…can't catch me…" playing dodge ball with the 

incoming horde of warrior sperm (coming in hot!) and so far 

winning, ever the coy female (he's pretty sure they're female as 

he doesn't think he's ever seen a male run from intercourse as 

they are forever commanded to run towards it), then him 

passing this passion play as he turns left takes an uncharted 

path, stickiness giving way to ugly stank, segmented walls, 

globular masses floating by, dangerously close, some charging 

rather rudely and brushing against him, pushing him (oww, that 

hurts, big boy!) a whirlpool suction pulling him up, up, up, into 

the…(he remembers his early medical training Anatomy and 

Physiology of the Gastrointestinal Tract and if he didn't know 

better he'd say he was quickly making his way north from 

south rectum, sliding through to colon central, and sludging 

through southwest sigmoid loop as he makes for higher 

ground), kludging together a plan (he can only hope) as he 

kludges (there's that word again) a travel plan from Mouth to 

Anus, and suddenly realizes where this A train is heading now 

on the return path Anus to Mouth, and yes "heading for" 

literally, receiving a sharp injection of pain as his cock springs 

up and jams into the worm segmented sigmoid wall bringing 

him to an abrupt and vicious SLLAAAAMMM!!!! stop and he 

knows he just knows those vicious slimy enzymes are racing 

down the pipeline to digest his sorry ass, how stupid of his 

cock to not realize that they were not on home turf and you 

never pick a fight when not on home turf, and no sooner does 

he cogitate this horror than he senses, sees, feels to his testicle 

anchor as his cock shrivels and hides, a glowing, green nuclear 

blob racing for him with evil intent and all he can do is hold his 

breath and wait, hoping it misses him, hoping it just passes idly 

by, but he knows this cannot happen, will not happen, in all his 

most horrible dreams, no, no, no friggin way—splort! 

A pink frogfish sky greets him, bathes him in warm syrupy 

fluid smothers him in sweet so nasty he feels engorged, blood 



pumping double time to his trouble making cock as it springs 

up and starts batting like its living its batting cage fantasy, 

having such nasty downright wrong perverted thoughts (girls, 

guys, siblings, farm animals) he knows they're illegal in at least 

three states, but sick or not they are working to excite him, 

peak him, pushing him to the…the…oh god, the…the…point 

of no return…he's gonna …oops! Too late, he's shot his load 

into this sexy goo. Mmm, kind of nice he must say, tugged at 

pulled at squeezed and shaped like liquid clay, a masterful 

construction as he tumbles around and around in a spinning 

wheel, what goes up must come down spinning wheel round 

and round…almost as good as that wonderful massage parlor 

of his youth where the beautiful ladies were only too happy to 

massage your front side, massage, massagey sagey, massa…oh 

god…he's in her freakin' stomach! She's digesting his ass!!! 

PLOPPP!!! 

Absolute black, impenetrable black, painfully breaks free into 

blazing light as his eyes go snow blind from sight…is he blind 

now?... no...oh NO…ZAAAAP, sight snaps back into focalized 

continuity and around him he can see humongous windows, 

furniture, a bunch of smiling negroes bobbing their heads and 

sucking on corn cobs, doing a foot jive in place bopping to 

some private rhythm, or maybe that marvelous pelvis pumping 

blues he hears in the background. He knows he is not Jack and 

this is no beanstalk Giant's castle, but then again he's not sure 

of anything anymore. 

Smoochie, smoochie, smoochie…he's held now in huge totally 

HUGE hands as monstrous lips, King'Kong'Quisha size lips 

(Bon'Qui Qui's kid sister), kiss and kiss and bring in teeth to 

nibble, so happy, happy, taking his whole package in her (he 

hopes it’s a her) mouth, sucking it back hard, pulling it away 

from his body, stretching it like a rubber band, releasing it to 

slap back with a BOING-SPLAT, giggling, repeating until 

Spider is sure he’s gonna hurl, more giggling, giggling, then 

humming away, singing: 



You got a fast car 

I want a ticket to anywhere 

Maybe we make a deal 

Maybe together we can get somewhere 

Anyplace is better 

Starting from zero got nothing to lose 

Maybe we'll make something 

But me myself I got nothing to prove 

You got a fast car 

And I got a plan to get us out of here 

I been working at the convenience store 

Managed to save just a little bit of money 

We won't have to drive too far 

Just 'cross the border and into the city 

You and I can both get jobs 

And finally see what it means to be living  

Odd tune to be singing, he thinks, and supposes that points to 

the massive cultural misunderstanding, the vast gulf between 

the white world's understanding of the black experience as 

opposed to the reality. Funny how the first thing that came to 

mind when he heard her humming the tune was something 

older, more classic, something like Nearer, my God, to Thee, or 

maybe a sweet song by Etta James¸ but again the vast gulf 

between what he thinks would be a song a black woman may 

sing after an earth shattering orgasm and the song she would 

actually sing are worlds apart (maybe the earth shattering part 

his illusion?). Yet she sings away, ethereal and angelic as you 

please, while snuggling him close to her lips kissing him, 



nibbling him, exhaling so hard he feels like he's gonna be 

blown away and he sure as heck hopes he's wrong about that.  

Still, something vaguely gratifying about a woman whom one 

has known in the biblical sense—though not quite literally—

waxing lyrical in the afterglow, gives Spider to feel something 

along the lines of adult porn star status exaltation, even if squat 

balding man that he is leaves no doubt in his mind as to his 

shortcomings… 

He suddenly hears a loud voice booming in the near distance, 

can feel, can smell, the breathy exhalations. 

"White boy—damn you’s nasty!—done earned hisself the right 

fo Big Momma to eat his tasty package all by herself, slopped 

with honey, spit roasted brown and savory, mmm..."  

The world is a flipping pancake, spiraling slowly, bringing on 

the woozies, kangaroo punching him in the jaw. He turns 

boiled shrimp colored, suddenly slimy and nauseous; sounds 

shout from a distance (her humming seeming miles into a 

forest), the February sun turns to squid ink and he 

liquefies…unconscious. A vasovagal episode takes hold. 

Vasovagal episodes are typically recurrent, usually happening 

when the person is exposed to a specific trigger. Prior to losing 

consciousness, the individual frequently experiences a 

prodrome of symptoms such as lightheadedness, nausea, the 

feeling of being extremely hot (accompanied by sweating), 

ringing in the ears (tinnitus), uncomfortable feeling in the 

heart, fuzzy thoughts, a slight inability to speak/form words 

(sometimes combined with mild stuttering), weakness and 

visual disturbances such as lights seeming too bright, fuzzy or 

tunnel vision, and sometimes a feeling of nervousness can 

occur as well. These last for at least a few seconds before 

consciousness is lost (if it is lost), which typically happens 

when the person is sitting up or standing. When sufferers pass 

out, they fall down (unless this is impeded); and when in this 

position, effective blood flow to the brain is immediately 



restored, allowing the person to wake up. Short of fainting a 

person may experience an almost indescribable weak and tired 

feeling resulting from a lack of oxygen to the brain due to a 

sudden drop in blood pressure, best described as the "feeling of 

impending death" caused by expansion of the aorta, drawing 

blood from the head and upper body. 

In Spider's case, being taken captive, beaten, raped, eaten, 

having his manhood rough handled, licked, nibbled, threatened 

with removal, would be the specific trigger Also, not having 

eaten or not having guzzled sufficient liquids are all factors that 

increase the chances of donkey kicking the reflex into motion. 

Perhaps he does not take enough salt in his diet. Perhaps he 

died in this last and final swirlpool sexual adventure leaving 

him to take pause and consider that maybe…just maybe, this is 

a final performance to be proud of. IF in fact he died. If not, 

he's just a wimp who can't handle his women… 

"So he came to a certain place and stayed there all night, 

because the sun had set. And he took one of the stones of that 

place and put it at his head, and he lay down in that place to 

sleep. Then he dreamed, and behold, a ladder was set up on the 

earth, and its top reached to heaven; and there the angels of 

God were ascending and descending on it..." 

 

***** 

 

"You just lick 'em and stick 'em…like this." 

Coco is swarming into the frosty February kitchen big ideas 

roundhouse punching her bloated brain, a terrifying moment as 

all who know her can attest, especially current consort, Aliqua 

'Nisha, who gaily joins in sticking yellow and pink Peeps on 

any inanimate object that dares lie still long enough to be 

pounced upon by these hyenas in white. 



Visions she has…visions…gargantuan sized canvas visions 

that push broom paint the falling sky the fiery colors of a 

psychosexual artists' palette, today's palette deliciously tilted to 

the twin tones of shocking yellow and who's-that-girl pink.  

"Totally. Stick one on the phone…" 

Aliqua 'Nisha plasters two on, figuring if one is good two is 

totally better, having learned at risk to follow her commander's 

orders, smiley laughing kill you with a spoon, Coco, friend till 

your end, maybe nano moments distance from the present, 

culminating when Coco is pushed into her Sailor Moon 

persona, raising that most feared accusing finger, "I will 

PUNISH YOU!!!). No surprise that she shoulders a more than 

passing resemblance to the iconic Ms. Moon. Makes all the 

sense in Chinese Russia then to adopt the persona.  

Turc explodes into the room and Coco sticks a headless pink 

Peep on his forehead, the strain of so much sugar more than her 

nibbling teeth could bear, her target bumbles along oblivious or 

apathetic. A trip to the mental hospital ensures a nurse will 

shove pills down your throat. 

THE WILD DONKEY  

Have ever you harked to the donkey wild?  

Which scientists call the onager?  

It sounds like the laugh of an idiot child,  

Or a hepcat on a harmoniger,  

But do not sneer at the donkey wild,  

There is a method in his heehaw,  

For with maidenly blush and accent mild  

The donkey answers shee-haw. 

Master of chaos she most certainly is, master of pranks she is 

not. Turc stoically receives her pink Peep head gift then 



circumnavigates to her soda on the counter, delivering into it 

two drops of Visine, that ought to get her motor churning, 

cleverly stealthy, a person of interest. To the girls he is only a 

tottering fool, a marionette stumbling away into the living 

room, disappearing into the smothering darkness, thoughts of 

counterespionage never entering their minds.  

When he was a booger smeared little kid, struggling to pedal 

his rust-pitted bicycle up to the top of a big hill wasn't ever 

much fun—but coasting his way down the other side at kill or 

be killed speed was positively electric. It's all about putting in 

the effort required to get the most fun, so he resolves that if he 

feels he is struggling or putting in more than his far share of 

work, he will just think of the wonderful reward that is waiting 

for him on the other side. The ethos has stuck to him like skunk 

stench. 

Descendant from a tribe of Yankit warriors on a tiny remote 

Indian island, his lineage is generational forests deep and 

swampland mysterious. To his people, legends and tales teach 

proper moral behavior to the young as he and his siblings were 

duly instructed in their naked youth, before being whisked 

away by kind but misguided white people and brought to 

"civilization" and America. 

Animals figure prominently in the tales. One well-known tale 

concerns the Hare and the Leopard. The Hare and the Leopard 

were once great friends. When the Hare went to his garden for 

farming, he rubbed his legs with soil and then went home 

without doing any work, even though he told Leopard that he 

was always tired from digging. Hare also stole beans from 

Leopard's plot and said that they were his own. Eventually, 

Leopard realized that his crops were being stolen, and he set a 

trap in which Hare was caught in the act of stealing. While 

stuck in the trap, Hare called to Fox, who came and set him 

free. Conniving Hare told Fox to put his own leg into the trap 

to see how it functioned. Hare then called Leopard, who came 

and killed Fox, the assumed thief, without asking any 



questions. The Yankit recite this story to illustrate that one 

should not trust easily, as Leopard trusted Hare. One should 

also not act too quickly, as Leopard did in killing the innocent 

Fox. For this instructive training received in his impressionable 

formative years, Turc often chooses to be neither Hare nor 

Leopard, but in an alternate ending the clever Fox, who 

conniving and crafty brings a living misery upon those who 

torment him, without resorting to homicide. Though 

sometimes…just sometimes…in the roiling world of dreams, 

he tingles with tribal blood lust as ancient spirits wail across 

the murky expanse calling him down, "Be not forgetful of your 

elders, Turc'Amenses, a proud warrior must sometimes choose 

the path of Leopard." 

Their totemic practices protected species because a person 

could not eat his own totem and others needed permission to 

catch another person's totem on his land. A man whose totem 

was a waterfowl would not eat that bird (otherwise it would be 

a form of cannibalism). Other members of the tribe could not 

hunt the bird in the territory that belonged to another man. This 

provided a safe environment for different species. The totem 

practice did not extend to women. 

He remembers being present as Yankit warriors grilled two 

white girls on a spit and boiled two others alive, recalls the 

paralyzing terror, the swelling pride, cannot forget the 

succulent taste of spit-roasted female. But today he will choose 

the path of clever Fox. Tomorrow he may be the saber 

swinging Leopard, spit roast Coco, feast on his victory, then 

pick the flesh of her juicy thighs from his teeth. 

Rasheed tells him that they should definitely, absolutely, with 

all the speed Hare can muster, make swift bold moves to spit-

roast Coco with every inch of their love. When Rasheed smiles, 

Turc smiles, but is entirely sure they miscommunicate across 

cultural boundaries with this talk of spit-roasting.  



"Don’t get me wrong. I totally wanna do that Aliqua 'Nisha 

bitch too. But Coco is so...juicy..." 

Turc nods his agreement. 

"...got me some roofies too. Yeah, bitch, buns up kneelin'. 

Instinctively, Turc had known that something was awry when 

that white meat girl in an oddly spotted suit showed up with a 

blubberous fat man carrying a one-eyed silver and black box 

over his shoulder, shadowing her around as she pressed herself 

into the Yankit village, smiling solar and waving a big headed 

black thing in the people’s faces. He thought for sure the 

villagers would revenge themselves and cook the luscious 

white girl, a corn cob stuffed in her vagina, a jungle apple in 

her mouth, brushed and basted with garlic and citrus marinade, 

turned to a golden bronze, drink, dance, and feast in high 

jubilation, toss the screaming fat man to the lions. This, to his 

chagrin, did not happen... 

A helicopter hovered over them the entire time, transformed 

through his child’s eyes to a huge, malicious dragonfly 

creature, huffing a chop chop slop sound, flying overhead, 

enormous spinning teeth hungry for brown man’s blood. 

These fateful moments loop in endless replay through his 

troubled dreams. 

Now, years removed, he is surrounded by white people, not all 

kind (mostly ALL misguided), fears his past slipping 

irretrievably away, knows with each terrified look in the mirror 

he is hamburger by hot dog being bleached of his aboriginal 

roots. He also screams in horror at the miseries Survival 

International visited upon his homeland, his people, and 

himself. The microbial infestation alone wiped out half of his 

nation. Until recently, it was government policy to blindly rush 

in like wild boars and rub sweat with such people. But sweat 

rubbing is fraught with problems, especially disease; people 

who have stayed isolated from the television trained world 



have stayed isolated from its pathogens, and have little 

immunity to the diseases of "civilization." The new policy is to 

watch from afar and protect un-contacted tribes from intrusion. 

Mostly, he wants to thrust his engorged Yankit cock into the 

warm cherry mouths of white women, listen to them gag and 

choke, impale their faces vigorously, fill their avaricious white 

mouths with his savage seed, then bring Brotherhood of 

Balaam in to finish them off, revenging himself and the greater 

Yankit nation, a homeland decimated by "The White 

Intrusion." 

This is one scenario, one that honors his lion totem. 

Alternatively, he could run them through end to end with a 

hunting spear and spit-roast them for dinner (...cannot forget 

the succulent taste of spit-roasted female…seared to their faces 

a sardonic smile of ghastly surprise....). 

Time grapples and fades slaying borders of preterite life. A 

cloud of rage will grapple him by the throat, by the balls, by 

the collar of a white world shirt. Infinite crawl, he will feel his 

patience unravel; cannot hold on tight enough, he will be gone, 

in a trice in a flash in half the blink of an eye, one more minute 

and something will blow, and who will take credit for the blood 

that will flow? 

Whispers creep in through door cracks, window slivers, ghouls 

of occupations passed, killers in the blanket weave, dust mite 

battalions, microbial genocide, pushing him cliffward till 

haunted by doubt  he believes his image of females roasted 

with a corn cob at one end and an apple at the other could be a 

child’s fanciful recreation, a pubile fantasy. Tasty as the 

barbeque babes were, what beauty they formerly possessed 

was left at the chopping block. But when the elder Ritzmo'Anan 

was at the spit, he insisted that a female roasted in her full 

glory was "an honorable sacrifice given long ago in the 

Dreamtime." 



The whole world was asleep. Everything was quiet, nothing 

moved, nothing grew. The animals slept under the earth. One 

day the rainbow snake woke up and crawled to the surface of 

the earth. She pushed everything aside that was in her way. She 

wandered through the whole country and when she was tired 

she coiled up and slept. So she left her tracks. After she had 

been everywhere she went back and called the frogs. When 

they came out their tubby stomachs were full of water. The 

rainbow snake tickled them and the frogs laughed. The water 

poured out of their mouths and filled the tracks of the rainbow 

snake creating rivers and lakes. Grass and trees began to grow 

and the earth filled with life. 

 

***** 

 

Color, either simple or compound, is exhibited by all masses of 

matter—for white is but a mixture of wave lengths, and no 

object is so black as to be invisible. Gold is yellow, copper red, 

lead is bluish. The petals of flowers, the feathers of birds, the 

gorgeous dyes of the chemist, seem to impress us with an 

assurance that color is a real quality of some kinds of matter, 

and can be affirmed of it without any qualifications. Bodies 

become visible either by their own luminousness as when they 

are hot or phosphorescent, or by the light reflected by them 

from some other source, as is most commonly the case. When 

sunlight falls upon a rose it is to be remembered that the 

sunlight is what we call white light; it is made up of all wave 

lengths which we can see. The rose petals absorb some of these 

waves—the blue, the green, and the yellow, but not the red; 

these are rejected by the surface, and they therefore are 

reflected away, and testify to the selective power of the petals, 

not their color, as can be found by holding the same rose in 

yellow or blue light, when it will appear black, that is, will 

absorb all offered to it and reflect little or none. When a body is 



self-luminous, as a piece of burning sodium which gives out a 

yellow light, it is to be kept in mind that the yellow rays are 

produced by certain vibratory rates which the atoms are 

compelled for the time being to make, but which the atoms will 

not make except on compulsion, that is, the high temperature 

which the heat energy gives to it, and therefore does not 

represent what can be called the color of the body—only an 

artificial state of vibration. If all substances whatever were at 

absolute zero in temperature, they would be setting up no ether 

waves of any length, and could not affect any organ of vision, 

and, consequently, would not only show no color, but would be 

absolutely invisible. Hence color cannot be affirmed of atoms. 

The greatest black man’s burden today is his attitude towards 

governance of himself and his society. What is his worldview 

about himself and his place in it? How much has he contributed 

to the development of humanity as a whole? Does the white 

race not covertly consider him a burden and/or liability to 

humanity? What is his philosophy of space and time in which 

development processes are carried out in governance and 

administration of human and material resources available to 

him? After liberation from slavery through the bravery of the 

campaigns of few of our martyrs of freedom and countless 

faceless and nameless victims; and after freedom from 

colonialism and modern apartheid in South Africa, what have 

we been able to achieve with our liberation and freedom for 

socioeconomic and intellectual development over the decades? 

How do we marry the wasted space and time with our freedom 

and/or liberation? These are some of the philosophical and 

sociological questions that we have to answer for the purpose 

of intellectual clarity.  

The white man’s burden, in stark contrast, is understandably 

contentious and, published in 1899, more than a bit 

inflammable: 

Take up the White Man’s burden— 



Send forth the best ye breed— 

Go send your sons to exile 

To serve your captives' need 

To wait in heavy harness 

On fluttered folk and wild— 

Your new-caught, sullen peoples, 

Half devil and half child 

Take up the White Man’s burden 

In patience to abide 

To veil the threat of terror 

And check the show of pride; 

By open speech and simple 

An hundred times made plain 

To seek another’s profit 

And work another’s gain 

Take up the White Man’s burden— 

And reap his old reward: 

The blame of those ye better 

The hate of those ye guard— 

The cry of hosts ye humour 

(Ah slowly) to the light: 

"Why brought ye us from bondage, 

“Our loved Egyptian night?” 

Take up the White Man’s burden- 

Have done with childish days- 



The lightly proffered laurel, 

The easy, ungrudged praise. 

Comes now, to search your manhood 

Through all the thankless years, 

Cold-edged with dear-bought wisdom, 

The judgment of your peers! — Rudyard Kipling 

 

***** 

 

It has always been part of the conceit of Schmedlap's conquests 

that his boyish charm eventually wins over the young, 

attractive girl/woman/if-there's-grass-on-the-field-play-ball 

female who is way out of his league. Sure, the female is 

initially turned off by his goofball humor or infantile outbursts, 

but she sees the wounded, good-hearted guy underneath and 

warms up to him by the time they dive over the bed rails. 

But it seems as Schmedlap gets older, his romantic partners 

don't, "I get older, they stay the same age." 

The latest example is Schmedlap's next lady happy-to-know-

you-love-to-make-you, passing directly by the whole lady love 

shtick (romanticism so passé), knowing experience alone 

informs, concurs, backs to the bricks or over the cliff, a cruel 

demented mistress. He who goes from one hook-up to the next, 

stumbling along, a gas lamp at a crumbling curb, weather 

ravaged, pigeon bombed, a man of mosaic intrigue.  

Schmedlap's present romantic interest (fully absorbing his 

attentions till he bags her) is Sports Illustrated Swimsuit 

Edition cover-girl—Tahoma Kelly. But his opening lines drop 

with a thud, "I've been watching you like a coyote watches a 

puppy." She's impossibly beautiful, and nearly young enough 

to be his daughter, but that's what makes this situation funny 



AND incredibly contortionist, but in reality, totally Schmedlap, 

unrealistic unrestrained unflappable unashamed passenger 

number 152 on the quim train. 

"Funny," she says, gracing him with her solar smile. "Coffee?" 

Why this surprising turnaround at so weak and offensive an 

opening line as his "coyote" reference, he fails to consider, 

being that his tongue is tied up in her not yet proffered goodies. 

Yet if he had happened across a sampling of her reading 

material, he might tend toward an entirely different view.  

Nightstand of Tahoma Kelly, where is found this rather curious 

publication, from where even an excerpt provides a chill: The 

fact will remain that we eat human beings. No moral song and 

dance, no metaphor. There is nothing symbolic in mastication, 

in involuntary peristalsis, in digestion. This is not the ocean 

which you condescend to visualize as a bountiful bosom of 

maternal earth's liquid womb of life; this is the cold sea that 

will fill your lungs, cease your ability to breathe as you gasp 

out the metaphors you wish for. It is the sucking differential in 

densities that creates buoyancy, and your lack thereof. It is the 

ecosystem of things down there in the dark which will eat your 

dead flesh. Because they will. And they do. Man Meat; bought 

at the supermarket and butcher, for a price roughly equivalent 

to organic sirloin steak. 

We of the Canniba horde thank you for your contribution...  

A dark misty view, soothing as a coiled snake in the darkness 

of predawn, jagged and ill formed, broken kazoo screeching in 

sustained howl, strong lemon scent swirling mysterious. A non 

compos mentis retreat. Lost in thoughts devoid of reason, Cro-

Magnon tongue slaps, boulderated laundry.  

"When faced with man-eating chickens, men had to get the job 

done quick, right? No time for flowers, song, and love poems." 



The threat of a Tyrannosaurus charging while in the throes of 

passion was enough to make him even quicker, which is why 

anxiety is still one of the leading causes of PE.  

The sun was just about kissing her rosy cheek when a pit bull 

attacked the babysitter as she held an infant, just as Dragon 

arrived for a routine call. Dragon jumped on the dog and held it 

down while Skiver called 911. 

Police soon arrived and fatally shot the dog. 

There in one missed osculation, a moment was born from the 

pit of anguish, the whole playback leaving out how many 

steely minded individuals there were who actually knew him. If 

it’s like “Dude, what the…?" but he had been in the road, 

swayed violently, in the course that’s supposed to be the still 

serious case of the Dove Bandit. You can understand. There 

was primarily a fish drowning to feed an honest attempt at 

bleeding-vein-emotional-collapse, yet even this elevated 

attempt lacked much of the enemy's verve, panache, joie de 

vivre and balletic sensibilities veering toward and often 

eclipsing terminal schadenfreude. The muscles away from the 

food bolus relax while the muscles near the food bolus contract 

and push the food along. Swallowing is initiated voluntarily but 

is completed as a reflex action. Whenever he's happy he's 

causing the saddle—with a primary apple or second post—to 

slide and run and peel itself like a stacked two-backed beast, 

roars his assent because Opus Dei vomited a green river, 

utterly doomed to revise this retard to the raw primordia¸ gives 

birth to the raw primordial, gives birth to the truth in them. 

They're seriously held together for something.  

She breathes in hope; the raw primordial gives birth to 

disbelieve in her dreams, desires, betrayals, all the blue veined 

sacks of excellent gustatory benefits, all the wide eyed 

surprised faces. He thought back to her apartment. There was 

nothing he’d like more than to get in her shower, crouch down 

under the blistering water like a penance, and scald away the 



past few hours. But then what? And would he really be safe 

there anymore, after what she’d done in the...? Hell, that was 

not her anyway, but sister so-and-so who has a slight 

resemblance around the eyes. Yet it was obvious now that not 

everyone was on the same side here. No. He’d started now, so 

he might as well stick with it.  

The asphalt thumped repetitively under their tires, lulling them 

into an uneasy silence.  

"But when you're handcuffed on your knees," she sighs, 

apropos of nothing, "he can pretty much do whatever he wants. 

And he did."  

"Oh?" interested now. 

"Yeah. But I got my turn, ya know." 

"Hmm." 

"Fun was had by all...," smiling ambiguously, hands rubbing 

thighs. 

"Well, it seems—" 

"That's all," hand up, flat palm facing, expression opaque. 

Die erste Frucht des Glaubens ist die Nächstenliebe. Ein Herz, 

das fern der Nächstenliebe sein Dasein fristet, ist ein totes 

Herz.  

The nuclear safety agency said the situation was most dire at 

Unit 1, where pressure had risen to twice what is considered 

the normal level. The International Atomic Energy Agency said 

that diesel generators that normally would have kept cooling 

systems running at Unit 1 had been disabled by tsunami 

flooding. 

Even once a reactor is shut down, radioactive byproducts give 

off heat that can ultimately produce volatile hydrogen gas, melt 

radioactive fuel, or even breach the containment building in a 



full meltdown belching radioactivity into the surroundings, 

according to technical and government authorities. 

The first fruit of faith is brotherly love. A heart which freezes 

far from brotherly love's existence is a dead heart.  

Beauty bears a heavy responsibility. A simple smile, glance, 

casual implication can slay hearts like a saber. The path to 

Vagina is littered with bodies. The method, SASH approved. 

Mystical Alternative: Disembowel a chicken, run around naked 

at midnight, ravish a virgin. 

The smoldering eyes of Tahoma Kelly hint of vast dimensions 

older than Cro-Magnon caves whispering wet secrets of 

glimmering sweetness caramelized in honey oils and flimsy 

veils, jittery hips shaking zippers loose and avalanching into 

his dopey eyes of coypu innocence, dark loose tendrils 

reaching through all to snare his most central core of sexuality.  

In the short expanse of their acquaintance, this enfant terrible 

has put him through some changes, and now unabashedly asks 

if he will let her bind him to the impromptu bedposts for a 

special treat, to which he readily agrees.  

The binds (where did they come from?) go on smooth and 

snug. His eyes pop open in synchronized radiance to the hand 

popping his engorged member into the crispy air, his zipper 

split open, trousers splayed wide, her smiling eyes suitably 

epitomizing a Cheshire cat grin, his open-mouthed shock 

appropriately emblematic, brain buzzing but not registering, 

synaptic misfiring reaching crescendo across lost chords and 

exhumed scales, mismatched marionette unstrung, string 

master fucking the new intern behind tent number two. She 

slides a knife up his pant legs slicing them in half, tosses them 

away, and sets to work lovingly coating his balls with gel and 

shaving her prize, biting her lip like a child. Now entirely 

naked and helpless, he feels the sharp cool razor as if plugged 

into 500VAC, legs gone rubbery in a dancing fugue, spasms 



uncontrolled, the lights dim, a dissonant industrial soundtrack 

filters through, the stage remains in shadow, uninhabited, the 

audience shifts to make way for the dancers who have begun to 

plow slowly in a painful procession towards the stage, dressed 

in tattered white apparel and holding Japanese lanterns.  

A moan escapes his lips, drool runs down his chin, a drop of 

pre-cum forms on his cock head, to a slight grimace from his 

captor, who smudges her thumb into the drop of love juice and 

smears it around the swelled head, creating a shining, glowing, 

mushroom cap. She smiles and licks her lips. All movements 

are oppressively slow, a dance of stunted, crawling pain, 

shaking maneuvers, and yet compounding a trance-like 

emotion. The features of the dancers mirror the taut and 

nervous writhing of their bodies, with all the pain and 

frustration of a soul cocooned slowed to a barely perceptible 

crawl. Evident at once is this shirking of birth, the first step, the 

inevitability of the pain and desolation that awaits. Despite the 

wildly archetypal images transmuted through their chalky and 

quaking limbs there is an impeccable precision and coherent 

storyline to their choreography. And an unforeseen grace that 

does not glide, but rather trembles, nearly imperceptible in a 

cold the audience is just beginning to feel. 

A light breeze kisses his newly shorn nut sack. 

"Looks tasty," she says, eyelids bronzed in bathing lights, 

bizarre soundtracks, hands nuzzling and cradling his swollen 

genitales masculinos "mmm, gift accepted." She injects an 

erection sustaining drug into his triumphantly standing cock, it 

flinches instinctively, and she works it to full mast once again 

with expert hands. 

The lights dim to a hush, the bizarre soundtrack begins, a 

variety of overlapping dissonant industrial noises, quite without 

any beat or melody. The stage remains dark and empty. After a 

minute or two, some movement is perceived behind the 

audience, and those sitting in the aisle scurry to make way for 



the dancers, plowing slowly, slowly through the audience, 

dressed in tattered white apparel and holding Japanese lanterns. 

All movements are at once remarkably oppressed and seem to 

cause pain for their slow, shaking maneuvers, and yet oddly 

free and unlike any other dance he has witnessed. He is at once 

reminded of a newborn colt attempting to stand for the first 

time, wet, shaking legs, nervously testing the weight of its 

body against the unfamiliar ground, tremulous first steps, slow 

for the concentration of learning a new lesson, and yet quick at 

times to save a stumble or a fall, and to a newborn whose 

senses are not at all yet calloused, all things both beautifully 

awe-inspiring and also cause for terror. Slow and clumsy, yes, 

but with an undeniable grace. Watching the dancers of 

collapsing silence, who give the feeling that they are learning 

their own legs—their own bodies—for the first time in their 

lives—and yet there is an impeccable precision and coherent 

storyline to their pieces.  

She has brought his manhood back to full attention; pressing 

his glittering cock to her cheek she rubs and strokes and coos, 

pursing her lips now moistened with saliva and the taste of man 

meat; pouts and whispers "beautiful" as she rubs the shining 

head, snaps up the newly formed droplet with the tip of her 

tongue; then raises her fist to the sky clutching a surgically 

sharp switchblade, the sun glinting off its deadly smile. 

"The dead live. What once has been can never cease to be, any 

more than out of nothing can something come. It is so simple; 

and so too, are the workings of magic, which amaze you so 

much. What you call magic, when I practice it, Eros, the great 

god of love, has wrought a thousand times in your breast. 

When your heart leaps at your lover's caress, when the god's 

arrow pierces you, and the glance of a lover fills you with 

gladness, when the sweet harmonies of fine music wrap your 

soul above this earth, or the wail of a child moves you to 

compassion, you have felt the magic power stirring in your 

own soul. You feel it when some mysterious power, without 



any will of your own, prompts you to some act, be it what it 

may. And, besides all this, if a leaf flutters off the table without 

being touched by any visible hand, you do not doubt that a 

draught of air, which you can neither hear nor see, has swept 

through the room. If at noon the world is suddenly darkened, 

you know, without looking up at the sky, that it is overcast by a 

cloud. In the very same way you can feel the nearness of a soul 

that was dear to you without being able to see it. All that is 

necessary is to strengthen the faculty which knows its presence, 

and give it the proper training, and then you will see and hear 

them." 

In the crash zone they pull twisted and tangled bodies from 

mud-covered jumbles of wrecked houses, shattered tree trunks, 

and tangled 500 kV power lines, survivors examine the ruined 

remains, the stench of singed flesh chokes the air, the acrid 

breeze tastes of blood. 

She is nervously flicking ashes from a cigarette onto the rubble 

at her feet, squeezes his tea bag hard as a giant column of black 

smoke billows in the distance, props him up on blankets and 

garnishes his tea bag with wet kisses, no sign of government or 

military aid trucks. She forces her groin in his face; he slides 

his thirsty tongue between her sweet folds for the succulent 

savor of tasty twat. A pilot is seriously hurt as his helicopter 

crashes, is engulfed in flames, and destroyed. Her beautiful 

nude body goes rigid as she begins bucking her hips, forcing 

her groin in his face ever harder as he strains to maintain 

suction under the now frantic sexual circumstances, drops her 

head full onto his balls, swallows them whole, bites to the taste 

of blood, just as her cunt explodes, gushing vagina juice into 

his girl cum hungry mouth, swallowing every last drop her 

pussy has to give him... 

"Last dance, my love," spoken through sardonic smile, while 

raising her fist to the sky clutching a surgically sharp 

switchblade, the sun glinting off its deadly smile.  



Her arm swings wide in a high definitive arc, sweeps down and 

across in swift conclusion.  

A small grunt escapes him as he pops up and grinds his face 

into her dripping cunt. She spins around to face him, shows off 

her prize, a proud white hunter returning from the hunt. He 

rewards her efforts. Another wide eyed surprised face to be 

added to her catalog of wide eyed surprised faces. He manages 

a droopy smile as his face goes ashen and stupefied, life drains 

away slowly, sweet pain. Ite, missa est. Ite in pace. 

A siren wails in the distance. A column of tribal smoke rises up 

from the mountains. 

"I think you were my favorite conquest," she whispers to 

unhearing ears, her face a picture of loss and dejection. One 

more claimed by the melancholy of all things completed.  

 

***** 

 

A woman is gang-raped in a minivan as an anti-pornography 

law is passed to ban public displays of nudity and "behavior 

that could incite lust." 

Cities around the world see 'SlutWalk' rallies, mainly-female 

protests against sexual violence. 

The island of Zanzibar, situated just south of the equator, on 

Africa’s east coast, is the starting place of all expeditions into 

the interior; and Unguja, the big town of that island, the place 

where the preparations for plunging into the unknown are 

made. 

These expeditions consist, almost without exception, of 

caravans loaded with beads and cotton cloth, which are 

exchanged among the inland tribes for elephants' tusks and 

female slaves; for Unguja boasts the only and last open slave-

market in the world... 



 

***** 

 

Three blasts took place in the city's subway system and one 

more hit a city bus, all within an hour at the height of morning 

rush hour. 

Police said there were 700 to 900 people on each of the 

affected trains at the time. 

Witnesses described the horror of seeing victims dying and 

with serious injuries. There were scenes of panic as power 

failed on crowded underground trains, and tunnels filled with 

smoke. 

"We were all trapped like sardines waiting to die," said Arnold 

Power. "I honestly thought I was going to die, as did everyone 

else." 

Police cordoned off areas around six stations in and around 

the city's center and financial area and brought in sniffer dogs 

to check the areas. Telephone traffic—particularly by cell 

phone —was nearly impossible. 

One man, with blood streaming down the left side of his face 

from a wound on his temple, said he didn't "want to live 

through it again." 

"There was a very loud bang, the lights went out, the back car 

filled with smoke," he said. "We were all thrown forward." 

"I was in the front car and people were severely injured there," 

he said, dispassionately, adding that his train had been in the 

tunnel between Miens Dross and Blaylock Square. 

"Some people were very calm, others very panicky." 

Jarnoche Milburn said he was working at the Hardstock Hotel 

when the bus exploded "literally 40 meters away." 



"There was a massive explosion and a cloud of smoke, and 

then when the smoke started to die down, you could see the 

wrecked bus, which was on fire," he said. 

"There were bodies everywhere. Heads and bits of bodies, 

heads and arms and legs all ripped away. 

"There seemed to be kids lying around as well as adults. I'm 

just in shock; it's something I'll never forget." 

After the explosions, transit authorities shut down the entire 

Underground system and bus service in the center of the city. 

Bus service was restored Thursday afternoon—with increased 

security—except in the vicinity of the explosions, said officials, 

who added they hope to have some Underground service 

restored on Friday.  

 

***** 
 

Due to a mandatory reduction in travel costs, the enlisted 

below the rank of General will now be required to make use of 

alternate travel methods when traveling on military business. 

To this end, the military has requisitioned the services of ATL 

Truck Lines.  

For a very reasonable rate, ATL will bulk-transport soldiers by 

truck, ship, and/or train. The soldier will be packed according 

to economical measures. Upon arrival to the proposed 

destination, the soldier will be handled with forklift and clamp 

 

 

***** 
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